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AMERICA'S SUM IS SETTING IN THE MIDDLE EAST

The impressive conclave of Asian and African nations which took place at

Bandung, Indonesia has now passed into history carrying with it all hopes for

friendship between the Zionist-dominated Eisenhower regime in Washington and the

peoples of Asia and Africa* In seeking to obtain votes and in order to appease the

tremendous economic and political influence of American Jewry
8
which has been fully

mobilized behind the World Zionist Movement and the illegitimate state of Israel,,

our cheap, democratic politicians have driven 300,000,000 anti-Cowunist Moslems

into the open arms of Red China’s master statesman,, Chou En-lai* Americans politic

cians and professional tolerance merchants should be awarded the Soviet Unions

highest awards for service above and beyond the call of, duty 0 Our professional

Jew°lovers have dealt the American people a stunning defeat from which they may never

recover*, Let us analyze the results of the Bandung Conference in order to determine

the tremendous damage done to former American prestige in Asia and Africa*

To demonstrate the magnitude of Red China’s victory at Bandung and to

emphasize the absurdity of American support for the comic-opera state of Israel we

quote from a recent column by Seymour Freidin and Bill Richardson in the left-wing,,

"New York Post"*

"In their quest for unanimity, Asia and Africa closed ranks at the con-

ference and moved first against Israel*"

"Chou-En-lai, the new Chou whose mild demeanor and conciliatory attitude

electrified the opening day of the conference, threw Red China’s support behind the

Arab world* o.Chou went other delegates even one better* He told Egypt*3 Premier,

Col* Nasser, that he planned to build a new mosque in Peiping where Buddhism is the

traditional prevalent religion. In return for Chou’s favor, Nasser implies now that

Egypt — with other Arab nations presumably following its lead will recojpiize and

trade with Chou’s China."

The patriotic leaders of the Arab states refused to attend or participate

in the Bandung Conference if the illegitimate state of Israel was invitedo Even

so, World Jewry, in support of its Zionist program, sought to put economic pressure

on the respective governments of India and Burma in order to squelch any possible

references to Israel which might arise at the conference. World Jewry always uses

its tremendous power of the purse to silence or destroy its opponents. This time

the scheme didn’t work because the Asiatic people have not yet been corrupted by

parliamentary democracy and professional tolerance merchants whose only God is the



Great God Gold. Since the Jew only holds power, like Satan, where gold and material

pleasures are primary considerations, he was roundly defeated and slapped down by

the intensely nationalistic Asian and African nations which had only recently won

their freedom from French and British colonialism.

The Jews introduced their hock-shop technique into the field of inter-

national diplomacy when they sought to use the important trade relations between

Israel and India a3 a club over the head of Indians Prime Minister Nehru. They

tried the same pawn brokers tactics on the respective governments of Turkey and

Burma o Despite these low tactics the following resolution censuring Israel for

her brutal aggression against the Arab population of Palestine was passed by all

28 nations attendant at the Bandung Conferences

"In view of the existing tension in the Middle East caused by the situation

in Palestine, and of the danger of that tension to world peace, the Asian-African

conference declares its support of the right of the Arab people of Palestine and

calls for the implementation of the United Nations resolutions on Palestine and the

achievement of a peaceful settlement of the Palestine question."

It has often been stated that the Jews are so collective-minded that if you

step on the toe of a New York Jew the resulting groan will be heard around the worlds

After the Jewish failure at Bandung, a howl went up that could be heard throughout

the Solar System. The Wailing Walls and Crying Towels were being utilized on an un-

precedented scale. Only when Hitler forcibly parted the Jews from the money which

they had looted from the German people during the 1924 depression has such a howl

of persecution been sent up from the collective throat of World Jewry. We quote

from the "New York Post" in reference to a speech made by Judge Justine Polier to

the women* s branch of the American Jewish Congress:

"The Asian-African Conference at Bandung underscored the "naivete and

error" of U.S. policy in seeking to appease the Arab states at Israel's expense,

Domestic Relations Judge Justine W. Polier said today... The high moral pretensions

of the Bandung leaders were exposed by their failure to invite Israel to the meet-

ing after Arab threats of a boycott." (Apparently the Jews like to force their way

into places where they are not welcome. This applies not only to American summer

resorts and beach-clubs but even to international conferences. Bedbugs, fleas,

cockroaches and Jews just won't allow human beings to have any privacy. They are

all enterprising parasites.)

The newly elected Jewish Senator Neuberger spoke at the United Jewish Appeal

pre-birthday dinner stating: "Israel, by example, can have great influence in

supplanting the archaic remnants of ancient cultures, the barriers to progress in

nearby areas". In short an American Senator has the temerity to get up and speak

in behalf of an aggressive, foreign state which has established itself by force and

violence on territory which belongs to nations which have traditionally been friendly

to the United States. Once more we find American Jewry forming an aggressive "state

within a state" on American soil. We find them meddling in American foreign affairs

j

influencing our foreign policy in behalf of Israel and thus costing us the friendship

of 300,000,000 potential allies in the life and death struggle with Soviet Russia.

If anyone dared speak up for Germany or Russia they would be hauled before a Con-

gressional Investigating Committee or strung up on the proverbial lamp post. Only

the Jews enjoy this unique privilege of "dual citizenship". Only the Jews can have

an Israel Bond Organization collecting funds on American soil for the maintenance of

an aggressive foreign state. Can anyone picture what would happen to the unfortunate

German-American Bundist who might have tried to peddle bonds for the Third Reich.

To demonstrate the success of the Israel Bond gang we quote from the April 29th

issue of the "National Jewish Post":



"Rudolph Go Sonnenbom, president of the outgoing Bond Organization} took

his last bow as head of Israelis bond effort o After four years of selling} the

organization closed its sales record with a total of $190 million. The dinner

doubled as a brotherhood activity as Jews and Gentiles s
Negroes and whites p

Republi-

cans and Democrats} mixed together and broke bread . The invocation was given -by

Rabbi Julius Mark of Temple Etamanuel; and the benediction by the Rt. Rev. Monsignor

Aloysius C« Dineen of St. Agnes Roman Catholic Church, to which De Sapio (Carmine

De Sapio, New York Secretary of State) belongs. De Sapio deplored the shipment of

aims to Arab countries and called Israel "the spiritual blood bank from which every

Jew all over the world draws the plasma of faith." We hope De Sapio got a good

check from his- Yiddish comrades. We also hope he reads here what his Jewish friends

did to his fellow Catholics in Palestine. Only a governmental system as rotten and

foul as democracy could produce creatures like De Sapio. No wonder the Jews say

they can only live under a democratic fora of government. Under any other system

they could not find the necessary political pimps and lackeys like Eisenhower,

Truman and De Sapio to serve them.

Let us trace the background of Zionist aggression in Palestine. Why have

900,000 Arabs, Christian and Moslem alike, been driven into the deserts as refugees

by the very same Jews who preach democracy and brotherly love in America? Why do

the same Jews who moan and groan about alleged Nazi atrocities now inflict similar

atrocities against their own fellow Semites? The Jews claim that Hitler infringed

upon the territorial rights of neighboring states like Austria and Czechoslovakia

but are the Israelis not doing the same with the neighboring states of Egypt and

Jordan? Is Zionism anything more than a glorified Jewish Fascism based on the idea

of a "Chosen People" myth handed down since Biblical times from father to son within

the framework of the World Jewish entity?

There is a fundamental rift between the Zionist and Communist elements of

World Jewry which merits close study. The doctrine of Zionism is rooted in the

religious mysticism of Talmudic prophecy which predicts the coming of a Jewish

Messiah, a direct lineal descendant of King David, who shall rule the world from

the Holy City of Jerusalem. The Talmud also predicts that God's Chosen People must

return to their Biblical home in Zion, the present territory known as Palestine,

before the Messiah can be bom. Thus the Zionist movement, founded by Theodor

Herzl, is based on religious mysticism and racial pride based on the Talmudic myth
that World Jewry constitutes a spiritual elite known as "God's Chosen People". As

a result the main supporters of the Zionist movement are found in the ranks of
Orthodox Jewry, which has remained steadfast to the ancient religious doctrines,
routine prayers and dietary laws of Biblical Jewish tradition. The religious
fanaticism and inate cruelty of the Zionist fanatics may be seen in their ruthless
treatment of 900,000 helpless Arab refugees whose property was seized without com-

pensation, after which they were driven into the desert to starve by the Zionist

despoilers of the Holy Land.

The Communist element of World Jewry is ideaologically rooted in the
economic and political doctrines of the Geraan Jews, Karl Marx and Friedrich Eigels.

The main supporters of the Jewish Communist movement are drawn from the ranks of
those Jews who have abandoned the Orthodox religion of their forebears. The Com-
munist Jew is opposed to all forms of national patriotism, racial pride or class
consciousness. He is usually a militant atheisto He seeks to create a World State
based on the Marxist concept of a Godless, classless society wherein the superior
Jewish intellectuals who had created the Communist movement would hold absolute
political and economic mastery over the Aryan, Negroid and Asiatic masses. Thus the
internationalist minded Communist Jew is forced to oppose and, if possible, to stamp
out the counter-revolutionary force of Jewish nationalism. Once the- Jewish State in



Israel was firmly established as a concrete fact and was no longer a mythical dream

of Zion in the minds of a few elderly Jewish savants, a relentless inner struggle

between the forces of Jewish Communism and Jewish Zionism began.

The Zionist Jews descended on Palestine like a plague of locusts in 1947=

Dr. Izzat Tannous, Secretary General of the Arab Palestine Office For Refugees spoke

as follows before a luncheon of Christian leaders held at Gramercy Park Hotel in

New York on February 10, 1955:

"Not only did the United States government encourage this injustice, (the

partition of Palestine) but it relentlessly maintained it in spite of the loud cries

and the great suffering of the refugees. Hundreds of millions of dollars flow to

those who are occupying our homes. Every moral and material help is generously

extended to Israel. ..As a consequence the good name and the unparalleled prestige

which the American people have so deservedly enjoyed for the last hundred years in

the Arab world dropped to a very low level. The United States stood no more for the

Arab people as the symbol of justice and fair play. The United States was no more

to them the champion of the four freedoms."

"It is indeed unfortunate that this should happen at a time when the world

is divided into two camps and tremendous forces are in conflict. And when the

horizon in the West continues to look so dark and hopeless after a long patient

watching, is it not inviting for the miserable refugee to look East for an early

sunrise?"

Here we have the subtle warning that continued American support of Zionist

aggression will lead to direct Arab collaboration with the Soviet Empire. Can we

afford to lose the vast oil lands and massive population of the Arab bloc in order

to support the loathsome cult of Jew-worshipping politicians and professional toler-

ance merchants that cling like barnacles to the hull of the American ship of state?

The atrocities of the Zionists in the Holy Land were by no means limited to

the Moslem population alone. The clerical crackpots in both the Catholic and Pro-

testant Churches who have been engaged in spreading the doctrine of tolerance and

brotherly love toward our Yiddish "Brothers in Christ" should read the following

account from the April, 1955 issue of the Catholic periodical, "The Point" concerning

affairs in the Holy Land:

"Catholic authorities have estimated that the Jews have destroyed Church

property in the Holy Land at the rate of more than two million dollars 1 worth a

year. To mention only French Catholic institutions, they have demolished four

hospitals, sixteen dispensaries, two hospices, four seminaries, thirty-two schools

and orphanages and seven retreat houses. And what the Jews have not destroyed out-

right, they have gotten rid of in other ways. ..So extensive is the damage inflicted

by the Jews, that two American Franciscan priests, sent to Jerusalem as official

Catholic observers, reported, "There seems to be an over-all plan gradually to re-

place Catholic institutions."

"As part of a program to find "accommodations" for its influx of Jewish

colonizers, the government of Israel has managed to bring about the dismemberment and

evacuation of all Catholic regions in the Holy Land. Before the formation of the

Israeli state, Palestine was in no sense a Christian-populated country. And yet,

because the chief targets for Jewish aggression have been so consistently the

Catholic towns and villages, nearly 20$ of the Arabs kicked out of their ancient

homes have been Christians. To date, close to a million Arab refugees have been

stripped of everything they possess by way of home, land, savings, business, and

often, even family. Reports from Catholics in Lebanon, just north of the Holy Land,



tell of dusty roads choked with the exodus of Galilee Arabs
^
soothers with breast=fed

babies „
orphaned childrens dazed fathers,; many of whosa were carrying cherished

crucifixes and other holy objects which* at great risk* they had rescued fra i«P
desecration as they left their looted homes o

n

'•Perhaps the most touching and tragic report is the one dated January 15® •

1952* in which Archbishop George Hakim of Galilee protested in vain to the Israeli

government over the mass destruction of the totally Catholic village of Hereto

Church* schools* rectory* homes =° everything was in shambles 0 And what is more,

wrote the Archbishops the Jews perpetrated all this on Christmas Day itselfo^

"The assault on Ikret* like all the rest of Israelis anti-Catholic outrages*

was in no sense an ^unavoidable casualty*^ of the recent Jewish°Arab warfareo All

of the first-hand Catholic observers are quick to make this point . Indeed, in his

summary report on the Holy Land situation* the Apostolic Delegate* Archbishop Hughes

has very plainly charged that there is now in operation a "deliberate Jewish effort

to decimate the Arabs* and TO DESTROY CHRISTIANITY IN PALESTINE."

The American people and their corrupt brand of parliamentary democracy,

which has degenerated into a teeming horde of thieving bureaucrats living off the

pocketbooks of honest American taxpayers, is largely responsible for the fiendish

Zionist atrocities in Palestine. We know our politicians are corrupt. We know they

do the bidding of powerful Zionist pressure groups in order to. line their own

pockets with Jewish gold and assure themselves of secure political jobs where a

minimum of work is done for a maximum of payo They obey their Jewish paymasters

even when it endangers the very future existence of America as a free and sovereign

nation.

If 300,000,000 Moslems join the ranks of Soviet Russia and Red China*

Americans sun will have set in the Middle Easto The whole of Western Civilization

will topple and sink into the yawning abyss which has previously swallowed the

Imperial Legions of the mighty Roman Qnpire and the yak-tail standards of Genghis

Khan's Golden Horde. Shall we destroy democracy with its deceit and parliamentary

corruption or shall we be destroyed by democracy with its worship of the Great God

Gold and his High-Priest, THE ETERNAL JEW? Abandon democracy, support the Arab

cause in the Middle East, purge the Jew from our national life or face ultimate •

destruction of our entire Western Civilization by a Red tidal wave that will pour

forth from the steppes of Asia. This is the choice which America must make. Is

the Jew worth the price we must pay for his presence? All America is crying? What

price Jewry.

f t 1 1(| ( nin, hi,

CALLING ALL AMERICANS

We wish to thank all those who helped out financially with our last issue

on "The Need For Racial Segregation". Securing a mass circulation for each issue of

our party bulletin is the task of every member and supporter of our movement. Read

this issue carefully; then send a contribution to aid in its circulation. We have

a mailing list of 15,000 and must have your help. Subscriptions to this Bulletin

cost $2.00 per 12 issues. Party membership cards cost one dollar. Strike a blow

for America today by helping to spread the truth. Rush whatever you can spare to?

James H. Madole, Editor

National Renaissance Bulletin

10 West 90th Street

New York 24, N. Y.
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THE NEED FOR RACIAL SEGREGATION

James H. Madole

The greatest question threatening the very survival of America and Western

Civilisation today is the problem of whether we should seek to assimilate or segre-

gate the teeming hordes of Negroes, Puerto Ricans, and Asiatics which have poured

into the United States, England, and South Africa since the termination of World

War II, The recent Supreme Court decision to prohibit racial segregation has re-

sulted in the breaking down of all racial barriers in our churches, public schools,

and housing facilities. Property values and moral values are steadily decreasing

in our major industrial cities as new hordes of semi-savage Negroes and Puerto Ricans

pour into previously restricted schools and residential areas. Our political

gangsters in Washington condone the Black rape of our Republic because their sole

concern is the number of Jewish, Negro, and Puerto Rican' votes which they can pile

up on Election Day.

Our White population, deprived of protection by their own ’’democratic" govern-

ment, is fleeing to the hinterlands for survival. Proof of this fact is furnished

by the "New York Daily News" of November 22, 1954, in an article entitled, "Sees

Big Race Shift In City’s Population”, by Henry Lee.

"In the 1950-70 decades, some 750,000 white residents will desert New York

City for the suburbs, while the Puerto Rican and non-white population will be jumping

from 12.7$ of the city’s population to 20$, the City Planning Department predicted

yesterday.”

"During the 20-year period, the department noted, the Puerto Rican population

alone is expected to more than quadruple, from 246,306 to an estimated 1,160,000, or

13 . 5$ of the total residents... Thus, the report calculated, in 1970 there will be two

Puerto Rican or non-white children to every three white children in the city."

The professional tolerance merchants from the National Conference of Christians

and Jew, the National Association For the Advancement of Colored People, and the so-

called National Council of Churches have launched an all-out campaign for ’’BROTHER-

HOOD" in our churches and schools. 3y cloaking their appeals in religious hypocrisy

and false humanitarianism they have wittingly mislead millions of American and

European idealists. These young, starry-eyed visionaries have daydreams in which

they envision a united World State wherein all races and classes have been reduced

to a common democratic level. Idealists and romantic visionaries have always fallen

prey to the false lures of democratic equalitarianism and thus have failed to compre-

hend the Laws of Nature which existed long before the advent of man on this planet
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and which will continue to function lon^ after his demise. Dr. Alexis Carrel,

renowned scientist, writes as follows on this topic in his book, «KAN THE UNKKW't

:,Another error... is democratic equality. This dogma is now breaking down

under the blows of the experience of nations. It is therefore unnecessary to insist

upon its falseness o.o Individuals are not equalo.osexes are not equal. To disregard

all the inequalities is very dangerous ...The standardization of men by the democratic

ideal has already determined the FREDOIIINAI'JCE OF THE WEAK. Everywhere the weak are

preferred to the strong. They are aided and protected, often admired, they attract

the sympathy of the public. The myth of equality, the love of the symbol, the con-

tempt for the concrete fact, are guilty of the collapse of individuality. As it was

impossible to raise the inferior typos, the only means of producing democratic

equality among men was to bring them all to the lowest level. Thus vanished person-

ality 0 "

Professional tolerance merchants like Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam of the Federal

Council of Churches of Christ In America have deluded millions of devout Christians

with their propaganda on racial equality and human brotherhood. Compare their

clerical quackery with the Red line of the "Daily Worker”. The only difference is

that clerics like Bishop Oxnam and Dean Pike of St. Johns the Divine pretend to in-

terpret the will of God with their perverted form of spiritual Bolshevism whereas

the :,Daily Worker” admittedly interprets the vail of Moscow. Hiding behind the

sacred vestments of the Church these modem Judas Iscariots earn far more than thirty

pieces of silver from the descendants of the very same Jews who crucified and spat

upon Jesus Christ. In fact. Bishop Oxnam lias even taken it upon himself to rewrite

the Bible, leaving out all detrimental references to his Yiddish "Brothers In Christ".

Oxnam not only can interpret the vail of God; he can also vastly improve the Word

of God to meet the specifications of his Jewish patrons.

The National Council of Churches lias sent out a special message for "Brother-

hood Week" which orders its 35,500,000 members to become a Fifth Column or Trojan

Horse within the ranks of the White Race.

1) The Council recommends that local churches strengthen Christian fellowship by

mailing church membership, attendance at services, membership in church organizations

and the use of facilities open to all regardless of race. (Imagine the thrill mothers

and fathers vail have when Little Black Sambo starts waltzing their daughters around

at Church socials. Don’t object or you won’t be considered a progressive Twentieth

Century Christian).

2) The Council urges local church members to work in the community to insure decent

homes for all people and the removal of restrictive practices based on race, color,

creed or national origin. (This means that Negroes and Puerto Ricans must be allowed

to Live in your apartment house or in your immediate neighborhood. The fact that

areas infested by these sub-races invariably become slum sections and that property

values invariably decline in Black neighborhoods means nothing to these clerical

apostles of the Communist credo. After all we must give everything we have to the

poor, the inferior and the weak according to the doctrine of our Spiritual Bolsheviks

an;' the latter day interpreters of God’s will).

3) Church members should also be alert, to discriminatory practices in employment,

education, health, recreation, hotel accommodations and other community services, and

they arc encouraged to work with employers’ groups, professional organizations and

unions to establish non-discriminatory employment practices. (The Christian Churches

are rapidly losing their appeal to discerning members of the White Race. As a result,
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they spend enormous amounts on missionary work in Africa, Asia and South America.
Twenty years ago neither the Protestant nor the Catholic Church would have remotely
considered permitting Negroes to attend White Churches in the South. Today the will
of God has again changed and, lo and behold, America's largest church group condemns
racial prejudice as "a sin violating God's willo** Thus devout Christians are being
used as a Fifth Column to destroy the lihite Race and Western Civilization).

The tolerance merchants use three arguments to break down resistance to their

neo-Bolshevist program of race mongrelization. Let us analyze and answer these

arguments in a dispassionate manner.

l) Firstly, the tolerance merchants proclaim that Negro rights are guaranteed by the
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States. This can be
effectively answered by stating that nearly all the original signers of these docu-
ments, including Washington and Jefferson, were aristocrats and maintained Negro
slaves on their plantations and estates. There was no agitation for Negro rights in
America until the mid-1800's. The clause containing the words, “all men are created
equal ;

^ refers to English and French bond slaves who were brought to the New World
from debtors prisons in Europe and sold as slaves to the highest bidder. These bond
slaves were White people and the Bill of Rights put an effective stop to this semi-
barbaric practice. In 1776, the Negro was not considered a human being but a piece
of property. This effectively squelches the first argument of our brotherhood
apostles,

2) secondly, our tolerance merchants use the “clerical approach1* by interpreting
the word of God to suit their own purposes and thus snaring millions of devout
Christians who fear to contradict their ministers and priests. We hear such pious
pnrases as "The Brotherhood of Man**, "Brothers In Christ**, etCo This argument can b?
answered by stating that if God had intended only one race to exist on this planet,
He would have created only one race instead of fiveo The churches want us to accept
Negroes and Puerto Ricans because they have had remarkable success in converting
hordes of these superstitious, sub-racial types. Their conversion, however, does
not prevent them from reverting to the jungle and performing fiendish acts of rape
and murder the moment their passions are arousedo Just study the record of crimes
oj. violence and passion in our major cities and you will find that a few prayers and
the sprinkling of Holy Water doesn’t erase the jungle instincts of our Negro and
Puerto Rican “Brothers In Christ**, This lying brotherhood propaganda even rots the
very souls and moral standards of our own White Race. Take the recent murder of
Ann Yarrow, a young college coed and allegedly devout Quaker. The girl was found
raped, mutilated, and with 27 stab wounds in her body, which was found lying on a
mattress in a Greenwich Village apartment. Miss Yarrow had been seduced by the
tolerance merchants to such an extent that she had been living with a Negro girl in
Brooklyn and keeping company with a twice married Negro man named Jackson. She was
a connr.aed disciple of ''Brotherly. Love". When her father heard that the Negro,

^ been Picked UP as a suspect in his daughter's brutal murder, HE RUSHED
TO THE NEGRO'S DEFENSE STATING THAT SUCH A KIND TOLERANT SOUL COULD NOT BE GUILTY.
Such acts, brought about by the doctrine of brotherhood as taught by our so-called
Christian clerics** are sufficient to make decent human beings vomit.

3) Thirdly, our tolerance merchants tell us that we must accept the sub-races as our
equals and brothers or we will drive the teeming hordes of Asia and Africa into the
open arms of Soviet Russia. In other words, we must destroy ourselves through the

^!:L
0

:.
raClalm0ngrelization k order that Soviet Russia may be prevented from

suicide or^being mrderedf^
20 ^ “ tantamount to a choice betosen coiradtting
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The Asiatics and Negroes can be turned against the Kremlin by indoctrinating

them with the credo of racial pride anci national patriotism# Japan nearly conquered

Asia with her doctrine of ;fAsia For the Asiatics**# Communist China is using this

same slogan today with obvious success # Fanatical patriotism also imbues Nehru^s.

India, awaiting only a spark to set all Asia aflame with internecine warfare With

Asia engrossed in domestic difficulties, we need have no fear that a new Gengnis Khan

or Tamerlane iri.ll arise to load the colored hordes against the Westo Indie*
.

and

Pakistan are mortal enemies 0 Nehru distrusts the ambitions of Chou-en-lai in

Peiping. Let us keep Asia in turmoil in order to preserve the West from attack by

Moscow# This is our only sane foreign policy in the Far East#

Mr# Arnold Lcese, a noted English authority on racial questions, wrote as

follows on the subject of racial mongrelisation in America:

-THE SUPREME FOLITICAL FACT is that civilization was established by people of

the Aryan Race and only by them can it be maintained at its present high level# THjl

SUFRrKE POLITICAL OBJECT is therefore to maintain the strength of this ^ Aryan stock,

on which the hope of the world depends# The whole strength of the Semitic Honey

Power is exerted to suppress the truth of the SUPREME POLITICAL FACT and to render

impossible the SUPREME FOLITICAL OBJECT

#

;J

“Perhaps the most striking illustration of the fatal effects of blood-mixture

is the condition of the United States of America today o Civilization began in thao

vast country by the invasion of men almost exclusively Aryan in strain—an almost

self-sufficing Continent was in their power# But they forgot their RACE and accepted

the poisonous Jewish Masonic doctrine of Universal Brotherhood (Liberty, Equality,.

Fraternity) and opened their doors to the wholesale immigration of people from nations

with little or no Aryan blood# The result is a sink of corruption, materialism ano.

vulgarity of which the chief value is that of a warning to the Aryan people of the

earth that RACE IS THE BASIS OF ALL TRUE POLITICS# There is.no hope for a Cosmo-

politan community unless its Aryan constituents actually dominate it#* ?

Let us study the background of some of these racial minorities, and thus

determine whether or not we want them for blood brothers# The Puerto Ricans, South

American half-castes, and the Creoles of Louisiana are the results of the Spanish

and French conquests in the New World# Unlike the iiiglish, who came to the New

World as colonists, the French and Spaniards came in search of gold and mineral

wealth# They were not allowed to bring women with them to the New World so they

seized the native Indian women to bear their children# The half-caste offspring of

those Conquistadores were known as Mestizos** in South America and iie Caribbean

Islands# In Louisiana, they are known as CreoleSo These half-castes were still

further mongrelized by interbreeding with Negro slaves, who were shipped in large

quantities to the Caribbean Islands by the French# From this motley mixture arose

the present-day Puerto Rican and the Mestizo** population of Brazil# To get an idea

of what New York City will be like in a few decades with continued unrestricted

immigration of Puerto Ricans, we quote from ^Brazil, Its Conditions and Prospects ,?

3

by Mr, C. Co Andrews, former American Consul-General in Brazil:

“Let anvone who doubts the evil of the mixture of races, and is inclined from

a mistaken philanthropy to break down all barriers between them, come to Brazil#

He canr.om deny the deterioration consequent upon an amalgamation of races, more

widespread here than in any country in the world, and which is rapidly effacing the

best realities of the White man, the Negro, and the Mian, leaving a mongrel non-

descript type, deficient in physical and mental energy# The most favorable opinion
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held ill regard to the White-M'ian hali-breeds in Brasil is . very poor. They are a

lazy and a troublesome class, and much inferior to the original stock.”

The Negro Republic of Haiti, the only nation governed exclusively by Negroes,

is described as follows by Sir Spencer St. John, former British Consulate General

in Haiti, in his book, "Haiti, the Black Republic";

"The vexed question as to the position held by the Negroes in the great scheme

of nature was continually brought before us whilst I lived in Haiti, and I could not

but regret to find that the greater my experience the less I thought of the capacity

cf the Negro to hold an independent position. As long as he is influenced by con-

tact with the white man, as in the southern portion of the United States, he gets

on very well. But place him free from all such influence, as in Haiti, and he shows

no signs of improvement; on the contrary, he is gradually retrograding to the

African tribal customs, and without exterior pressure will fall into the state 01 tue

inhabitants of the Congo."

"I now agree with those who deny that the Negro could ever originate a civi-

lisation, and that with the best of education he remains an inferior type of man.

He has as yet shorn himself totally unfitted for self-government, and incapable as

a people to make any progress whatever. To judge the Negro fairly, one must live a

considerable time in their midst, and not be led away by the theory that all races

arc capable of equal advance in civilisation."

In conclusion, we are forced to choose between assimilation or segregation of

those extremely prolific sub-races which have been placed in our midst by vote-

worshipping politicians and soul-saving clerics. The National Renaissance Party

urges the immediate passage of laws prohibiting the further immigration ol these

non-assMlable minorities and prohibiting racial intermarriage. Wo further advocate

the gradual deportation of non-assimilable minorities to the respective lands Oi

their racial origin* It is not a matter of hating these alien races, but a. matter

of self preservation and loving cur- own racial heritage too well to permit it to

peris’r. o God helos those who help themselves. Radical ailments require radical

remedies. The National Renaissance Party has a solution but the vote and. gold

.

worshipping politicians in Congress do not. Therefore forsake the hypocrisy of

democracy and join our legions for the rebirth of America today.

A VITAL KZ3SAE5 TO CUR READERS AND SUPPORTERS

This vital issue of our National Renaissance Bulletin concerning the vital

issue of racial segregation must be spread throughout the 1+8 states. i'!e have a.

first-class mailing list of 15,CC0 active American nationalists, inclusive of right-

wing publications and organisations, which can be circularized. Wc need every

possible dollar you can contribute to insuiv a mass circulation ±or this issue.

Road the Bulletin carefully. If you like it, send every dollar you can spare as a

contribution today.

AS A SPECIAL BONUS everyone sen'll:1." in at least one dollar as a contribution

t’nis month will receive the 62-par'o illustrated booklet, "ZIONIST ESPIONAGE In eGITT"

by return mail. Rush your contribution direct to;

Jingo II. NADOLK, Editor-National Renaissance Bulletin, 10 best 90th Street,

New York 24, H« I.
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There- is beingHfuxnished you herewith one
Photostat each of the February-Uarch, 1955, Anti -the
April, 1955ji Issues of the ’'National Renaissance
Bulletin,” th& official publication of the captioned
organization. These bulletins ftere made
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a3zailahle_

to the New York Office, of this Bureau bvl

•* Mr. .Williams

,
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June 20, 1955

who is employed at]
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For yoUr information, a confidential source
of the New York Office of this Bureau advised* that the
Eouso Committee t>n Un-American Activities has recently
•held some .executive sessions relating to the National
Renaissance. Party and will reinstitute its investigation
of this organization.

4Enclo

2cc -? York (1Q5^61I2)

ATTENTION: SAG, NeWl York

D3C1

ON

BY.

3fe>7. tb'l'

As you are aware, the Department is contemplating
holding an administrative hearing with regard to
designating cAptioned organization under Executive Order
IO45Q. It is desired that you determine the availability
and- willingness of to tes.tiiy at this,.

hearing regarding the receipt of the, publications mentioned-
above .
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With your reply* .you- should, furnish her current
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residence address and telephone number.
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New York ‘(105-6112)

OKA!, ’RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS-X

DATE: 6/7/55

ReNYLet, 2/25/55*

Enclosed herewith are two Photostats of the "National Renaissance
Bulletin" dated February - March. 1955. furnished hvl

|

I

- ~

|

on L/Vi/tei!
Also- enclosed are two copies of "National Renaissance RiiH fl-Mnu dated. *

April, 1955# furnished by| |on 5/lO/55*—7
'

advised on 5/l9/55> that he- understands -that the House
Un-American Activities Committee' has ,recently held some executive sessions
on

(
the 1IRP and will reinstitute its investigation .of the captioned organiza-

tiori.
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• UNITED states government
1
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*

DATE: 7/6/5#Director* FBI . C62-83296)

AC, Nevt York (105-6112)

fTATTOWAT. RRWAISSANcF.JPARTO^
IS-X

/
6/20/SS.

Rebulet to Assistant Attorney General TOMPKINS dated

It la to>1

°f f

fim^b^tftat'^iiame'at|

i
-

Is the
a public Stenography

]
JPhis firia

\
is engaged in small printing and mimeographing wbrlc . [

was contacted, on -6/24/55 and advised that her firm has been ac-

\ cep.ting order s f.or printing from various leaders of .the National
Renaissance Party f*pr several years. She stated that she is

" ^ available and willing to testify that’*'these orders wer,e. received
vV by her for the printing of the<National Renaissance bulletins and

Other National Renaissance publications Which have been reported
bv the New York Office T I and

[

testify in this, matter a sf

\
JLfcsted that this firmf

1 1ndicated that she would .prefer- to
] rather than allow

I

to present this material. I

x name is
]
but subsequent to- this she had- been |~

home address
i

land her legal

be
b7C
Jo7D

; _

v
The files of the NYO contain- no information which could “be

Identified with the above named Individual.

It is to be noted that the sub je ct organization Is con-
Jorganization forJinuing to utilize the services of the

|he publication of its bulletins and other literature.

I

number Is

[

r

&
L 'vA3jL:IN??RMATI0N gontaikbt
v

(
mnmi is unclassifisd-

1 advised that her home addresjs Is^

1 and her homd phoiib;
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’ Federal bureau of investigation
Form No. X
THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT NEW YORK

REPORT MADE AT

NEW YORK

PERIOD FOR,WHICH MADE

3/15 - 6/30/5

CHARACTER OP CASE

TIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY, aka:
^Patriots For McCarthy _

INTERNAL SECURITY
CL

synopsis of facts: National 'Renaissance Party continues to maintain
headquarters at 10 West 90th Street, fiYC, in. the apartment of
JAMES H. MA.D0LE, its national leader . Principal activity 9** the
Party during the period of this report has been the holding of
meetings and the distribution of anti-Semitic and anti-Negro,
literature. Confidential informant states that JAMES MADOLE,
FREDERICK WEISS and JOSEPH RUDDEN are the. principal leaders of the
Party, .whose ..membership is' very small at present. Information
regarding .members and former members set out. „ Recent attempts

V of thb Party ,to gain support from other organizations has; been
unsuccessful and no branches of the; National Renaissance party ,

outside NYC. are active. , ... ,

yi/ - -p

ho h
1955

m

;o iWest 90th Street7
IS ]aiiilits na-

:v

how foir.v

special agent „

IN CHARGE

.

COPIES OFTHISR

X£p Bureau ( 62-t!3296

"
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*

h
^
S ^lso °^rlea this- address, towhich contributions or subscriptions to Party litpr>»fiir»<ab

|
giled*.. T-l further indicated that the Sincibal^tivitv

fi< e fart
! dpring recent months hais been the holding of

^
and

t
h
% distribution of anti-Sdmitic and'^ antt-Ne«ro

. Informant said that MADOLE publishes the
^

di
Ks^i^ssnceyBulldjin nh;'ari. iw?egular ; basis and alsoistributes other nationalist literature when he has thp

*

funds, available- for printing costs*
'

' ' *

t

’

* + *
* A

wr>ir « stated that, the membership of the Party is
held h^^

1
h^«Pr

®aen^ an
?

the meetings, which the Partarhas3 &S3& •

fierloAflL^i^^ fKEDERICK WEISS'

.

• f B>. . INDIVIDUAL CONNECTED. WITH THE :NRP
1

Individuals Who Control the NRP

•Vito.
•OOI3©?

who anneal
ed 31;* 1955,'

.
that; the individuals;

TA:Moa^rtL5t »

^

^ control of th? NRP sit oresfirit oV*^
,

«

JAMES
an,d : ^OSEPHj^KDEijr.: - -

.
* a » -JAMES H., MADOLE / 'fr*

^

‘

aLsta1e?- t*?* Mmsgbmil d^Sinues to be the

SI
said,*->howeyer, dinging recent months :MpOLE has received
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very little financial aid from any individuals except
FREDERICK WEISS and. has had ho success in obtaining new
members for the Party*

"

b* FREDERICK WEISS

. , ,

T-l advised on. April 21, 1955, that
;

WEISS had
recently given $45 to MADOLE to prepare and have printed the
next issue of the National. Renaissance Bulletin. He stated
that WEISS usually pays for the printing of the bulletins
and also furnishes money to MADOIE for the hiring of meeting
halls and payment of expenses incidental to the holding of
Party meetings.

T-l stated on May 12, 1955* that 'it is very
apparent at present that WEISS, is in complete control of
the Party7eg^its leader JAMES MADOIE. He stated that
MADOLE turns, over all of the. Party wail to WEISS and
WEISS advises him as to how he should reply' to those
letters which require an answer .-

c* JOSEPH RUDDEN
V,

*

Tr-1 stated on May 31, 1955, that JOSEPH RUDDEN
continues to act as an aid to MADOLE in “the operation of
the NRP* He stated that RUDDEN attends all meetings of
the Party and is usually a speaker at these meetings. He
also- stated that RUDDEN has been active recently in
attempting to locate new meeting places for the Party.

2. . Individuals who Take An Active Part
, In The NRP

x
T-l Stated in May 1955.that the following appeared

to take an active part In NRP activities, as indicated by
their . attendance at Party meetings and their association
with MADOIE*

CHARI^S^SMITH . KURT^TERTIG
LOUiSSFsrMQSTACCIO I j

3 -
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2;j~ -

Tr-1 stated on June 6, 1955, that K)USS^Md5!P^CGI0
has been in charge of passing out literature at all cdMihe
recent NR? meetings. He stated that MOSTACCIO also brings
the Party arm brassards to the meetings, as well as the
Party insignia. This informant stated that he believes

A/. . MOSTACCIO is presently being employed bv Professor JAMES
7 *y ’•S^^idon* who formerly employed!

I* "He

_ / stated fie believes SHELDON is obtaining Information
regarding Party activities through MOSTACCIO and aiding
the Party financially in an effort to keep it In existence.

h6
hlC

T-l added that WSKSR I . recently wrote a letter to
MAXnETjSON JLn, Chicago, Illinois in which he stated that

U the Party* s overseas ’bureau is under the supervision of /.

*7c /^ KimTr-HERTIG and that I I MOSTACCIO and
| \//

.'y are no longer connected with this operation. —:—'— *-
(J

3* Individuals Connected with The HR? In The Past

bo
b7C
;b7D

advised, on March 2Q. 1QSS. 1

\ has been
associating; wiun members or the NRP for about a year and

in Maywas present at the apartment of[ **
1954 when he was arrested by_jthe_JleM_York City Police^ that ! became associatedDepartment.

K wjth the NRP through
|

l whose Pai
f\| \A He stated that since I [ left the Party

f -ln 'the“summer of 1954 the position as head of the women* s
I iJi ..4 ~ J n ^ ^ > « i . . _ ' . . -v '

. _

He stated
IP through !

division of the Party had been vacant and that recently
MAlDOLB has been making efforts to Induce I to
take this position.

-
hS
1

was interviewed at the New
York Officer on April’ IQ . lQRc;, by SAS
and She ^stated that tier maiden, name was

bo
b7C

bo
(

b7C

J

- 4 -
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'

oZ
Hand that she also had been known by the name

in
She stated that she^had first met[

1952 through l~
~

jwho was living;
that time* She said she'knew 'nothing, aboutwith him at

his prior activities or his alleged Communist Party
background except what he had told her. She said he indicated
he had attended the, Jefferson School of Social Science and
had told her.> as well as everyone else, that he' was a .member ,

of the Communist Party, She stated that she did not believe
this, inasmuch as she felt, that anyone who actually did
belong to the Communist Party would not disclose this fact
to all acquaintances . She stated that in the spring of
1953 1 I joined the NRP and invited her to also attend
meetings. She said that a girl named I I was supposed
to Join the Party With him for the purpose of exposing the
Activities of the NRP, but that this individual had gone
to California. She said that I Ithen asked her to
take the name of I I and Work ;with him in- exposing
the NRP as a Fascist organization. She said shortly
thereafter she had Joined the Party and later I 1

indicated to her- that he was reporting the Party* s activities
to JAMES SHELDON, head of the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League,
and was receiving his expensesahd rent from SHELDON for
these reports. .

•

I |
said that she met SHELDON on several

occasions, accompanying I I when he submitted Written
reports to SHELDON, and that she also had submitted a few
Witten reports about the NRP’ to SHELDON. She said that
SHELDON also paidl I rent and finished him money
to purchase a inotorcycle.for a trip throughout the southern
United States to. contact other nationalist groups. She said
that

I lalso received money from FREDERICK WEISS and
CHARLES SMITH, both members of the NRP, for his activities
in connection with the NRP. She said that she believed
WEISS controlled I activities more than either
SHELDON or SMITH. She. added that] Ihad also used
nioney he obtained in Party contributions for his own use.

bo
b7C

be
hlC

-5 ^
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“ *
*

"
* L

.
[stated that she was dusted from the NRP about

May 1954 and has had no further connection with it or any
of its members. -

,

'

*

T*?l indicated on February 8, 1955, that I I

meets frequently with FREDERICK WEISS , but.it does not appear
that fWEISS is now employing

|
or furnishing money j

to him. \ ’

, On April 20, 1955* T.-1 indicated that I I
1

,

has', hot been associated with the NRP 'or anyp of its members
for several months and it is believed that he is inactive
politically at present. He stated that I [apparently 1

is unemployed' arid iri very bad financial, condition.
's 1

-
,

?

' % C«. -STATED, AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE NRP

' T-l on my 11,, 1955* furnished a,, copy of the
April 1 1955 iN[atiqrial Renaissance 'Bulletin,, the official

'

party publication, which cpntinues to carry the follpwirig ,

on its masthead:- “Official organ of the Rational Renaissance:
Party devoted to a . restoration, of .the American Republic,
the preservation of American sovereignty and the
estabiislment .of art ibnericah regime base,d

;.
on the principles

of racial nationalism, and social justice.”'

T-l on April 16, 19[55* furnished a copy of the
FebruaryrMarch 1955 issue, of the National Renaissance ,,

Bulletin. This Bulletin contained an article, entitled*
fThe Need. For Racial Segregation,** by JApiS’ H*. M/UJOIE, 1 '

which set forth the. Party line that the Negroes arid
Puerto Ricans cannot be assimilated in a .white pivilization.
arid must be deported to their native lands . ,

• * /
t

‘

^
‘ ~

,

* r’ t _

r T-l. stated on March 17,- 1955, that at an NRP
.meeting on- -March lb,. 1955 * MADOIE in a speech- had advocated
th'e expulsion of all Negroes, Puerto Ricans and Jews,, and

'

- 6 -
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*

"
‘J

stated, "take them out of the country before they ruin the
purity of our race." ,

#

T-I stated on June 6, 1955 > that at at meeting
of the. NRP held on, June 3, 1955, MADOEE had made remarks
in which he called President EISENHOWER, TRUMAN and ROOSEVELT
subversive and traitors arid annouriced that it was the duty
of his. Party to .elect a government, of the elite . and do away
with the Jewish-dominated government in Washington.

T-l indicated oh June 29, 1955, that at an NRP
meeting .held, on June 24, 1955, MADOEE had made a speech
attacking the Negroes, Puerto Ricans and Jews as being
non-assimilable minorities. He also attacked President
EISENHOWER for permitting the Russians to take Berlin
and strongly criticized the United States foreign policy..

bo
b7C

b6
b7C

[ advised on Jurie 27. 1955. that he had received
an announcement of a meeting of the, NRP to be held on
June 24, 1955, which indicated this was a meeting
for the preservation of the white race and for the
restoration of racial segregation.

1 inaicated on June 14, 1955,, that he had received
a pamphlet from the NRP .entitled, "Brotherhood, 1

* which- is
anti-Semitic in nature,

. ,

D. ACTION TAKEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAM -

OF THE NRP. ‘ ...

1. Meetings
~ "

1 ' - -
.

1

1

t

T-l advised in, June 1955 that the party has- held
irregular public meetings in New York City in recent months

- 7 -
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and also has held some private meetings at the apartment
of MADOLE at 10 West 90th Street, New York City. T-l stated
that NRP meetings were held at Avion Studios, 220 West 43rd
Street, New York City, on the following dates:

March 10, 1955
June 3, 1955
June 24, 1955

He. stated that prior to each of these meetings
about TOO, announcements were mailed, but that on each
occasion only about 15 persons attended* He said that very
little mbney was Collected at these meetings and that MADOLE
had been quite discouraged by the poor attendance. He stated
that at the meeting on June 3, 1955, MADOLE <had obtained
,an individual named HASSER fr.Cm Egypt* s United Nations
Delegation, to appear as a speaker. T«1 als6 indicated 1

that the Patty had attempted to hold dn outdoor meeting on
several occasions, in New JTork City, during the past few-
months, but had been unsuccessful either Because the
Police Department would not issue a permit for the meeting
or because of lack of support for a planned meeting.

2, Publications

T-2, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised oh April 15, 1955, that MADOLE had
ordered 250 copies of the February-March 1955 issue of
the National Renaissance Bulletin to be printed at the
Nary Ellen Clancy Agency, 250 Park Avenue, Hew York City.
T-2 further advised on Nay '10, 1955, that MADOLE had ;

ordered 25b copies,, of the April 1955 issue of 'the National
Renaissance Bulletin to. be Jprinted at the Ciancy Agency.

T-2 indicated on June 3, 1955, that MADOEE had
ordered 250 copies of a sheet entitled, "An Open Letter

- 8 -
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1
To American patriots From. The National Renaissance Party', "

from the Clancy Agency. This .sheet WAS an introduction

.

to. a new pamphlet entitled, "Russia" and offered other
publications for sale by the,NRP. ,

T-l advised on June 2, ,1955, that the pamphlet
entitled, "Russia" which was distributed by the NRPhad- been
written by FREDERICK WEISS' and, printed by HSITH^THCfliPSON,
7 Dutch„Street^^NswJfork^City , The Infomant* said 'thr^
article was written as a warning to the West, especially*
the United States, and wa3 a thinly veiled eulogy for
the Communists and the writer glorifies the tremendous
achievements of the Russians. He said that WEISS in this
article sneers profusely at the religious revival of the
West and gloats over the inability of the Jews to control
the Soviets as they d’o the Western powers

.

T-l also indicated on June 6, 1955, that sit several
recent meetings of the NRP', literature which MADOLE had
obtained from the Arab Information, Center. New York city>
had been distributed. They included the "Egyptian Revolution"
by- NASSER> "A Story of Zionist Communist Party in Egypt,"
"Israel »s Aggression At Gaza," "Zionism Rules the World, V
.Stop Zionism Arid Save America, " "The Christian legacy
In-iEgypt."

,

'

, .

' ' J

,

3. Other NRP Groups In The United States

. . .
T-l indicated on my 31, 1955, that MADOLE

had recently written a letter to MAX NELSON iri Chicago,
Illinois, requesting NELSON * s help in organizing the branch
of the NRP. in Chicago,. The informant said that NELSON
subsequently declined this offer arid that so fir as the
irifonhant kriows, there are no other active brririches 6f the
imp outside of New York City. *

,
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Tr*3# who was in. a position to furnish reliable'
information about Activities of the NRP in. the Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania area, advised on March 14, 1955, that the
NRP never had a branch in Pennsylvania and that, he had no
knowledge of any such proposed branch.,

4. Association With Other Groups,

T-l advised on May 31, ,1955* 'that the. NRP
announcements for the meeting of June 3, 1955, carried
statement's that this meeting would be a rally of all the
dissident nationalist forces fri New York. City in an
effort to obtain additional support for the NRP*

*

i i

lil

T-l indicated bn March, 17, 1955# that the announcement
of the NRP meeting fdr March lO, 1955# indicated, it would
be held under the auspices of the American Patriotic Forum. 1

and called for the unification of the forces represented
by the Ten Million Committee, the NRP, Operation America*
Former Taft Clubs, etc.

T-l stated on June 6,, 1955# that MADOLE had
recently been visiting, the, Arab. League* headquarters in
New 'Jfork City where he receives literature which he
distributes' at his meetings. He also has been attempting
to, obtain an Arab speaker "for all of his meetings and
hopes to obtain subsidization from the Arab .League for
the operation of NRP.

T-l .stated in June 1955 that to date MADOLE
has been unsuccessful in forming any association with other
nationalist groups or receiving any' support from such grouts
apd it is unlikely that he will be able to j&ffiliate, with
any of these groups in the future.

#
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Careful consideration has been given to each source
concealed and T symbols' were utilized in this report only in
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This investigation is being placed in a pending
inactive status by the NYO and.quarterly reports will continue
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- SAC, llew York (105-6112)

, Director, FBI (62-83296) 3
•Q^,nS RECORDED - 18

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Mr . Williams

July 29,, 1955

Rerop Special Agent I I
dated

July 14., 1955 in the captioned matter.

.b6

hi C

On page two of rerep it was reported that
Confidential Informant T-l had advised that James Madole
^continues to be the comploto leader” of the captioned*

organization. On page throe of rerep information
furnished by T-l reflects Frederick Weiss is in ”com-
jplete control of the party and its loader James Madole.’

-

Inasmuch as the Department is considering
holding an administrative hearing on the captioned
organization for the purpose of designating It pursuant
to Executive Order 10450, it is desired that T-l. be
recontacted for the purpose of ascertaining who actually
controls this organization. The information set forth
in this report should be clarified .in this regard.

<<

This data should be promptly furnished to the

Bureau Inasmuch as dissemination of rerep, is being
delayed. '

,

/
'

In. addition, it Is .desired that one copy of
rorep be furnished to Immigration and Naturalization
Service in New York City Inasmuch as that agency has

^

•

an interest In Weiss.
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.
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Haibo .
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Rosen—
Tamm __
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Vinterrowdj.

Tele. Room

.

Holloman

.

l blit? U.U1UJL11CI — r*/

in thi^organization is. It is beli^v.ed*:d>sirable to

clarify this information.
ft rh

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS*
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Asjt^^cad€Attorney General
William F. Tompkins

-f. ft £ '?£ -
Director, RBI

^

1ft IIATI02TAL R3NAirgA2TCE PARTY
I3TER1TAL rECUMiy - X
FBI File 62-83296

b!< DoacSma^
Belmont’
Williams

>
July 27, 1955
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Tolson

Beardman _
NxchoU^
Belmont

Harbo

Mohr .

Parsons .

Rosen--
Tamm
Six00 _—,
Tinterrowd *
Tele. Room,..

Holloman,---

Gandy - _ -

Reference is made t.o your memorandum, dated
.Tulv 13. 1955, wherein you requested that I 1

I I be interviewed for the purpose of obtaining
from him a transcript of a recording made by

| |

at a meeting of the captioned organization* ^

be
b7C

On June 9, 1955,

[

Agents of this Bureau concern
During that interview
to discuss any of his wiretapping activities.

was Interviewed by
,ng another matter, r
advised he did not* desire

however.

be
b7C

in accordance with your request in the captioned matter
is being interviewed in an effort tee obtain a

transcript of the recording and the circumstances under
which this recording was made. You will be furnished
the. results of thi,s^ interview immediately upon receipt
thereof by this Bnft

2cc - New York (w/

NOTE, SAC, NEW YORK

CZ

'Tt

MAjLED“5
_

JUL 2-8 $55
COAUV. FBI

,
ALL

CONTAINED
m IS.UNCLASSIFIED

'

< C3m
T* 0

CP 5 XT
There is being furnished you* Ser’dVith, one copy! \A A J — J3.. ii— — >L .1 jH ri/ * .1

___ ^

of referenced memorandum from the Dgpartme^.
O

Reference is made t.o Bureau liters May 26, 1955,
and June 3, 1955, captioned tAlertrohic Corporation, aka,
et al. Miscellaneous information concerning (Espionage

),

u in
which instructions were set forth*,regarding the interview of

I l which was conducted by the New York office on June 9,
1955.

be
b7C J

£t is desired that [

V“

the

* *,

4ll , ]
be interviewed for Tine /information requested in the referenced Departmental /</

memorandum.
| I should hot be interviewed at his- office.

or home and at no place, over which he has control of the
premises. The Agents interviewing ! I should be most
^circumspe ct In t/Jf&jSjtg deja^aos nwith him and - should make no
comments concerning any dev5?dee mentioned by

| f '

j"
^

.

fi-d (

b6
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with]

|
should. »beffnrn&?he d the Bureau promptIv.

ftbee’HM- on yellow page 2.
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letter to Assistant Attorney General
William p. Tomkins

HOTS ON YELLOW:

The National Renaissance party is at/ anti -rsemitfc ^
’’hate” group operating primarily in New York City. Ihe /
Department is considering holding an* administrative nearing
re the NRP -for purpose of designat ing, it under EO 10(1-50

.

—
|
is a l I ini 1 who

pia-tma to be an expert in the wiretapping field.

and testified concerning a device si^mixar no tne

BFMT, a '•top. secret" device, being "utilized by the

Bureau* in connection with thi s testimony the Department
requested we interview | |> He was interviewed

6/9/££, at which tits® he advised he. did not desire 'to

discuss anv of his wiretapping activities. Undoubtedly
j Will refuse to furnish; any information re the’

wiretap on the meeting Of the RHP; however, in View of
,

tbe Department t s r'e<juest, it is believed advisable to
attempt to- obtain this 1 information. - -
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AU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUST10

XJ

NEW“YORK*
8/3/55

Transmit the following Teletype mes'sage to:

National renaissance party; is-x.

ReBulet, 7/27/55.

Previous interview of I

through

UREAU

Mr. ToIsoil.

TAr; Boardman—
Nichols—^.
Belmont.,?*!tT

Mr. Harbo,.

Mr. Mohr, —
Mr. Parsons

Mr. B >sea

Mr. Tamm.. >

Mr. SSzoo-

Mr. Viintorrovrd-

Tele. Room
Mr* HoHoman—
Mies Gandy.

J

was arranged

NY believes it advisable to contactto contact I I for
additional interviews cualy through | [ unavailable
in NYC until 8/15/55* He will be contacted immediately upon
his return to NYC, regarding an interview with[ UACB.

b6
b7C

b6
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KELLY

0 BUREAU (62-83296) (REGULAR MAIL)

EABsGES (#1~S)
105-6112 f
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FED UREAU OF
AffivSfIGATIO

FD*

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

NEW YORK, 8/5/55 Af /
to4 bureau

D.

Transmit the following Teletype message to

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY; IS-X

ReBulet 7/29/55 and New York report of SA

dated 7/lVb3>»

iJt. Tolso

Mr. Boa_._

36. Nichfc

Mr. Eel

Mr. Har!

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Parsona

Mr. Boseu
Mr. Tamm
Mr. Sizoo.

Mr. WinterrowdL
|

Tele. Boom-
Mr. Holloman
Miss Gandy.

T~1 r©contacted on 8/5/5>5>* Stated that JAMES

MADOLE is the titular head of the NRP and personaily

directs all of its activities; however, FREDERICK WEISS is

able to control the Party’s activities whenever he desires

through his influence over MADOLE and that with WEISS s

direction and financial aid, MADOLE could not operate.

New York suggests that referenced report should

be changed to read “MADOLE continues to be the titular bead

and "WEISS is in complete control of the Party through its

leader, JAMES MADOLE."

UACB, NY will make appropriate changes and

furnish one copy to INS, NYC,, as instructed.

KELLY

r Mr. Belmont I
&l(k

RECORDED - 6

^BUREAU (RM) (62-83296) ^
*

8 AUG 9 1956

^ EABrJMG (#1)
105-6112
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

* UNITED STMES GOVERNMENT

to j Director, FBI (62-83296) E>ATE:

FRO1

SUBJEC

t

SAC, ll'ew York (105-6112)

^TIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
lS-=-3C -

, | advised the. NYO on 7/3l/5f> that the July,

1955 issue- of the National Renaissance Bulletin contained an

article entitled "God’s -Segregation o,f Family Church, Believer,,

Nation, Languages- and Races" by H . Ly^BIRUM , Sr .- He' s tat.ad that

RTJM is from Trenton, New .Jersey and donated $>50.00 to JAMES „

wgd^OLE, ‘ a leader of the captioned organization for the purpose

of ~tKis article. The informant stated this article, is completely

knti-Semitic in content.
{(

• I

'
~ '

Ohe Newark Office is requested to identify H.L. BIRC1-I,

Sr. of Tr-entdn, New Jersey and attempt? to ascertain, his activities,

in connection with the captioned organization.'

2 - Newark

.
V

ALL nTOffllATIOH CONTldM
KEREIH iS-TJHCMSSr

n»TK8-n-^J.
3Mj

'

f\
i ii i|i

EABiGRB

\/f ,
58AUG 19 1955.

RECORDED - 15

INDEXED - 15 8 At/G i<|
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum . unUNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

(J v EROM :

%

....

KJ, SUBJECT:

Director, FBI (62-83296)

SAC, Philadelphia (105-1266)

National renaissance party .

INTERNAL BEQEEm =“*

00s NEW YORK

Re Philadelphia letter 12/31/54«

DATE: 8/15/55

Investigation in instant natter has reflected that no branches of
the National Renaissance Party have teen organized, in Philadelphia or Eastern
Pennsylvania* FREDERICK Ijrffi)LZIN, JR.-, formerly of Parkesburg. Pa.* -where

he was Hsuaager of thel^tnotic Book,,Service, is presently residing in-Los
Angelos, Calif*

"w*r

•

It is noted that, previous, investigation by the New York Office
.indicated the possibility that POLZIN was endeavoring to establish a branch
of the NRP in or around the. Parkesburg and Philadelphia , areas • Investiga-
tion by the Philadelphia Office reflected- no efforts son the part of POLZIN
to Establish such branches*

J

_

U
who

^attended meetings of thd^NRE, in New’York City and is acquainted with the
leaders of the NRP, advised on 3/14/55, that the NRP has never had -a branch
in Philadelphia and that he hhd no knowledge of any such proposed branch ‘

(PWLet to Bureau, New York, 4/26/55) *

Belet set forth leads to various offices as a result of tl

investigation on POLZIN. Philadelphia file on instant matter does hot
reflect that leads set forth for the Chicago, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh
Offices in this relet have been covered, although, these leads -might have
teen covered and the results submitted to New York, the Office of Origin*
If,not, these leads should be covered and the results furnished to New York*

A review of the. information received from other offices* as a result,

of leads set forth in relet reflected this information is not. pertinent to
the investigation*

Inasmuch as no branches, of the NRP exist in the territory covered^

by the Philadelphia Office and investigation has reflected no efforts to
organize NRP branches in the Philadelphia area, no'further action is being
taken and this case is considered RtJC*

HCC/tgm
(2BU,2NY,1CG,1MP,1PG,1PH) 3W.

(2) New York (100-11893) (REGISTERED
REGISTERED HAIL

HD*
HAIL)

INEDXEDw22

-Jl'Hh

7 AUG 16 1955

(1) Chicago (REGISTERED HAIL)
(X) lEUmeapolis (REGISTERED MAIL^jJijjpoRHATION CONTAINED
(I) Pittsburgh

SAUG 25111^

(BEG

imi
ISTERiSU HAIL HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ^

b ATE BY T3&W2Q







FOREWORD

Is there no longer a man among us who can see what is actually going

on in Soviet Russia? Who can see the immensity of the danger which now

threatens Western Civilization from the East? How blind have we become

that we believe the assurances of our "Wishful Thinkers" - our Mission-to-

Moscow" boys - that it is only a matter of time before the Russian masses

will rise up and free themselves, for once and for all, from the yoke of the

Kremlin? Can't we comprehend the damage which is being done to us by

our "Peaceful Co-Existence" advocates and by our Toynbees, Grahams and

Watchtower idiots, with their slogan: "Hang On and Pray!"?

Our shortsighted and noisy "world improvers" tell us that Bolshevism

ir, Russia was a Russian creation! Nonsense! Bolshevism was actually hatched

in Western Europe, and born indeed of logical necessity, as the last phase

of the Liberal Democracy of 1770 and the last triumph of political rationalism.

The Paris Commune of 1871 was the first outbreak of Bolshevism on a

large scale and came close to mastering the whole of France. It was there,

and not in Russia in 1917, that the workers' and soldiers' councils provided

the beginning of Communist government. It was then, and not in Russia

in 1917, that the mass slaughter of opponents was first carried out. It

was then that the workshy rabble, not the working class, came to power -

the deserters, criminals, bullies, shabby intellectuals, unemployed journal-

ists and alien Jews, Poles and Germans.

The French history of 1871 repeated itself in Russia in 1917. The

Asiatic facet of the Russian Revolution was hardly in evidence in 1917, but

it has by now almost totally succeeded in overcoming, and weeding out,

the Western forms of "Russian" Bolshevism (the Lenin-Trotsky brand).

Today, the Russian-Mongolian movement is nothing less than a militant

revival of an ancient, specifically Asiatic doctrine: a doctrine reflecting the

nature and destiny of man whose origin dates back to pre-lsraelitic, as well

as pre-Christian, times.

This old religion (for a religion it is), which received a new impetus

through Dostoyevsky and other Russian thinkers, is the worship of collective

human power. It holds that the individual human being can possess no

individual rights above those rights of the community; that man, therefore,

exists for the sake of the community. When Westerners examine their chal-

lenge - ihe relative importance of the interests of the community and the

interests of private individuals - our own championship of individual

human rights, in their eyes, appears frivolous and laughable. What is, to

us, a symbol of strength is, to them, an evidence of weakness.

Can we meet this Russian challenge if we persist in our state - de-

stroying performances throughout the West; if we see in the State only

the cow which gives the milk; if our only concern is universal freedom from

Law and Order?

If this Western outlook is, in fact, its lasting intellectual and emotional

foundation, then, indeed, we must fall prey to the manifestations of the

stronger, more dynamic doctrines of Asia.

The Russian-Mongolian movement, or "Russian Imperialism" as the N. Y.

Times calls it, comprises the whole of the world "cavern". Only in this

respect is it identical with the Jewish "Nation" concept, and with that of

every other "Magian" nation for that matter. Hence, in each case, the



separation of politics and religion is
theoretical'yimpossibleandn^

But so also is any co-existence of these two "Nations ,
as the Jews have

now finally found out -much to their sorrow.

As in the times of Genghis Khan, the men in the Kremhn live m bar-

baric luxury; a horde of the old Asiatic stamp functions in the name of a

political party which, for all practical purposes, is extinct Here we ee

"wealth" in a new form which can be paraphrased in proletarian circum-

locution5
.

.
.

,
. .I «

Our Washington-London-Paris Doctrinaires, and their lacky echo

in our "free press", want us to believe that the Russian masses are held

in frightful oppression by the Kremlin and begging for the means ot a

liberating revolution, But is this really true? Does the Kremlin s ruling horde

maintain itc merelv bv ohvsical oppression or does it rule by specific

Russian tradition?
,

For the Western World, the destiny-question today is not whether the

Russian State possesses an ideal mission or democratic structure, but whether

the Soviet Union does, in fact, exist on the strength of an inner authority

which cannot in the long run be maintained by material means alone, but

only by the belief, of friend and foe, in its effectiveness, Concerning the

planning of the Western World, based on an accurate appraisal of the actual

capacity and real aims of the Soviet Union, the decisive question is not the

deqree to which "civil liberties" may or may not exisl in Russia, but the

probable results of a remarkable "rhythm" of 250,000,000 Russians into

"syntony" with the ruling "class". That "rhythm" now attracts even foreign

genius, such as the German, not to mention the millions of Russians working

in Siberia as volunteers. Western propagandists would have us believe that

the vast Siberian development projects, for example, are carried out by

"slave labor". There is, of course, slave labor in abundance, but the vast

majority of the Siberian workers are free Soviet citizens. Finally, our con-

cern in observing Soviet Russia should not be to look for a sign of a return

to the "happy days" when Lenin and Trotsky ruled our "20th Century Red

Democrats", but to watch for any steadiness, sureness and capability evi-

denced by the present-day Soviet leadership! If we permit the Marxist

propagandists, within our midst and occupying positions of authority in

Western governments, to paint for us misleading word-pictures of a Soviet

"slave-state" on the verge of internal collapse, then we are lulled into a

false sense of security which will spell our doom. Instead, we must seek

out the facts and come to grips with them.

To seek answers to all these vital questions pre-supposes considerable

understanding of the Russian Soul. This is indeed a difficult task for non-

Russians. We hope that our attempt, in this document, to capture the moti-

vating "Spirit" of Russia will aid our readers in comprehension. Above all,

may it clearly show you that after, say 25 years of "Peaceful Co-Existence"

with the Red Colossus, there will be nothing left in the West to "co-exist

but a soulless, un-directed mass. On the other side of the "Iron Curtain

,

however, there will be in 25 years a tremendously powerful array of Eastern

forces, advanced in scientific, military and industrial development, and

imbued with unshakeable Unity of Purpose.

The Publishers

Summer 1955



other People in “Europe”. For in actuality, the true Russian is spiritually very

alien to us, just as alien as the Chinaman or Indian.

In the eyes of the true Russian, there is a total difference between “Little

Mother Russia” and the Fatherland of the Western European nations. One

world is foreign to the other.

The true Russian understands this foreignness, He never gets beyond a

feeling of shy antipathy towards the Germans, French or English. The Tartar and

the Turk are nearer to his way of life, to his “Soul”, and are thus more readily

understood by him.

In actuality, Europe ends at the Vistula, even though the printed map,

since 1500, transfers the boundaries of Europe to the Urals. It is therefore

logical that the Asiatic Russian should feel closer to the Turk than to the Englishman.

Russian history from 900 to 1900 is in no way comparable to that of the

West during the same period. Instead, it corresponds more closely to the history

of Roman times from the birth of Christ through the era of Charlemagne to the

advent of the Holy Roman Empire.

THE PLAINS AND PAN-SLAVISM

The endless Russian plains produced a more tractable, malleable People,

subserviant and melancholy, spiritually absorbed in the wide plains and without

any real personal will. The disposition to submissiveness was a strong one,

and this was the basic presupposition underlying the policies from Genghis Khan

to Stalin.

Pan-Slavism has come naturally to the Russian People. Submission, over

centuries, to rule by force has greatly inlluenced the Slav character. Throughout

its entire existence until 1917, the Russian state has been ruled exclusively by

foreign masters. The oldest rulers were Waraeger, thus of Nordic origin, and

the Romanovs were of German ancestry. Since the dawn of recorded history,

Russia has been ruled by force — foreign force, There were already exiles

from Russia under the Regime of Ivan the Terrible, and the knout was utilized

as the best “training device”.

The Russian masses were, and are still today, accustomed to suffering. More

significant, they have exhibited a strong willingness to suffer, This can be said

without falling into the pitfall of collective verdict, “Nitschevo” (“It doesn't

matter”) is the most commonly-used word in the Russian language, The fatal-

istic tendencies so evident in this have been furthered by centuries of rule by

force and by Slav racial characteristics. It is evident from the works of

Dostoyevsky that the Russians are capable of the most perfect analysing of their

souls, but they are ill-equipped to draw any liberating consequences from this

analysis

!

In addition, the character of the Russians from the plains is still half-

nomadic. Even the Soviet Regime has not succeded in entirely preventing the

apparently aimless wanderings of the factory workers from one factory to another,

and the farm workers from one collective farm to another, The Soviets endeavor

to regulate this, by requiring permission to move from one place of employment

to another, but they are careful never to forbid it,

Even with the peasant, the village, or even the region of his birth is not his

“home”, And we are sadly mistaken if we look, as our “wishful thinkers” do,

for any revolutionary trend in the Russian Peasantry which might have originally

stemmed from some expropriation proceeding or from the introduction of the

collective farming system. For the Russian-Mongolian peasant considers only

the broad Russian plain, “Little Mother Russia”, as his “home”. Never has

the Russian peasant been attached to the “Scholle” (any specific locale or land).

It is this characteristic which accounts for the unceasing expansion of Russian



BOLSHEVISM AND RUSSIAN PEASANTRY

"Western Bolshevism” in its oldest form, which can be loosely characterized

as the Lenin -Trotsky period, ended in the Soviet Union with the departure of these

two leaders, This “Russian” Bolshevism was, in its entire intellectual grounding as

well as in the backgrounds of most of its functionaries, Judaeo-European. This

form of Bolshevism desired above all that Asia continue to serve as a fertile ground

for financial-economic exploitation by Western European and American forces.

We must not fail to recognize that “Western Bolshevism” has, for many

vears <10 longer existed in Soviet Russia. Already under Stalin, new waves of

Ration were stalking over the Russian-Mongolian-Chinese lands. Already

under Stalin, a great power, which until then had kept silent, made itself felt

to the men in the Kremlin. This was the power of the Russian-Mongolian

Peasantry. This same Russian Peasantry had come into existence long before

the reign of Czar Peter the Great. It had waited, slumbering, during the great

eras of Peter and Catherine the Great, It had watched the end of the Romanov

dynasty, perhaps regretful that Czar Nicholas II had not shared the interests

of his predecessor, Alexander II, in land reforms. It dozed on through the

Lenin-Trotsky period. But today this Russian Peasantry appears in a very deep

foment — an immeasurable human mass on the verge of full awakening.

Of course, by “Russian Peasantry is meant not only the peasantry inhabiting

Russia’s “fertile triangle”, but the entire aggregate of peoples which for centuries

has been living in the vast areas from the Fistula all the way to India in the South

to China in the East, One may wish to call them Russian, Tartar, Mongolian,

etc. But they constitute the great “Russian Peasantry". A clue to its potential

power can be seen in the vast land mass which it occupies.

Stalin, the “arch-Russian” although half Georgian by birth, succeeded in

making himself the respected leader of the millions and millions of Asians gripped

by a deep, mysterious fervor, and succeeded in maintaining himself in this po-

sition, Stalin’s tenure was in direct contrast to his colleagues’, of whom many

if not most, were primarily concerned with the leading role of the Soviet Union

in the Bolshcvization of the World according to Russian design. The feeling

persists that the Russian Peasantry, this “folk of the future” which does not

permit itself to be suffocated or betrayed, will now be lead into a future age not

unlike that dreamed of by Dostoyevsky,

CHARACTER OF THE RUSSIAN PEOPLE

If we of the Western World wish to gain an insight into the complex Russian

scene, it does not suffice to merely have some grasp of Russia’s political and

economic structure and the geographic and military conditions under which

the Soviet Union today lives. Above all, it is necessary to understand the con-

cept of “Russiandom”: its impact on world history; its position and development

in the course of many centuries among the great and old cultures of the West,

China, India, Islam; and, above all, its “Soul", that essence difficult to define

which embodies tradition, spirit, and folk-character.

It is possible to attempt to evaluate these elements through pseudo-Russian

eyes, as our domestic Communist writers and “progressive” newspaper correspon-

dents do. But this, in actuality, approaches the problem from the point of view

of the political and social ideologies of the West, This is not “Russian”, even

if there are today so many urban people within the Soviet Union who consider

this to be so.

Any attempt to understand Russia simply cannot be made from the point

of view of the West, which seeks to evaluate the Russian People just as every



territory throughout history to the natural limitations set by the seas and high

mountain ranges. 1 bus. in the 16th Century, Siberia was occupied and settled

up to the Baikal Sea, and in the 17th Century, to the Pacific Ocean,

Here, ace must evaporate another "fata morgana’
1

(mirage) of our day-

dreamers, When Lenin took away from the peasant his ‘'two pleasures" - church
and the market - he replaced them with something which the average peasant
as come to consider a very fair remuneration. Lenin gave the peasant the op-

pouunitt to learn to write, and to read newspapers and magazines which keep
tin. au courant ot the developments around him. 1 he peasant now has radio,

and in many parts of Russia, even television. There are regular political assem-

blies, with colorful speakers, and sport festivals, to win his attention. These
are only a tew ot the distracting media which were unknown in the times of Ivan
the I erribie.

INTlIENCE OF RELIGION

I've" deeper in the Russian character lies a dark, mvstic attraction towards
Byzantium in the South. This first clothed itself in the forms of Russian
Orthodox Christianity, and exists even today undiminished among the Russian
eop]t\ despite the atheistic activities of the Soviet Regime. Perhaps too late

have we recognized this attraction as a major driving force behind present-day

Rician Imperialism”.

Although Atlie'Mn enjoys the patronage of the Soviet Regime and will un-

doubtedly continue to increase the disinterest of the majority of the Russian people

towards the Church, religion still continues to play a role in the Soviet Union.
I lie New lork limes pointed out on October 19, 1954, for example, that 20
Orthodox Churches were nourishing in Kiev alone. But it is not so much a
question ot the present mlkiicc of the Orthodox Church as it is of the dis-

cernihle rcpercus>ions stemming from its former prime.

With the capture ot Constantinople by the Turks, the focal point of the

Orthodox Church was transferred to Kiev, and subsequently to Moscow after

tn: occupation of Kiev by the Tartars. There then arose in Moscow a fmomilmm hi'iu'it ii Urn'll ami Suite, inasmuch as the Russian Czar had also he-

come head oi the Church.

I he Orthodox concepts of Christianity arc much less problematical than
t hm Oi the Roman Church. Its central ideas were: an intolerance which desm-
nated all non-believers as "heretics"; and the idea of a redeeming world mission.

I be (.o ye and teach all nations" stood invisibly on its everv banner.

This conception is precisely in accordance with Russian Bolshevik doctrine

bu-. we sec that only the Bolshevik is “good", while all others are “evil" and
untiU . And only will the world have reached its "highest state of perfec-

tion when Bolshevism has extended itself into the most remote corner of the

L.i.ti. iii\ in a unique manner, both a religious and a religious-political

conception laced each other on Russian territory. Indeed, the Bolshevik concept
continued the Orthodox, merely limiting its sphere of operations.

PETER THE GREAT

All m this, however, lias as little relationship to the development of Western
thinking as the economic forms which for centuries have been specifically Russian
I his vast expanse of land, with its wandering people, could have existed for

centuries as the object ot W estern colonial endeavors If a man of tremendous
world political importance had not appeared on the scene, Peter the Great

!

History is not likely ever again to see such a tranformation of the entire
destiny ot a People as that accomplished by Peter the Great. His energies took
Russia from its Asiatic context and sought to weave it into a scmi-Westcrn pattern,



Peter fought to lead Russia, then a landlocked nation, to the Sea, He fought,

first in vain to the Sea of Asov, then with lasting success to the Baltic Sea.

Peter was little concerned with the fact that Russia had already extended her-

self to the Pacific Ocean, The Baltic coast was, in his eyes, the bridge to

Europe. There he founded St. Petersburg, with its German name a symbol of

Peter’s concern with Europe.

1 he administration and the legislation of the Russia of Peter the Great

were developed according to foreign models, and a Society soon arose which

possessed a thin veneer of Westernism. Principles of Western Rationalism

Hooded into Russia, little understood, undigested, and portentous,

Peter’s successor, the German-born Catherine The Great, saw herself com-

pelled to oppose further Russian experimentation with Western political and

religious forms. But the trend, once started, was difficult to arrest.

Particularly in the field of economics, Russia underwent a major change.

Soon Western European “Thinking in Money” captured Russian banks and

money exchanges, The age-old hand craftsmanship gave way to factories, ma-

chines and finally railroads and steamships,

Above all, there arose a diplomacy of Western style, supported by an Army

equipped in Western fashion and with Western advisors, From this point on,

all the interests and problems of St. Petersburg diplomacy appeared to lie ex-

clusively in the West.

In the more than 200 years of its existence, “Petrinism” (the Westward

drive of Peter the Great), with its all-embracing reforms and modernizations

in all spheres of national life, was, despite its superficiality and many weaknesses,

something magnificent and powerful.

THE TWO RUSSIAS

The powerful exterior aspect of Petrinism concealed the destiny within,

for Petrinism was and remains an alien element in “Russiandom”. THERE
WERE AND THERE ARE, IN REALITY, TWO RUSSIAS: the apparent

and the actual, the official and the underground.

1 lie foreign element brought in from the West the poison on which the

powerful body of Russiandom sickened. It began with Voltaire and continued

from Proudhon and Marx to Spencer and Haeckel. The upper-classes of

loystoys time acquired airs of intellectual pretensions, hut were without

any real Relief and antagonistic to tradition. The new, superficial “Weltan-

schauung
(
world-view) soon penetrated to the fuzzy-thinking “Intelligentsia”

of the large Russian cities. / Iw result was doctrinary iiolshtwin.

RUSSIAN DUALISM

In contrast to their attitude on Russian foreign policy during this period,

the Western Nations looked upon Russiandom as a harmless ethnographic curi-

osity, not to be taken into account in any analysis of Russia as a power in world

politics.

^

Even today, none of our “leadership” in Washington, London and Paris secs

the I WO S 1 REAMS, alien and inimical to each other, which course throughout

Russia: (l)the age-old, instinctive, unconscious, indcfincable “Nation Feeling”

which is present in the soul of every real Russian and, over this, (2) the official

foreign policy of the Kremlin,

Officially, the “center of gravity” of Russia — its focal, cultural heart -
lies, as in the time of Peter the Great, not in the Volga Region or behind the

Urals, but West of Moscow. Every “cultured” Russian believes this, to this day.

All of the wars in which Russia was involved in the West never affected

the Russian Soul so strongly as did the wars with the Turks, “Russia, heir to



Turkn" was and is a profound mystic concept in every tine Russian. On this

particular point, there were no diplomatic differences oi opinion. It is character-

istic that Dostovcvskv, as distinct from Tolstoy, fell into ecstasy because nt the

war oi IS//. He incessantly wrote down his metaphysical visions and preached

tlu* “ religious mission of R ussiaiulom Jiiiiiinst B)/>;intium.

This hardly-conscious national instinct of all Russians opposes every world

power which threatens to bar the path over Byzantium to the Suit), ue tit

mvstic soril oi the Russian people is deeply aroused. This accounts tor the great

successes oi the Slavophile Movements which basically sought to win to then

side all of the Slavs oi the Christian Balkans - the neighbors ot Constantinople.

TWO KCOSOMIC STREAMS

As in the political-social life of Russia, two conflicting currents beset Russia’s

economic life. On one side there stood the Russian peasantry with its. antc-

deluvian "agriculture": the old Russian merchant with Ins stores, fairs, reight

and Volga ships; and the native miners in the Urals who had developed then

skills from the age-old processes oi pre-Christian forging peoples, absolutely

independent of Western methods and practises. On the other su e, howtnei,

there developed since the era of Peter the Great the "civilized world ol U estem

big-cin ,
urban economy, with Its banks, slick methods of Imancc-manipuhiMuu,

stock exchanges and factories extended with ever-increasing strength,

A mcnev economy was pitted against an agrarian in mortal combat. But

the Petrine State needed a money economy in order to finance its V cstcrn-stylc

"Imdicr polities", its Armv. and its administration, ever drained bv primitive

corruption. The Russian State protected and strengthened the Western capitalism

winch was neither the creation ot nor understood by Russiandoin. Hus was

indeed another "foreign import", and before long the dcctrmary inversion ul

Communist economic teaching soon had students and agitatois pieac ung, " it

'

much success, the gospel of Karl Marx in the great cities of l etrme Russia.

But it was NOT this doctriiutry movement in the underground of the

thriving urban cities which proved to be the decisive catalyst of the hiturc.

| n<wd the strongest force of all was the deep, instinctive-religious antipathy

of the Russian people towards Western economic forms in general, Russiandoin

instinctively perceived that "money", and all of the economic and social orders

based upon it, were "sinful" and "evil'. Hus was much the same emotion

which in the Western World during the Middle Ages opposed the economic

practices 0 j the Semitic world, and Id to the prohibition of interest-taking by

Christians. For ensuing centuries, this had become merely an empty academic

question in the West, debated from the pulpits and m the .seminaries, whereas in

Russia it became a spiritual problem. T lie Russian mode of thought detected

in the world oi Capitalism an enemy, a poison, which it ascribed to the 1 etiine

REVOLUTION OF NIHILISM

Deep were the roots from which, by the end ot the Crimean War, the Russian

"world-view" of intellectual Nihilism had arisen. The final tnut was Bolshevism

which in Ol/, bloodilv completed the destruction of the Petrine System and

replaced it with a revolutionary concept. This Russian Bolshevism was a time-

less religious hate of all forces and institutions which they could not understand,

It wac not a Bolshevist desire to re-model what bad gone before, but rather to

annihilate in order that their own life might once again resume its natural course.

However, this again turned out to be a victory of St. Petersburg

over Moscow, and mMuilIj ikt fol - the final detraction of Petnmsm

from below.



It quickly became apparent that the real victim of the final destruction of

Perrinism was just that element which had hoped to free itself by means of the

1917 Revolution: the. true Russian, the peasant and craftsman, the believer.

Western Revolutions, the English and the French, sought to purify and

improve established, historically-evolved economic and political forms. There-

fore, these revolutions never entirely succeeded, But in Russia a whole 'world”

was reduced to nothingness without resistance. Only the brittle artificiality of

the svstem of Peter the limit provides the explanation for the fact that a small

group of revolutionaries, almost without exception alien Jews, could have had

such a tremendous effect.

The Lenin -Trotsky Bolshevism of the early years had, therefore, a double

meaning. First, it destroyed an artificial system, foreign to the. Russian Soul,

vet it remained a left-over of the destroyed system. But above this, it cleared

the path for a new Culture which is today awakening in the vast expanse of

Russian land between "Europe” and East-Asia. .// is more a beginning than

an end! It is foreign to the Russian only insofar as it seeks to reverse the self-

annihilation of the Petrine System according to the theories of Marx.

RUSSIAN NATIONALISM AND ITS FUTURE

Lurking in the bowels of the Soviet system, however, is the same Russian-

Mongolian peasantry which, without realizing it clearly today, is the mortal

enemy of Lenin-Trotsky Bolshevism. It is the Russiandom of the future which,

as we see more and more clearly every day, does not allow itself to be crushed

by the Trotskys and Berias. This Rimmdm , if ever so sMy, will ultimately

transform the llohhevism of Stalin, Malenkov, Bulganin and Khrushchev in its

present day form into an outspoken, revitalized natmnlist movement, Critics

may continue to label such a future movement as ‘‘Communist” — but what's

in a name;

It; has always been assumed in Western thinking about the Soviet Union,

hut not reflected in its planning, that international revolutionary Communism

and Russian Nationalism are incompatible alternatives. If this is true, then

when Soviet publicity glorifies the Russian past and sanctifies in retrospect the

expansion of the Czarist Empire, it must follow that world revolution has

been definitely renounced. Such an assumption has indeed the authority of both

Marx and Lenin. Hut it is nearly 30 years out of date, for the most spectacular

achievement of Stalin was his success in combining these two "incompatible alter-

natives"^ Russian Nationalism and International Revolutionary Communism.

SOVIET POLICY VERSUS WESTERN CONJECTURES

Today it is not only official Russian doctrine but also the general belief

of the RussoMongoIian masses that the unique national genius of Russia brought

forth the new World of "Communism” as the climax of its creative activity; they

believe that the essentially universal character of the "Communist" faith in its

struggle against "western imperialism”, far from obscuring the function of the

Russian People, entitles it to world leadership and imparts to it a historical mis-

sion devoid of geographical limitations ! ! It has been all the easier for the Soviet

leadership to inculcate among Russiandom the concept of a special, world-saving

destiny because, as we stated before, the way was so well prepared by the prophets

of Pan Slavism. Dostoyevsky viewed Christian Orthodox Russia as the savior,

even if by force, of a decadent civilization.

It was not Lenin nor Stalin, but Dostoyevsky who, in anticipation of the

Russian struggle against Western Europe, wrote that:

"So much that is new and progressive will begin in human relations

that it would be useless to mourn and to hesitate on the eve of the last



great struggle which will bring about the great regeneration of all Europe/'

The Populist Revolutionaries in 19th Century Russia rejected the Medieval

Christian inspiration of the Slavophiles, but took over from them the concept

of a Russian world-mission. Their purpose, however, was not to revive and

extend Slav Orthodox Christianity, but to initiate a new age of “Socialism for

all Mankind".

It is apparent that present-day Soviet policies are well-grounded in the

events of Russian history. This history today lends great impetus to Soviet

efforts. It would be a fatal mistake to believe that a break with Russian tra-

dition occurred in 1917. It should by now be apparent to the West that Russian

Bolshevism means only the logical continuation of an old system by means ot

new methods and a new class structure.

Paramount in Western planning should be the fact that History records

no example of a dictatorship of modern stamp being overthrown from within.

And it will certainly not be overthrown by masses which, for centuries, have

known no other form of government ! For the miracle of the Soviet Union’s

power and stability, so incomprehensible to the West, cannot be explained away

by simply declaring that this has been accomplished by “dictatorship" or “total-

itarianism". Indeed, the contemporary conception of Soviet state authority and

its mission, the final goal of which might be roughly termed the “liberation of

the world proletariat", corresponds just as closely to the old religious attitude

in Russia. The means and methods for enactment of such a program have been

dogma in Russia for centuries. The servility of Russiandom finds its explanation

in the Russian’s willingness to suffer, the lack of resistance in his capability to

recognize without drawing the consequences, and the acceptance of Bolshevik

rule in the spirit that he accepted the long-accustomed rule of foreigners.

Thus, it is mandatory that Western thinking face the facts and accept the

continued existence of the Soviet Union as a reality, a reality to be dealt with

in a realistic manner. To challenge or ignore the fact that the Soviet Lnion is a

power factor whose influence will affect the development of the entire world

only aids Soviet propaganda . .

.

The Soviet’s "center of gravity” today is industrialization. The vast ex-

panse of Soviet-Asia contains undreamed-of potentialities for natural resources,

food and clothing. Asia is the key to the future.

While the West runs in circles, what is transpiring behind the “Iron Curtain”

of Soviet Asia? Our newspapers merely hint of the vast^ technical strides being

made by Soviet science. The details are known to our “Big Brains” who hold

the American People to be incapable of realistic thinking, hence unworthy of

possessing the real facts on world issues. Full documentation has been obtained

on the following section and this is the first appearance in print of all of these

facts in the United States.

THE ATOMIC AGE IN SOVIET ASIA

Until. 1945, the Sun was our Earths’ sole source of Energy. But the-. dis-

covery of Atomic Energy placed a new Energy source at the disposal of Mankind,

a tremendous power-potential. Any consideration of Asia must now be evolved

in atomic terms, for the USSR possesses vast Atomic Energy research centers.

Russia has only to utilize the newly-developed atomic technics and adapt them

to conditions in Siberia. The fact that in a planned economy the imposing of

necessary measures is easier to achieve than in countries whose economic policy

is more “liberal”, is a factor greatly in Soviet favor. A still greater advantage

is the cleverly-devised Soviet “compulsory work program” which places an

enormous work potential at Russia’s disposal. This work program extends

from a volunteer labor service to slave labor. Propaganda to the contrary



unfortunately noftvithstanding, only a very tiny percentage of the Soviet labor
force is slave labor

.

The New York Times provided a hint as to the import of the Soviet labor
piogiam when on January Nth, 195.1 it reported that at least 16.000 young
Soviet men and women had enrolled for the "second wave of migration to the
new agricultural lands m Siberia, Kazakhstan and the Urals". The Times
further related that in 1954, when the plan to develop “virgin and idle” lands
hi the h,astern I ravines commenced, “about 150,000 pioneers" moved from
the Western Soviet Union into the "newly opened districts".

The vitally strategic geographic position of Russia, long minimized because
° tllc m o' supposedly uninhabitable, arid and unproductive lands
must now also be ^examined. Russia covers one-sixth of the entire land surface
of the earth, and almost half of the circumference of the earth, and extends
or al practical purposes, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean and
rom the North I ole to the Mediterranean, Asia comprises 443 million square
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Before the advent of the Atomic age, it was logical to consider tint the
northern reaches of the Soviet Union - an area larger than the entire USA
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hm been 'working miracles in Northern Siberia

Along with the hardy native people of the northern zones, an influx of
southern people began a number of years ago. These were the seienh-f <

Moscow and Leningrad Universities, the engineers, the factorv and dock writers
the forestry experts, mechanized equipment experts, radar' specialists and an'
army ot technicians of every description, with their families.
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I he new city of Norilsk stands as a monument to the ingenuity of these
technicians, Situate near the shore of the Arctic Ocean in a treekss tuwbe the average January temperature drops to 25° below zero Fahrenheit
Norilsk was founded as a nickel milling cen (Cr j n 1979 t 1 • . .
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“scons to indicate an economic development of a sensitive nature

In January of 1954, a foreign slave laborer released by the Russians, Count

Robert von Butlar-Bnimlenlels, reported to British authorities that at least

120,000 prisoners had been shipped from other Soviet areas to Norilsk to work

in "newlv developed secret uranium mines'
1

.
(N. Y. 1 imes)

peaceful uses of atomic energy

The activity of new Soviet uranium mines is known by M'estern intelli-

gence sources to be more extensive than dreamed possible. With the develop-

ment of basic sources of Atomic Energy, Soviet science has advanced at a

rapid rate. It is noteworthv that Dr. Robert Havemaim, director ol the hys.cn

and Chemical Research Institute of Humboldt University in Germany, declared

in an article published in Berlin's “Taegliche Rundschau
11

that Soviet atomic

science was "far ahead" of atomic science in other parts of the world. .1 be .New

York Times reported that Dr. Havemaim is “regarded as the leading German

atomic scientist”. Dr. Havemaim wrote that the East German atomic pile will

he devoted entirely to “peaceful purposes .

This is uiuloubtedlv true, since Soviet science is now working at top speed

on a project which will' alter the entire structure of the Euro-Asum Continent

and change the history of the world. This scientific work proceeds quietly. Duly

recentlv have Western publications hinted of it.

On Fehruarv 28th, 1955, the New York Post reported that the Russians

were proceeding with a “vast and historically unprecedented program which

would literally change the face of Siberia and Central Asia .
Ihe program

essentially involves the following stages: See Mal>.

I. The diverting of the great rivers Ob and Jenissei, and several smaller

branches, so that they' will flow South into the Caspian Sea rather than North

into the Arctic Ocean.

2. Formation of a vast artificial inland Sea by such diversion. Ihe size

of the inland Sea would be several times the size of the Aral Sea and could ulti-

mately equal or exceed the size of the Caspian Sea. Scientific estimates indicate

that aiter completion of this tremendous project, the average annual temperature

in Western Siberia will rise by 8-10 centigrade* and that in 1 urkestan (
in sum-

mer) will fall bv 12-15 degrees with plenty of rain in a hitherto practically rain-

less territory. As far west as Hungary, the climate will change for the better

once the waters of the Ob and Jenissei Rivers have filled this intercontinental

Siberian Reservoir, half a million kilometers square.

1 Diversion of the direction of How of the Petschora River from North

to South, linking the Petschora with the Volga, and the creation of a series ol

large irrigation canals which would service the arid desert areas behind the Ural

Mountain Range. A water route would exist connecting the Black Sea with

ihe Arctic Ocean, and the Caspian Sea with the Aval Sea, the projected inland

sea. and the Northern Ice Sea.

According to the reports in the New York Post, atomic explosions were

being extensively employed to accomplish the river diversions and create the

canals in connection with this project. "Atomic Satchels ,
capable of being

transported in a small handbag, create explosions necessary for the tremendous

land displacement. Formerly, equivalent explosions would have required count-

less train loads of explosives. The construction of the Aral Canal alone necessi-

tates one thousand times greater displacement of earth than the Panama and Suez

Canals together required.

4. Construction of a vast canal linking the Lena River in Eastern Siberia

i,-itb the Pacific Ocean at Ajan. This amazing project will provide an all-



Russian” water route from Europe to the Pacific Ocean, Distances and transit

times will he greatly Tcduccd, and the use of the Suez Canal avoided,

5, Erection of a comprehensive network of power stations in the western

part of the Ural. One tremendous station already in planning near Tachna-

Tasch, at the .southern outlet of the Aral Sea, is 800 times the size of the U. S.

Boulder Dam project.

6, Construction of new railroad networks across Asia linking China and
Indonesia with every strategic point of the "Soviet Empire”.

H hen completed, the Sibcrian-Ural projects must of necessity have a radical

effect upon the Asian weather, and thereby upon the European weather. An
American newspaper moaned that the weather change would transform the sunny
Riviera "into a cloudy, muggy area with more resemblance to London than the

Mediterranean”. Similar sources feared that the change would “wreck havoc
with Europe's tourist trade and general health”. More astute minds considered
other possibilities. What will this basic weather change do for the Soviet Union?

« m ™
YEARS

- WESTERN Siberia
AND 11RKESIAN WILL BE TRANSFORMED BY SOVIET SCI-

rrSinv^

V

ahhK 0F weatherm VEG-
E 1 AI ION, FARMING WILL BE CONDUCTED ON A HITHERTO
UNDREAMED OF SCALE, AND, FROM THIS POINT ON THE
SCIENTIFIC TRANSFORMATION OF THFSE VAST TFRRITOK
1ES WILL INSURE AMPLE FOOD FOR AN ADDITIONAL
150,000,000 POPULATION. RAILROAD SYSTEMS* WILL SPAN
GREATER CHINA AND LINK THE ENTIRE SOUTHEASTERN
COAST OF ASIA WITH EVERY PART OF THE SOVIET UNION
AND, IF THE PRESENT BIRTH RATES PERSIST THE RUSSIAN
AND CHINESE WOMEN WILL HAVE PRODUCED A NEW ASIA
AT LEAST 12 TIMES NUMERICALLY STRONGER TH AN THF
"WHITE PEOPLES" ON THE EURASIAN CONTINENT

TIDES OF THE FUTURE

I he reader should now begin to comprehend the immensity of the dangf

11

b

“" **
W, «t. lose sight ,( the fct thst the political a,J J

anoy upon Russia of the Asiatic Peoples tnll make any indepenUent move, on til

part o those peoples, an abortive impossibility. Especially is this true of Indi
and China. We commit a grave error if we believe that either of these tw

k0me Suffic‘Cntly Str°"
g t0 play an in^epraJent role ii

. odd tics. 1 hese ancient nations will never again produce a strong politica
form of their own. 1 hey arc too old, too inflexible, too used up.

Even the form of their present aggressiveness, together with its aims -
l

;

ib« rty equality, communism, par .amentary and republican mumbo jumbo, etc., -
is without exception imported from Western Europe or from Moscow, Sucl
nations as China and India now constitute objects and war resources for foreigr
powers, hese ancient countries are future battlefields for the decisive battles o:

foreigners. Precisely because of their strategic importance in the military calcu
lations of foreign powers, however, India and China have achieved an immense
if only transitory, importance.

The Soviet Union has now planned the "use” of all of the colored people
of the world. Particularly is this true of the Chinese People, Ten or twenty
years hence, with the pouring of Russian machinery, industrial methods anc



technicians into China, no force on earth vviH be able to tear asunder the Soviet-

Chinese political-economic marriage.

JUST WHAT RESOURCES OF SPIRITUAL AND MATERIAL

POWER DOES THE WESTERN WORLD MUSTER AGAINST THIS

MENACE? HAS OUR HIGHER SPIRITUAL SUBSTANCE NOW
CONSUMED ITSELF?''' THE MORE OUR WHITE NATIONS HAVE

BEEN CALLED UPON TO LEAD IN THE WHIRLWIND OF THE

LAST CENTURIES’ HISTORY, THE MORE THEY HAVE EX-

HIBITED OF THE SPIRITUAL CHAOS WHICH HAS ENGULFED

OUR WESTERN WORLD. : :

WHEN THE STORM FROM THE EAST PUSHES OVER US,

WILL THERE BE ENOUGH OF THE OLD SPARK OF "GRANDEUR

PAST” WITHIN OUR RANKS TO BURST INTO FLAMES OF EN-

THUSIASM? THE ULTIMATE DECISIONS NOW ARE AWAIT-

ING THEIR MAN. WILL HE BE ON'fe OF US?

X.Y.Z.
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Official organ of the national Renaissance Party devoted to a restoration of
the American Republic;, the preservation of terican sovereignty and the establish-
ment of an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social
justice,,

Published in New Yorks Mo $2o00 per 12 Issues

GOD’S SEGREGATION OF FAMILY, CHURCH
c
BELIEVER, NATIONj LANGUAGES £ RACES

HoLo Birui Sr,

(EDITORIAL NOTEs Mr, Birum’s article was written in answer to the proceedings of
the recent Convention of Episcopal Churches which advocated a policy of racial
mongrelization in harmony with the program of the National Council of Churches of
Christo This latter outfit reaches over 35 0OOOpOOO Christian readers with its
militant program of SPIRITUAL BOLSHEVISM,, Copies of Mr, Birum’s article were sent
to every member of Congress, the 48 State Governors, all New Jersey State Senators
in Trenton and 100 Episcopalian clergymen in New Jersey,, Copies were sent to over
100 of the leading daily newspapers but, in the tradition of America’s "kept press",
none would print it„ The National Renaissance Bulletin now has the pleasure of
presenting its readers with Mr0 Birum’s scriptural answer to our Clerical Bolsheviks
and professional tolerance merchants,)

.

Sod’s segregation is the life whereas Satan’s mongrelization is the death of
American White Civilization,, The dictionary says "Segregation" means? "separate,
separation, toset apart, isolate",, God’s Separation therefore means God’s Segre-
gation,, The dictionary says 8 Mongrelization means? "any cross between different
things, a Mixed breed, a Mixed Race,"

FIRST - WE HAVE GOD’S SEGREGATION OF THE FAMILY, The Epistle of Paul to the
Ephesians 5?31 sayss "Therefore a man must leave his Father and Mother and attach
himself to his wife, and they must become one," EPH, 5 $32 sayss "This is a great
secret, but I understand it of Christ and the Church," Genesis 2$24 says? "That
is why a man leaves his Father and Mother, and clings to his wife, so that they form

THEREFORE GOD TEACHES SEGREGATION OF THE FAMILY,
one Flesh,"

SECOND - WE HAVE GOD’S SEGREGATION OF THE CHURCH, 2, Corinthians 6-17 savs°

SIT“™ AND BE YE SEPARATE
»
saith the Lord, A® TOUCH

NOT THE UNCLEAN THING; and I will receive you," (Separate means SEGREGATE) God’s
Church is to^ in a SEGREGATED State, COMPLETELY FREE from Atheism,

Infidelity and Modernism,

THIRD - GOD’S SEGREGATION OF THE BORN AGAIN BELIEVERo The SEPARATION
(SEGREGATION) of the individual born again BELIEVER under the Leadership of God’s
Holy Spirit, conforming his life to the word of God, He is SEPARATED unto the Lord
before he is saved, and he must walk in a SEPARATED LIFE AFTER he is Saved, SATAN’S
°"e break down the barriers of SEGREGATION, so that all people might

TO^ETHER and be as ONE RACE under the FALSE Doctrine of the Fatherhood of God
ana the brotherhood of man 0

Free Love and Common Law ferriage are part of the doctrine of Modernism,
Communism, Socialism and Evolution which also teach NON-Segregation or MONGRELIZATIOf

by the state
» Merest Bearing Money, and COMPLETE SUBJECTION

OF SATAM

D
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CHANGERS
» referred t0 In Scriptures as "THE SYNAGOGUE

SATAN, THIS individual is reduced to Slave labor inasmuch as I work four months
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ng Prostitution to enrich the Welfare State

ana pay INTEREST CHARGES, thus breaking down God’s SEGREGATION of the Family, Church



Believer,, Nation,, Languages and Races, Easily life under Gad's SMEMON end the
Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ builds the h®3 and Society and is the foundation of
our Nation,

FOURTH - GOD'S SEGREGATION OF THE NATION The table of Nations - Genesis 10s
to 32 Descendants of Noah's Son's 10s4 and 5 sayss "It was frca these that the Coast
Lands of the Nations were populated, Country by Country, each with its respective
Languages, according to the various CLANS, NATION BY' NATION," Genesis 10s32 sayss
These were the CLANS descended fra Noah, arranged according to their descendants

rTAAn^tj
0na^^^e8

^ ^ ^rom ^ese NATIONS of ths Earth ugre populated after the'
Fp)D0 Yes, "according to the Nationalities" we have God's SEGREGATION of the
NATIONSo

.

FIFTH - GOD'S SEGREGATION OF THE LANGUAGES,, See Genesis IIsI to 9 which says
in parts ''NOW, the whole earth used only ONE LANGUAGE and they said, "Cone let's
build a city with a TOM whose top will reach the Heavens so that we may not be
scattered all over the Earth," The Lord cane to view the tower and said they are
just ONE PEOPLE and they all have the sans language. Come let's go down and there
make such a BABBLE of their Language that they will NOT understand one another's
speech. The Lord DISPERSED them from there, All over the Earth (Separation) so they

mnronr »

building the 2nd quote Genesis, That is WHY they called it "THE

sSaHON ^LAiSaGES
krd <3iSperSed them a11 0ver the Eartho SEPARATION, THE

SI™ - GOD'S SEGREGATION OF THE RACES, God's PLAN is for each RACE to live
to themselves, SEGREGATED to themselves and to marry within the RACE and keep the
RACE pure with SEPARATION (SEGREGATION) of the Races, Thus our Evolutionists,
Socialists, Communists, and Social Scientists falsely teach and seek to practice
INTEEliARRIAGE of RACES, thereby bringing all RACESL tot“m Ma
reduces the intelligence of the WHITE RACE, which has always been the bug-bear in

III 5

c?“ wh0 tove proved these Anti-Christ movements. If
the ®NEY CHANGERS can defeat the WHITE RACE, it will be comparatively simple to

JJrJ? ,» ^ ®£ave the colored Peoples, So far the WHITE RACE has been the

pmTTTnTAHo
3 RECTOR, with the notable exception of 60 to 70# of our WHITE

POLITICIANS and BANKERS who, for the last 160 years, have played into the hands of
interest-bearing ZIONIST MONEY CHANGERS,

THE WHITE MAN'S RACE IS THE SUPERIOR RACE AND BUILT ALL NATIONS, The Money

qiSmp’pSv
Zionist interest-bearing MONEY TRUST BANKERS claim THEY ARE THE

, 5

h
®
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hosen People", but, they are not, WHY? Because they have

a™ r**."?
pri0r t0 the tke 0f their banistaent t0 Egypt and
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the
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°f EPl^ their "g^ Gold" and their AI-ITI-CHRIST
Talmudist Religion firmly implanted in their minds. They have been robbing Gentiles

2S'Sr slavwy tta «« aU »* •«*«- *2?

™

The ACTS of the Apostles, 17s 25 sayss "Seeing he giveth to all Life, and
reath, and all things," ACTS 17-26 sayss "And hath made of ONE BLOOD, All nations

aDMinJr °t
Ur i

he

u

f

f
e °f the Earth

»
and hath determined the TIMES before

appointed, and the Bounds habitation". This cannot be construed, even out of con-
sideration to the Money Trust, that this "ONE BLOOD" is an excuse to question evenone small part of God's SEGREGATION of the NATIONS and the RACES,

q
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BACE IS ? SUPERI0R MCE m G0D' S SEGREGATED RACE, This requiresmodifications, however, when you refer to the MONEY-CHANGERS in comparison. We will
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» allows them to runWHITEMAN a close RACE as to which one is really the SUPERIOR RACE, If the
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WHITE POLITICIAN and BANKER could become a BELIEVER and be born again thus breaking
away from his SECRET SOCIETY OATHS and the Talmudist Religion, and make peace with
God and His only begotten Son, Jesus Christ, he could vote to coin INTEREST FREE
MONEY, which would automatically drive the present MONEY CHANGERS out of the United
States without any more WARS or EMERGENCY WARS, Then the WHITE MAN would be way out
in front with God's Segregation 100$,

"MEWTAL ILLNESS" IN THE U,S,A, TODAY COSTS ONE BILLION DOLLARS YEARLYo We
must not forget that when you cross the Races and breed between the WHITE AND
COWRED RACES, you bring out the worst in both groups and produce a people that is
rebellious, wicked, cruel, thieving and as a rule one that will not listen to the
Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christo

THE GRACE OF GOD OVERRULES THE SIN OF MAN0 Yes, - and brings out a Jewel of
God's Grace, and its only by the Grace of God that individuals are brought to Christ
and made New Creatures in Him, ALL OUR TROUBLES OF TODAY AND THE NEAR FUTURE are
caused by our SELF-OVER-INDULGENCE, by our financial and economic set-up for the
last 50 years, in particular during the last 20 YEARS OF TREASON, and bv our Dreserrt
FAKE PROSPERITY with a debt of ONE TRILLION DOIMIS, which™; be paid ^2^
some way and soon 0

ZIONISfoSs^Smn
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LININGS in our troubled days ahead,

FIRST — THE GOSPEL OF THE LORD JESUS PHRT^T „„ ...
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SECOND — REFORM OF OUR FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC ZIONIST "MONEY SYSTEM", Thisis equally important with any other reforms suggested. We must brine about the
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through the careful Parish by Parish approach The resolution warns that the
problem is too delicate and complicated to be solved by legislative action of the
Convention,

I resent and take the above as an insult, that "RACIAL SEPARATION IS AGAINST
THE WILL OF GOD". I was married in a little Episcopal Church in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, in 1902. My wife and myself are both Episcopalians, My mother and two
sisters are the same. I cannot take this lying down, I, who spent my early middle
life out WEST in Montana among the Cattle and Sheepmen (originally from Texas and
Oklahoma), without a policeman in sight, when "MEN WERE MEN AND WOMEN WERE ON THE
SQUARE" and where the Colored man was actually SEPARATED according to the laws of
God. Out WEST in the Stock Country (1898-1925) the Company and the Cattle and
Sheepmen did the actual SEPARATING, and nary a Church man nor a White Kan was ever
heard to make such a remark as the above RESOLUTION, that — "RACIAL SEPARATION IS
AGAINST THE WILL OF GOD". Our American people OUT WEST sure did read the Bible and
they INTERPRETED the MEANING from what thd wording says, unlike this MODERN AGE
where too many of the so-called Clergy INTERPRET the meaning of the Bible to
correspond with the wishes of their MASTERS, the ZIONIST MONEY-CHANGERS, the
"SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN",

’

THE ZIONIST ELDERS SECRET PLANS UNDERMINE THE GENTILES FOUNDATION OF FAITH IN

unmn Jll
Pr°tocols of the Learned Elders of Zion exposes the secret plans of the

WORLD JONIST MONEY-CHANGERS on how to fool the GOYIM (Gentiles) both White and
colored, Christians and atheists, HEREWITH below; For all Protestant and Catholic
Clergy, laymen and newspapers and their editors.

Please take notice of how you are being fooled and used by these SECRET
SCHEMES, discovered in 1897 and first printed about 1920 for the American public.
This book will show you WHO is putting up the money for you to fool yourselves and
likewise those who are walking under your guiding hand--"THE PROTOCOLS OF ZION"
(PRICE $.,00) Paragraph 4, Verse 3 says; "But even freedom might be harmless and
have its place in the STATE ECONO® without injury to the well-being of the peoples
i° rests uP°n

j

the foundation of FAITH IN GOD, upon the brotherhood of humanity,
unconnected with the conception of equality, which is negatived by the very Laws
of Creation, for they have established Subordination,"

'With such a FAITH as this a people might be governed by a wardship of
Parishes, and would walk contentedly and humbly under the guiding hand of its
Spiritual Pastor submitting to the dispositions of God upon Eartho"

'This is the reason WHY it is indispensable for US to UNDERMINE ALL FAITH, to
tear out the minds of the Goyim (Gentiles) the very principle of Godhead and the
Spirit, and to put in its place arithmetical calculations and material needs,"

“THE PROTOCOLS OF ZION" paragraph 5 verse 3 says; "The Holy unction of the
ha® faUe" fmn the heads of™ ^ the eye of the people, and when

IJE RQBflED .hem of their faith in God, the MIGHT OF POWER was flung upon the streets,
into the place of public proprietorship and WAS SEIZED BY US,"

WAKE UP AMERICA

WAKE UP WHITE MAN

To the PRESS, Please copy. Publishers can use the above material free by sending
the author a copy of their publication.

Thank You and Yours Truly,

HoL, Birum Sr,, Trenton, N,J,
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EXPOSING THE AMERICAN JEWISH LEAGUE AGAINST COMMUNISM

(Quoted from "THE POINT", Catholic periodical of March, 1955)

To American newspaper-readers, flashy young Roy Cohn seemed to be a rare findo

Here, at long last, was a Jew who was not true to type, While openly professing his

Jewishness, Cohn was apparently, a fervent anti-Communist, a loyal and devoted

Anerican, a server of other causes than the single one of fostering and promoting

Jewry 0 Cohn's record, said his enthusiastic admirers, was clear and impeccable.

Nor, they pointed out, was there any difficulty in examining that record, For even

the Jewish Press, which had gone so hard on Senator McCarthy himself, seemed to

sense Roy's worth, and had given his speeches full and friendly coverage.

Lately, however, there has come some disquieting news for those who had

thought slick-haired Roy Cohn was "not like other Jews", It seems he belonged to

something called the American Jewish League Against Communism, and it was at the

urgent recommendation of this group that he had been forced on the McCarthy Commit-

tee, The purpose of the AJLAC is to present an array of prominent Jews (Rabbi

Benjamin Schultz, columnist George Sokolsky, et al) who are "violently anti-Commu-

nist", It hopes thereby to dislodge the notion, now looming large in Gentile minds,

that Communism is a Jewish movement; for it was this notion, and not Communism it-

self, that AJLAC was established to destroy.

But the most startling revelation concerning AJLAC, and member Roy Cohn, was

the new3 that a certain powerful and sinister old man is its guiding spirit and

financial mainstay. This hoary Jew has long been recognized as the prime mover in

the United States—if not in the world—for extending Jewish domination. It is also

known that whatever cause he may support, he does so ultimately for the attainment

of this end. Thus, not many years ago, in Spain, he was supporting and financing

the notoriously Communist-controlled Abraham Lincoln Brigade, His name? Bernard

Baruch,

THE JEWISH CHRISTMAS CAROL

(3)

Down the chimney Santa comes,

With gifts he bought from Moses Blum

Ring out the old, ring in the new,

And help to fatten up the Jew,

(0
After "Peace on Earth" and "Good Will

Toward Men",

You can hock your overcoat with your

Uncle Ben,

Silent Night, Holy Night,

Be damned if Hitler wasn’t right.

Readers Attention

The editors of the "National Renaissance Bulletin" wi3h to thank you for your contri

butions which make this work possible every month. Your financial gifts provide the

ammunition which we hurl into the ranks of the enemy. Subscriptions cost two dollars

per 12 issues, Please send whatever you can spare to help in this work today. Many

fine articles are piled up waiting to go to press. We keep up the quality of our

work with the aid of your contributions. Also we urge all New York and Mew Jersey

members to attend our mass meetings which begin in mid-August, Don’t help the enemy

by staying home, Send your financial aid to:

National Renaissance Party

10 West 90th St,., New York 24, N.Y

Out of the East came 3 Wise Men;

Levi, Moses, and your Uncle Ben,

Chanting: Hark the Herald Angels sing,

See Davie Katz for your diamond ring,

( 2 )

Your Saviour was born on Christmas Day,

And Levi will give six months to pay,

At Christmas get a tree of pine,

But buy the balls at Silversteins 0
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"If our buildings, our highways, our railroads should be wrecked, we

could rebuild them. If our cities should be destroyed, out of the very ruins we

could erect newer and greater ones, Even if our armed might should be crushed, we

could rear sons who would redeem our powero But if the blood of our white race

should become corrupted and mingled with the blood of Africa, then the present

greatness of the United States of America would be destroyed and all hope for the

future would be forever gonc 0 The maintenance of American civilization would be

as impossible for a negroid America as would the redemption and restoration of the

white man’s blood which had been mixed with that of the NegrOo"

White Citizens Council

Winona, Mississippi

SUPREME COURT TYRANTS PROMOTE RACIAL NDNQRELIZATION

James H, Madole

The petty political appointees which comprise the formerly dignified U,S»

Supreme Court have forged the chains of bureaucratic tyranny which now enmesh the

proud, freedom-loving American Eagle o These tyrants have sought to crush states

rights and promote the program of the subversive Communist Party which was ratified

unanimously by the delegates to the Party’s National Election Conference, held in New

York City, August 7-8, 1954o Does it seem strange that the U,S, Supreme Court

carries out the program of the very same Communist Party which it formerly declared

to be subversive? We should remember that the leftist forces which control the

American government are of far greater consequence than the meagre handful of crack-

pots enrolled in the Communist Party,, The Red Party in America is merely a window

dressing or sideshow for the sinister liberals and one-world apostles who have

enmeshed our governmental, educational, and clerical institutions in the deadly coils

of the Soviet World Octopuso Let us quote the 1954 program of the Communist Party

and compare it with the Supreme Court decision to outlaw racial segregations

"We urge prompt federal action to wipe out every form of discrimination

in employment and job opportunities for Negro workers in Government service and

industry, A federal FEPC, strictly enforced can help prevent the corporations from

pitting one group of workers against another and from reducing wage standards for

all workers,"

"We further urge federal legislation to outlaw poll-taxes and all

restrictions on registration, voting and election activity which operate to dis-

franchise the Negro citizens in the South,,,We urge federal civil rights legislation

and executive and administrative orders to outlaw lynching, segregation and' Jim Crow,

We urge an immediate end to segregation in the educational system, health and

hospitalization services, in transportation and housing, in meeting-houses and public

parks in the South and throughout tho land,"

This diabolical campaign to break down the natural barriers between alien

racial groups has been inspired, promoted and financed by two mighty forces in our

national and spiritual life# Firstly, we have the economic and political power of

Jewish pressure groups seeking to promote class warfare and the fantastic equalitar-

ian theories of every Hebrew philosopher and agitator from Saint Paul (Saul of



Tarsus) to Karl Kanq from the Babylonian Talmud and the Holy Bible to "Das KapitaP

and the "Communist Kanifesto" 0 The eternal Jew still carries on his centuries-old

struggle against his mortal foe, the white Aryan Race. He still seeks to break down

all barriers of class and race within our ranks thus opening the way for anarchy and

the pollution of our blood and spirit . Thus the Jew poses as the apostle of

tolerance and brotherhood as well as the defender of labor and the rights of the

workers o

It is to be noted, however, that the Jew does not practice tolerance and

brotherhood in his state of Israel. The Arab population has been driven into the

surrounding deserts to starve, their funds and property have been confiscated by

"God's Chosen People", and the few daring to remain in Israel, have been deprived of

their rights as citizens 0 Negro Jews have no rights whatsoever in Israel and inter-

marriage between Jews and Christians is forbidden by law, Quite obviously therefore

the Jew does not believe in racial mongrelization or "tolerance campaigns" for his

own people o The very fact that the Jewish Race has been able to maintain its identi

identity and its own unique religious code throughout centuries of living in diaspora

is living proof that the Jew recognizes the peril of the doctrines of brotherhood

and equality which he preaches to the Gentile. Always the Jew forms a "state within

a state", never becoming assimilated by the people whom he lives among as an enter-

prising parasite. When our Aryan people borrow a leaf from the Jewish book of life

and become as proud of our racial and national achievements as the Jews are of

theirs; victory will have been won.

The Jew also utilizes the mass immigrations of Negroes and Puerto Ricans

to our major industrial cities as a source of cheap labor for his sweat-shops in the

garment and factory districts. For the same reasons, the Jew seeks to increase the

tidal wave of negroid Jamaican labor which is pouring into Great Britain displacing

English workers who cannot hope to compete with the Jamaican’s willingness to work

for longer hours at lower pay. This also explains why the Jew is foremost in the

struggle against the Apartheid (segregation) policy of the South African government.

The low wages, long hours and savage, illiterate background of the Puerto Ricans in

America, the Jamaicans in England and the jungle savages of South Africa breed slum

conditions, crimes of violence, dope-peddling and a tremendous increase in juvenile

crime in ail major cities where these savage immigrants settle. The Jewish

"progressive educators" then finish off the job in our public schools by preaching

equalitarian theories and sex education to mixed classes of Aryan, Puerto Rican and

Negro children. Sexual experimentation is hailed and eulogized as a sign of healthy

sophistication and adulthood. The Jews utilize the pseudo-science of psychiatry,

developed by a Hebrew sex degenerate, Sigmund Freud, as an intellectual smokescreen

for the poisoning of the minds, hearts and morals of our national youth, the seedbed

of America's future. Parents who object are branded as bigots or "old fashioned and

out of step with the bright new Jewish world of tomorrow".

Civilization and jungle savages don't mix. Bring the jungle into our
cities and chaos, rapine and murder are the result. The below information is based
on "uniform Crime Reports" issued by the F.3.I, in 1952 and 1953 (Volume XXIII-No.2)
Table 42 deals with "ARRESTS BY RACE, 1952.

1. 64$ of those arrested for murder were Negroes.

2. 64}o of those arrested for aggravated assault were Negroes.

3. 44$ of those arrested for robbery were Negroes.

4. 38$ of those arrested for rape were Negroes,

5. 47$ of those arrested for violation of drug laws were Negroes.

6. 59$ of those arrested for possession of illegal weapons were Negroes.

7. 45$ of those arrested for violation of liquor laws were Negroes.

The Puerto Rican hordes pouring into New York City have brought with them
a tremendous increase in narcotics peddling and juvenile delinquency. Negroes and



Puerto Ricans comprise the bulk of our modern teenage gangs due to the collectivist

nature of these minority groups 0 State Rent Administrator Charles Abrams, a New York

Jew, wrote as follows concerning his favorite pets, the Puerto Ricans, in the

February issue of "Commentary”, sponsored by the American Jewish Committees

"Though New Yorkers are apt to grumble about their new neighbors, the

Puerto Rican immigration has been a boon to employers, bringing a rich supply of the

cheap labor, skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled, they so urgently need, 0 » DAbout

20,000 Puerto Ricans, mostly women, have been absorbed by the garment industry, and

about 16,000 men by hotels and restaurants, while tens of thousands of others have

found light factory work or employment in building and domestic service. They are,

however, among the lowest paid of all workers in the city, and easily exploited

because so few of them know about the 75 cent minimum hourly wage,"

"Despite their handicaps, many of the earlier migrants from Puerto Rico

have been able to make some sort of an adjustment, and have succeeded in breaking

through to the Central Park West section, Chelsea, the Bronx, and Brooklyn, However,

the overcrowding of some of these areas, and the inundation of the schools with

Puerto Rican children, have spread resentment and caused older residents to move

away,"

Abrams, the Jew, admits that the majority of Puerto Ricans have been

absorbed by the garment, hotel, and restaurant industries, All New Yorkers know that

these industries are nearly monopolized by Jews, He also admits that Puerto Ricans

are easily utilized as a source of cheap labor because of their ignorance, He con-

veniently ignores the fact that this teeming horde of migrant labor displaces native

American workers from their jobs 0 He also blissfully ignores the fact that 14$ of

our Puerto Rican population is living on relief 0 In short, native American taxpayers
must financially support a tidal wave of Puerto Rican migrants who are gradually
taking away their jobs because of the migrant’s willingness to work for longer hours
at lower payo In the meantime the Jewish sweat-shop tyrant waxes fatter and fatter
at the expense of native American labor,

We continue to quota Abrams enlightening article?

"But there is housing bias against most Puerto Ricans - light and dark,
The "Spic", as the Spanish-speaking slum-dweller is scornfully called, is rated a
less desirable tenant than the native Negro, whose pattern of infiltration,
inundation, and outspread he is being forced to follow. And he is meeting even
greater resistance. Most landlords with a long-term interest in their property can
never be sure as to how many people will eventually live in an apartment rented to a
Puerto Rican,, oUsed to sharing huts at home in Puerto Rico, the new arrivals tend to
follow the practice in New York, If only for the sake of economy,"

. .

"The average farmer’s wife in Puerto Rico has about- seven children, and
29/, ofrural mothers average 10 or more 0 ooA rapidly declining mortality rate,
coupled with a rising birth rate, gives Puerto Rico one of the fastest growing
populations in the worldsThough one of every four Puerto Ricans is a Negro, color

general n

°f ** inportance 3XC0pt tm* th0 white elite, and intermarriage is

State Rent Administrator Abrams urges American immigration authorities to
increase rather than decrease the colored flood from Puerto Rico, He urges the
Puerto Ricans to spread out into the tost and South thus seeking to achieve the
un oly task of the Jewish Race by polluting the remaining healthy segments of our once
proud and powerful Republic, Abrams pretends to balieve that American industry and
culture can absorb those syphilitic half-castes without suffering extinction as* have
great civilizations of the past in India^ Egypt

0 Reas and Greece 0 The path e?
mongrelization and tolerance is the path of cultural decadence and racial oblivion 0



If American Jewry had their way, members of the White Race would be reduced to the

servile position of the American Indian, living by sufferance on reservations, while
God 7 s Chosen People ruled over a teeming horde of illiterate savages living in the

ruins of a once great Aryan culture 0

To further prove Jewry? s part in the abominable Supreme Court decision to
ban racial segregation we quote the recent speech of Rabbi Julius Feibelman
delivered at the 66th Annual Convention of the Central Conference of American Rabbis;

"America? s treatment of Negroes will test the force of religious
principles in this country*, 0 <>The school segregation problem is a deeply moral issue

which touches the very fundamental of democracy and constitutes a challenge, if not

a threat, to religion*," He urges Rabbis to join groups which seek to "make the

American principle of equality a reality and urged that such desegregation should
begin in the first grade as small children are naturally democratic, then carried on
class by class*, Thus Rabbi Feibelman plans the conquest of the minds and morals -of tiny
children*, Children taught the doctrine of tolerance and equality through the age
span of 5-18 will certainly not balk at crossing the color-line to find a marriage
partner, should they bother with the formality of marriage after a liberal dose of
Jewish-sponsored Freudianisn*, Feibelman also points out that racial segregation is
a menace to religion, both the Jewish worship of the Golden Calf and Jewish-sponsor-
ed Kcdemist Christianity with its Bishop Shells

p
Bishop Oxnams, Dean Pikes and

assorted societies for the advancement of spiritual Bolshevism like the National
Conference of Christians and Jews and the so-called National Council of Churches of
Christ « Actually the Jew has no intention of permitting his people "the democratic
privilege of intermarriage*,"

"Free Britain", an English nationalist publication, exposed the use of
The United Nations Educational, Social and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) by Jewish
intellectuals as a cultural front for the promotion of the Communist practice of
racial aongrelization. We quote;

"In the arrival every week of hundreds of Negro immigrants, now totalling
tens of thousands from Jamaica alone, we are witnessing the first stage of a social
experiment by UNESCO, which intends to use the British Isles for the stock raising of
a mixed breed of people resembling, if possible, the ultimate brown man in the
pic i ure recently published by this organization (UNESCO hopes to promote racial
mongrelization which will result in a universal world-state and a single deep brown-
skinned race of people*)"

"For the experiment UNESCO has in mind then, Britain in her present
unnatural democratic mood is a most amenable guinea-pig nation and, in spite of being
an island, is most volnerable, as the center of a vast colonial empire, to invasion
by every race in the world*, For example, Pandit Nehru in wishing to shift some' of
the surplus population of India has only to raise a finger and immediately there are
hundreds of Indians, together with Eurasians of partly French or Portugese descent,
waiting on the quaysides at Bombay*, Recently they have been arriving in Britain in
numbers equal to the Negro invasion*, *>o But even it it were not so simple, UNESCO has
vital reasons for singling out the British people, more than those of any other
country, for race liquidation*, The UNESCO is comprised in the main of Jews whose
Communist sympathies have never been more than thinly disguised, it at all*, Unesco?s
teaching is unadulterated Communism with an overriding hatred for the white man?

s

authority*,"

"Not only have the racial instincts of the British people been proof
against the teachings of Jewish Communism, but also these islands have been the
great reservoir from which all the white countries of the world, outside Europe, have
drawn most of their population*. Apart from thinly populated Scandinavia and North
Germany, Great Britain is still the home of the Nordic race which alone stands across



the Jews’ path to world supremacy,, The liquidation of the British people by race

mixture is therefore the logical sequence to the last war which was fought to defeat

Hitler’s policy of uniting the white peoples in self defense against Jewish

ambitionoooThe racial policy upon which UNESCO is embarked is in fact Hitler’s

policy in reverse, and was described clearly as far back as the early 1920’ s when

the seeds of the UN were sown in the Pan-Europa Movement and particularly in the

book "Practical Idealism" by its President, Count Kalergio Kalergi, himself, a

crossbreed, wrote that "The man of the future will be the cross-breedo The Pan-

European will be of the Eurasian-Negroid mixture, in appearance similar to the

ancient Egyptians, and of these the Jews will form a new aristocracy of spiritual

grace"o

"Now the Jews of UNESCO have produced a picture of this brown-skinned

Pan-European who is to be their hewer of wood and drawer of water in the brave new

order which is to come about under their projected world government 0 That is when

they achieve, in their own words, "The great ideal of Judaism in that all the world

shall be imbued with Jewish teaching and in a Universal Brotherhood of Nations, a

greater Judaism in fact, all the separate races and religions shall disappear",, ooo

Meanwhile there is the Nordic race to consider, with 'Great Britain as its main
reservoir and the center of a great Empire yet to be destroyed,,' The obvious means
of destruction lies in race mixture,. It is known to every student of the subject,
not least to the Jews themselves, that this deadly scourge destroyed all the great
Aryan civilizations of the past 0 Whether by design or accident it is difficult to
tell at this difference of time, but the Jews were there to see the end and profit
by ito"

"A recent case of calculated race contamination by those who say that
"all races are essentially similar" was brought to light in 1935 when Jewish students
in American universities had formed a national Jewish fraternity under the name of
"Phi Beta Delta", with the principal object of seducing and violating Aryan girls 0

Three members brought to trial in New York were acquitted by the Jewish judge,
Joseph Goldstein, on the grounds that "he did not wish to prejudice the future of
these young people by sending them to prison 0 " Not. when their future lies in the
work mapped out for them by UNESCO in spreading the doctrine of racial equality,,

t ^ * s an°Mer Jew, Arthur Spingarn, and not a Negro, who heads the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored People in America, the organization which has
been sponsoring lawsuits to open up white schools, restaurants, buses and hotels
to Negroeso"

,

Thus ^ we find the Jew as tho main force behind the Supreme Court decision
against segregatiorio The other major force is the Christian Church which has been
utilized for, ages, from the days of Saul of Tarsus to Karl Max, by International
Jowry in their campaign for tolerance and brotherhood,,

Mlmult

A VITAL MESSAGE TO OUR READERS AND SUPPORTERS

The restoration of the principle of racial segregation is the asst vital
issue facing our nation today0 Our cities, schools and churches are filled to the
saturation point with aggressive Negroes and Puerto Ricans, In New York City and
Chicago it is not safe for white girls to walk the streets after darko The National
Renaissance Party is preparing a nation-wide petition addressed to both President
Eisenhower and the U0 S 0 Congress, deling the restoration of the American principle
of racial segregation



Stop dreaming and get into this fight for our race, our nation, and your

children’s future. Scop waiting "for George to do it". Read this vital Bulletin

carefully and note the contents, Do you want others to read it also? If so, order

extra copies at the rate of 10 per dollar. Send a contribution in order that we may

make further printings of this June issue for our mailing list of 15,000, We cannot

work without your financial help, Supply us with the financial ammunition and we

will do the fighting,

AS A SPECIAL EOIUS FOR THIS MONTH, EVERYONE SENDING IN AT LEAST ONE

DOLLAR TO HELP WITH PRINTING EXTRA COPIES Will RECEIVE TWO 62 PAGE BOOKLETS

ENTITLED:

"ISRAELS AGGRESSION AT GAZA" - the pictorial history of Israeli bestiality against

Egyptian non-combatants in the Gaza Strip,

"ZIONIST ESPIONAGE IN EGYPT" - the story, pictorial and documentary, of Jewish

spy-rings in Egypt and the Middle East 0

Rush your contribution, anonymous or otherwise, or your two dollar

subscription to our "National Renaissance Bulletin" to:

National Renaissance Party

10 West 90th Street

New York 24, N,Y 0
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NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN

AUGUST 1955

Official organ of the National Renaissance Party devoted to a restoration

of the American Republic the preservation of American soverignty and the establish-

ment of an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social

justices

Published in New York, N,Y, |2,00 per 12 issues

A REPLY TO NATIONALIST CRITICS OF THE NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

James Ho Madole

On December 14, 1954 the Velde Committee On Un-American Activities, paving

the way for Eisenhower's pro-Communist "Civil Rights" legislation and the Supreme

Court decision to outlaw racial segregation in the South, launched a vicious smear

attack on both the National Renaissance Party and the courageous newspaper, "Common

Sense", published by Conde McGinley, These two outfits, as well as Gerald L 0 K,.

Smith and his Christian Nationalist Movement on the West Coast, are the most active

and dynamic forces in American Nationalist politicso For this reason the Jews and

their puppets in Congress had to smear us to such an extent that no responsible ele-

ment of American society would be tempted to join our ranks o Should such an alliance

take place there would arise the possibility of creating a right-wing political mass

movement similar to the National Socialist Party in Germany, the Falangist Movement

in Spain and South America or the Italian Social Movement (so-called neo-Fascists) in

modem Italy, Americans are ready to accept a NEW SOCIAL ORDER based on the princi-

ples of racial nationalism and economic justice providing the American Nationalist

political field can be cleared of the horde of super-conservatives, who shudder with

fear at the mere mention of the word JEW, and the old-fashioned Bible-thumpers and

flag wavers who have transformed every major right-wing political demonstration on

this side of the Atlantic into a ridiculous parody of a Negro religious revival -

meeting

o

The Republican and Democratic parties depend upon tradition to maintain

their hordes of petty bureaucrats, cheap political crooks and pro-Soviet Jewish

intellectuals in power. The terrible tax burden which supports this seven-million

man "payroll army" of Federal, state and local officials is rapidly bleeding both

American labor and industry to death. Small business enterprises are folding up and

most of our real estate and shops, particularly in our big cities, are in the hands

of America's Jewish minority. Every Jewish property-owner or shopkeeper seems to

have a relative in government service who "advises" him on tax matters and loop holes

in the law governing public housing and private developments. As a result our

Gentile population is rapidly being forced out of industrial management, law, medical

science and real estate. The White man has few, if any, rights left. If he works,

he must work for a Jew; if he belongs to a labor union, he must pay dues to a Jewish

labor czar who frequently owns stock in the very Jewish firm which he has unionized.

If the White man pays rent, he pays it to a Jewish landlord, if he breaks the law,

he comes before a Jewish judge and is prosecuted by a Jewish attorney. Both the

Jewish judge and attorney invariably support our Negro and Puerto Rican minorities

which have been brought into this country through pressure by the American Jewish

Congress, the B'nai B'rith and other Jewish pressure groups on our Federal legisla-

tors, These minority groups are then used as a source of cheap labor by the Jewish
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sweatshop tyrantso They also serve to break down the moral standards of our children

in the public schools where they are taught the Marxist doctrine of racial equality

and the Freudian doctrine of sexual experimentation by Jewish teachers. Thus when

14-15 year old Irish, Italian and German girls are violated in school hallways by

lustful Puerto Rican and Negro savages, the leering sex-offender is put under psycho-

logical guidance by a Jewish "mental expert" and released as "cured" within a few

months. If the young White girl then presents her father with a young "pickaninny"

or mulatto for a grandson or grand daughter, she must suffer a life of shame due to

the mongrelization policies of the rotten brood of political prostitutes in Washing-

ton, who have sold the honor and virtue of our NATION and the FUTURE GENERATION for

gold and votes.

Because of mounting unrest among the American people over the crimes com-

mitted against them by the Roosevelt, Truman and Eisenhower regimes, the Velde

Committee was ordered to brand the National Renaissance Party as "neo-Fascist" in

philosophy and deedo Eisenhower's committee proclaimed as follows concerning the

NRP and its leadership:

"NRP activities and propaganda are clearly subversive and un-American. The

Committee is further of the opinion that this neo-Fascist organization, by its advo-

cacy of force and violence, contravenes the Smith Act. The Committee urges the

Department of Justice to consider taking immediate steps to convene a Federal grand

jury for the purpose of prosecuting the leaders of the National Renaissance Party

under the act,"

We were supposed to be intimidated and to disband the party officially.

We even received anonymous letters urging us to disband in order to avoid Federal

prosecution. It has always been my contention that battles cannot be won by coward-

ice or by waving the white flag of abject surrender every time our enemies put on a

show of force. Many party officers were jittery at the time but none deserted their

posts, Time has proven the correctness of our position, Letters of friendship and

inquiry poured into NRP headquarters from all over the world as a result of the

world-wide publicity directed against our movement. We have survived and are stronger

than ever,

While the European Nationalist Press heaped praise upon the NRP, its

American Nationalist counterpart, behaving like a jealous crew of frustrated old

maids, heaped torrents of abuse and vilification upon our luckless heads. WHY?

Many of these old-timers have been pounding their Bibles, quoting the Constitution,

and waving the American flag for the last thirty or forty years. Some have made

a good living from the sincere people of our Mid-Western "Bible Belt" and others

have built up super-conservative "patriotic clubs" whose purpose in life seems to

be the complete avoidance of all controversial or important subjects. These affairs,

usually held in swanky New York hotels, are usually composed of some completely

boring and utterly stale jokes by Lambert Fairchild or some equally dull "master

of ceremonies", followed up by long-winded speeches on the American Constitution, the

origin of the American flag, or lengthy discussions of ancient American heroes, These

speeches are usually delivered by dignified, tired old gentlemen and one is left with

the feeling of certainty that the yawning, jewel-bedecked dowagers and their gently

snoring spouses in the audience would most certainly have proclaimed George Washington

and the ragged heroes of Valley Forge as uncouth revolutionaries and noisy agitators

against the established order. We may be quite sure that none of this super-conser-

vative crew would have ventured across the Delaware in Washington's company. No,

the American people will not be liberated from their oppressors by these apostles of

a credo which died in the Stock Market Crash of 1929.
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Let us analyze the charges made against the NRP by such American National-

ists as H« Keith Thompson, Jr., Joseph P. Kaap and Frank Britton. Let us also study

the individuals who make the charges 0

THE CASE OF H, KEITH THOMPSON, JR,

Mr. H. Keith Thompson, Jr. is both a gifted orator and writer. He accepted

speaking engagements with the NRP regularly between November, 1952 and July, 1953*

In the period August-November 1954 he wrote a lengthy series of articles in the pro-

leftist, atheist publication, "EXPOSE", edited by a Jew operating under the fictitious

name of "Lyle Stuart". In this series of articles he claimed that the NRP was com-

pletely infiltrated, if not controlled by agents of the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi

League and the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, He named Mana Truhill and

Irene Dovale (Alias Ruth Ross) as foremost dangers in the NRP. Thompson claimed that

Truhill was receiving $45 per week from Professor James H, Sheldon of the Anti-Nazi

League and that $20 of this sum was used weekly toward current NRP expenses.

HAT IS OUR ANSWER? All of Keith Thompson's alleged information comes from

the sworn affidavits of one Lawrence Sestito WHO WAS IN THE SAME TRADE AS TRUHILL AND

MISS DOVALE. Is Sestito honest? ’ Aside from a former prison record, which I am not

holding against the man since anyone can make mistakes, this same Sestito came to my

home. one evening and made slanderous and vicious accusations against the moral char-

acter of a 17 year old girlo This young woman had broken her engagement to Sestito

and become interested in another young man whom she has since married. According to

Sestito the girl was pregnant by him. This charge, made before a witness, has been
proven completely untrue and because of this I threw Sestito out of the movement.

Since he had admitted contact with Jewish agencies, he was officially denounced and

banned from the party by proclamation in January, 1955; at the same time as Truhill

and Ess Dovale. IT IS INTERESTING TQ NOTE THAT SESTITO WAS ON THOMPSON'S NOT THE

HP'S MAILING LIST,

What about Truhill? Truhill was a professional "soldier of fortune". He

did wonderful work for the NRP but was not above taking bribes from the Anti-Nazi

League, leftist radio-commentator, Barry Gray or the Anti-Defamation League, HE DID

NOT DONATE EVEN ONE DOLLAR TO THE NRP but he begged or borrowed constantly from party
contributors. Several times we had to pay his room rent and always his overseas

postage. The entire testimony concerning Truhill's finances was obviously supplied

by Sestito. Correspondence which I have since seen proves that Sestito and Thompson

had indeed been intimate friends in the latter part of 1953,

It is quite true that agents infiltrate Nationalist organizations as well as

Red organizations. The only way to prevent this is to completely discontinue all
efforts and leave the organizational field to the Red3 . Thompson believed in this
latter course which is tantamount to burning down the house in order to rid ones self
of a. few termites. We quote Thompsons "After a long, losing battle to hold an organ-
ization together, I issued on August 25, 1953* a press statement dissolving the Ameri-
can Committee for the Advancement of Western Culture, publicly disassociating myself
from the local personalities with whom I had been identified, withdrawing from Active
politics and backing the late Vito Marcantonio for Congress in the 18th District. I
took this action only after months of careful consideration and consultation with
attorneys and friends in Europe. There was no other course open to meo"

Thompson denied that he ever intended to run for Congress in the 18th
District _ on the NRP ticket. He said this in a press release to the Attorney General
early this year. He also claims that the NRP does not exist. We quote Mr. Thompson's
article of November, 1954 in "EXPOSE", pg, 4i "While the possibility of my running
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for Congress in Mew York City's 18th Congressional District was being publicized, I

fell victim to a trick in front of Carnegie Hall on the occasion of the Gieseking

concert. 1
* MR. THOMPSON'S INTENT TO RUN FOR CONGRESS ON THE NRP TICKET WAS FULLY

PUBLICIZED IN THE NEW YORK PRESS AT THE TIME yet Thompson in his press release, early

in 1955 j
states that he never was associated with the "non-existent" NRP, and never

intended to run for Congress on our ticket. If Mr. Thompson would act more like a

man and less like a hysterical, effeminate primadonna, he would at least stop

stumbling over his own feet politically. There are innumerable witnesses to Thomp-

son's speeches for the NRP as well as photographs taken by the opposition press at

our street rallies, WHY THEREFORE DID THOMPSON SUDDENLY DROP OUT AND ENDORSE THE

NOTORIOUS LEFTIST, VITO MARC ANTONIO, FOR THE YORKVILLE CONGRESSIONAL SEAT? After

going over some old correspondence between Thompson and his friend, Sestito, I

believe the Jews may have discovered some peculiar facets of Mr. Thompson's personal-

ity which caused him to retire from political activity. This may account for his

amazing endorsement of Marcantonio and his sudden dropping out of NRP activities.

Nothing Truhill could do was comparable to this act of perfidy on Thompson's part.

Thompson later advocated that nationalists should subscribe to the leftist rag,

"EXPOSE" in order to read his series of "gossip columns". Let's hope he doesn't

decide to publish his next series of memoirs in the "DAILY WORKER",

Since Mr, Thompson likes to pose as a great scholar and intellectual and

prefers not to engage in open political activity we would suggest that he return to

the hallowed confines of his Ivory Tower and continue to build his dream castles and

empires in FAIRYLAND; leaving serious political work and the resulting smears to

those of us who understand the struggle against the Jew and who are not susceptible

to blackmail by our enemies. Our fellow-Nationalists in the West should observe that

even Mr. Thompson admits, in his "EXPOSE" articles that we, long-ago, dismissed

Truhill and his clique from the NRP, Have they purged the Jewish agents from their

ranks? Let's see.

THE CASE OF JOSEPH P. KAMP (THE POLITICAL PROFITEER)

On April 5, 1955, Joseph P. Kamp, a former process-server from Yonkers, NY,

who likes to usurp. the haughty airs of a member of the British Cliveden-set or the

socially elite "400", printed an edition of his publication, "HEADLINES", entitled

"Velde Committee Report Helps Red Spy Ring Plot", This report accused both the NRP

and Conde HcGinley's paper, "Common Sense", of being infiltrated by hordes of agents

from Jewish and Communist organizations. One of these alleged agents, Vladimir

Stepankowsky, would be very malodorous to have around any organization SINCE HE HAS

BEEN DEAD FOR YEARS, apparently unknown to Kamp. None of the "spies" mentioned have

contributed the cost of a stale cup of coffee to the NRP, or to McGinley either. What

was the angle? Quite simple to those who know Kamp and how he operates. He was

afraid that the torrent of radio, press and TV coverage given to the victims of the

Velde Report might induce his. "sucker list" of small factory owners to slant their

contributions toward "Common Sense" and the NRP rather than into his private coffers.

Thus he followed Thompson's line in seeking to minimize the strength and importance

of his two political rivals. Kamp visited NRP headquarters with his wife, COMPLETELY

UNINVITED, one evening at 9 P«M. and remained until 2 A.M. He purported to be pre-

paring a manuscript attacking the actions of the Velde Committee hence I offered to

assist him in any way possible. What thanks did he give for accepting our hospital-

ity? HE INSINUATES, IN PRINT, THAT THE NRP IS HOUSED IN A VERITABLE SLUM AND WITHOUT

A FOLLOWING. Actually our headquarters is located at 10 West 90th Street, NYC,

directly off Central Park West and costs $88 per month, being equipped with a large

open-air terrace. Since he never attended an MRP meeting in his life and since files

containing the names of some 15,000 domestic and foreign nationalists were in the very

room in which he was sitting OBVIOUSLY KAMP WAS EITHER LYING OR SUFFERING FRCM ASTIG-

MATISM, Anyone in the New York area can stop at' our headquarters and see the facts

for himself.
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It is very interesting to note that Kamp maintains an expensive duplex

apartment, even more expensively furnished, ON THE INCOME OP HIS "PATRIOTIC ACTIVI-

TIES", Joe is a very successful PROFITEER IN PATRIOTISM, No wonder NRP members

never saw him risking his precious hide speaking to the American, masses on the street

corners. No wonder he brags that HE NEVER SPEAKS AGAINST THE JMS, He clings like

a bloated bamacle to the wallets of a few industrialists and super-conservatives,

whose idea of fanatical nationalism consists of timidly waving the American flag and

giving vent to a few weak hand-claps for the "dear-departed" ghosts of George

Washington, Abe Lincoln et al.

Since Kamp claims the NRP is being used by the big Jewish organizations, we

would like to ask Holy Joe some questions, lo Isn’t it true, Mr, Kamp, that you had

regular luncheon engagements in the main dining room of the Biltmore Hotel with one of

the top officials of the very Jewish organizations which you claim has agents in the

NRP? These luncheon engagements took place not long ago, WHY? 2o When you were _

building yourself up as a martyr by offering to go to prison rather than divulge

your list of contributors teethe Jew-dominated Buchanan Committee; isn’t it true that

you knew full well that the.
1 committee already had possession of your files? Didn’t

you really hope to scare upj contributions by portraying yourself as a martyr to the

"cause"? The ADL "FACTS" bulletin listed several hundred of your contributors TO-

GETHER WITH THE EXACT AMOUfJT THEY CONTRIBUTED TO YOUR LEAGUE, On May 18, 1955,

Congressman Clare Hoffman of Michigan introduced an anonymous report on your activi-

ties, plus the ADL report on your contributors, into the Congressional Record, YOU

DARE ACCUSE THE NRP OF HAVING SPIES IN ITS RANKS YET SPIES, APPARENTLY OPERATING IN

THE CONFINES OF YOUR PRIVATE OFFICE, HAVE PRESENTED YOUR LIST OF _ CONTRIBUTORS TO THE

JEWS, You, my dear Mr, Kamp, have one hell of a nerveo 3« Is it not true that you

violently denounced "anti-Semites" in the same terms used by the Jewish ADL, which

you pretend to oppose? We quote Lambert Fairchild, the chairman of your Constitu-

tional Educational League, in your book, "WITH LOTIONS OF IOVE TO WALTER WINCHELL"

(Pg. 12) : "Joseph P, Kamp has been fighting un-Americanism for 30 years. He attacked

the Nazis and the Fascists when they began their propaganda in America, He was.an.

active foe of intolerance, bigotry and anti-Semitism when the Ku Klux Klan was in its

heydayo In the early twenties his magazine "OUR NEIGHBOR" and his national newspaper

"TOLERATION" conducted a fearless campaign against persecution of minorities—Negroes,

Catholics and Jews,«,In 1925, in the face of official opposition, he exposed and

forced the disarming of the Black Legiono" In his book "HOW", Kamp gives advice to

organizers of his proposed "Patriotic Action Committee" as follows on pg, 9s "Do not

choose anyone who thinks our money system is the root of all our troubles. Do not

select the individual who believes everything hinges on the Jewish question,, oGuard

against those who resort to prejudice, hate or bigotryo" THIS COMES FROM THE MAN WHO

CLAIMS THE JEWS ARE USING THE NRP, Old Joe Kamp sounds like the chief propagandist

for either the ADL or the National Conference Of Christians and Jews, No wonder he

pretends to dislike the ADL; THEY ARE MUSCLEING IN ON KAMP’S TOLERANCE RACKET, Kamp

will fly any flag, for any cause, provided payment is rendered in the good old

YANKEE DOLLAR.

K

A MESSAGE TO PATRIOTS

We are offering at a cost of TWO DOLLARS one of the best primers on the

Jewish question ever published in the United States, This 243 page, red, cloth-bound

book is entitled "THE WORLD H0AX"o It was written by Ernest Elmhurst, world renovmed

authority on the Jewish Question and one of the former defendants in the Roosevelt-

inspired 1944 Sedition Case, Contains entire chapters on notorious Red Leaders like

Marx, Lenin, Stalin et al, YOU WON’T WANT TO MISS IT o Send your TWO DOLLARS by

return mail.

Subscriptions to our regular Bulletin cost TWO DOLLARS per 12 issues.

Rush contributions to maintain our work to:

National Renaissance Party

10 West 90th Street

New York 24, N.Y.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

AIR*.

NY, NY
/ /'/

EA'

/22/55^/,
Transmit the following Teletype message th*

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY, IS-X. X

Mr, Tolson*

Mr, Boardm®D~R
Mr, Nichol

Mr, Belmon
sjr'Mr. Harbo
Mr, Mohr

r. Parsons-

J/Mr. Rosen*.

Mr, Tamm*
Mr, Sizoo —
Mr. YfinterrowdL

Tele. Room.
Mr. Holloman
Miss Gandy-

1

Re Rnreau airtel, 9/13/55 and Bureau airtel re

[
UPUC, 9/20/55.’

In view of Bureau instructions in referenced airtel
of 9/20/55 requesting a complete investigation of [ land
the Departments opinion that is in violation of

Jo 6

b7C

Section 605 of the Federal Communications Act of 1934-* the
requested interview 'of[
not he conducted by the NYO UACB.

s

re captioned organization will
i

It is felt that if were interviewed and was
cooperative in this matter, any subsequent investigation or
prosecution of

|
|for the above mentioned violation would

be seriously jeopardized.

KELLY

mkXSSSiA - BUREAU (02-8329b) (REGISTERED) AH, INFORMATION COT

C (1 - 02-102105) HEREIN ISUNCLASSIFIED

DATE Cr * r
NY 105-0112
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Williams
!

:pf
Assistant Attorney General
William F» Tompkins September 28, 1955

Directory FBI

0^'^ fi -_i

J
r

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - X
FBI File 62-63296

all information contained

Reference is made to your memorandum dated
T'uIn 23> 1955, wherein you requested that I I be

I I be interviewed for the purpose of obtaining. b7<

from him a transcript of a recording made by I

at a meeting of the captioned organisation and to my
replies thereto dated July 27, 1955> and August 29, 1955•

Reference is also made to a memorandum from
Assistant. Attorne y General Warren Olney III dated September 26,
1955, captioned ;

1 1 Unauthorised Publication
or Use‘ of Communications," Department reference 82-51-38, b6

WOtANPtjcb, in wh i ch the Depa rtme nt requested a complete b7<

investigation of
| |

be conducted •

In view oV* the Department fa request for an
investigation of I I in connection with the Federal be
Communi cations. Act of J§34, you are requested to advise hit

- whether f should be interv-iewecL-concernAng the—
National Renaissance Party •

NOTE ON YELLOW

:

Qt meeting of capEToned organTsaETorT, llFpcTFEmerri is considering
administrative hearing for purpose of designating National'
Renaissance Party under EO 10450 and re que stedf

-
*^

| K<:
be interviewed concerning information obtained vErough b

°

microphone installation •' In view of the Department *s request
for an investigation, of \ |

it is not believed advisable
to interview

| ~l Cjon perns no cagtioned organisation without
specific authsrIJ^^^Dep(mtjdSld^ Ihas hot been inter-
viewed previously inasmuch a si I who has been present
on occasion, of previous^nterviejL4was out of the city. „

h(

h

*EC£f/iS0-B052DWW

rp
2 S (955

•SQflJAUpg/
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^-Williams

SAC, New York

fOROty

'
Director, FBI (62-832961

October 19, 1955

&
NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

^4 ” Reurairtel 9-22-55 concerning the advisability of
interviewing

|

[relative to the captioned
organization* '

This matter was referred to the Department and a
reply has been received* A copy of the ^Department • a momorandum
dated October 14, 3.955, is being furnished you herewith for your
information* Upon the .completion' of the investigation of
in connection with the Federal Communications Act of 193lf you
should advise the Bureau.

be .

b7C

/
CFWjbas

(4)

AIL INFORMATION
CONTAINED-

HEREIN IS UNCLASS^

j>m$d

Tolson
^
—

Boardroan . , ...

Nichols ,

,

Belmont

Harbor—-

Mohr ... ...

Parsons .

Rosen ,y
Tamm -----

Sizoo_,
Tinterrowd „

Tele* Room
Holloman ... .

Gandy —
_]

.COMM-FBI

OCT19 1955
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E N T I A

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FD-72
(6-10-53)

FORM NO. 1

THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT

REPORT MADE AT „

NEW Y0RK

NEW YfiiRK .0/27/55
* r

RT MADE BY

CHARACTER OF CASE

INTERNAL SECURITY - X

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:ji wr rnui^i , J ^7“*

/ a**/
National Renaissance Party continues to maintain. ,headquarteria_at /

10 West 90th Street, New York City,' in the apartment of. JAMES H.
MAD&LE, its” National Leader, The party held public meetings
on 9/9/55, and' 9/30/55, at Avion, Studios, 220 West 43rd street.
New York City.,. The Party distributed the National Renaissance
Bulletin for June, July and August, as well 'as other Party
literature during the period of this report. Information regarding
Party members set out, Nd information indicating National
Renaissance groups are active outside of New York City or that #
the Party is affiliated with any other nationalist groups.

- P* -

DETAILS: All information Set duiTin^this .report Whlfch- was*
furnished by T~l, who has furnished reliable

information in the past, was obtained by him from a source
which he declined to identify, but whom he termed as .reliable,
and $ member of the captioned organization. *

ALL MUHAN COfJTAKD
•TDCffe* M
v,mui IS UNCLASSIFIED

WENCY
RECL* REC’D

DATE FORW. //- *7-

RSnErff-

APPROVED AND
FORWARDED:

SPECIAL, AGENT
IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES

COPIES OF THIS REPORT

$/- Bureau (62-83296) (RM)
2 - Newark (RM)
1 - INS, NYC (RM)
3 - New York (105-6112)

. \u^°

E3 NOV 1.1955
Recorded

, n
INDEXED • 71

- . AS
PROPERTY OF FBI—This ejagfWSntial report and its contents are loanecKo yo'ft&$^he FBI ancTare not to

63 NOV » ww
« S. COYCKNMCIXT PfiINl|N6~0r/lCC

A 1
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NY 105-6112

A. GENERAL ACTIVITIES.^ THE NATIOI
RENAISSANCF.-EARTY#(mBT7

that the

DOLE. He stated
of the Party

T

iM/f i

T-l indicated on September 21, 195/
NRP continues jbo maintain headquarters at 1<

New JYoxUc-CitY J in the apartment of JAMES
that MADOLE cont jjauea—to-be—NarM-ona-l~I

_

and that all Party activity is centered about him and at the
above named address. He indicated that MADOLE continues to
hold private meetings at his apartment each Thursday night,
but added that these meetings are attended by only a handfull
of persons, and that nothing important transpires. He further
indicated that MADOLE has attempted to hold public meetings,
but has had difficulty obtaining the necessary funds for these
meetings. T-l indicated on October 3, 1955, that the only
public meetings which the NRP has held in recent months were
held on September 9, 1955, and September 30, 1955, at Avion
Studios, 220 West 43rd Street, New York City. He indicated
that these meetings also were poorly attended, and that it
is doubtful if any future public meetings of the Party will be
held

.

T-l indicated on August 10, 1955, that MADOLE,
Mrs. GRACMBDOLE, Mrs^&ROOKS, KURfi^%RTIG and LOUIS MOSTACCIO
d istributed Party literature at Broadway and 48th street. New
York City on August 7. 1955. one of the pieces of literature
distributed was entitled "Americans Must Restore White Supremacy
And Racial Pride" which Was written by MADOLE, T-l. said
MADOLE indicated that this article had been mimeographed by
MOSTACCIO at the office of JAMES^SIJgLpONi Head of~the_Anti- * ~
Nazi League,. The informant further stated that MADOLE
indicated he planned to pass out leaflets as a weekly project
of the Party, and had arranged for distribution of them on
August 8, 1955, in the Yorkville Section of New York City.
T-l added, on October 3, 1955, that no further instances of
this distribution of literature by the Party has been noted.
T-l added that the Party has distributed copies of the June,
July and August National Renaissance Bulletin, as well as
other miscellaneous literature during the past three months.

2
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NY 105-6112

B. INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED WITH THE NRP.
"

, ,
T-rindicated on August 8 , 1955 , that FREDERICK

*yWEISS-.exorciaea a great deal* of control over JAMES MADOLE
in his operation of the NRP, and that MADOLE depends upon
WEISS for considerable financial support for the party.
He further indicated that WEISS usually instructs. MADOLE -
as to the context of speeches which he makes at the NRP
meetings. This informant also pointed out that MAD.OLE's
mother, Mrs, GRACE MADOLE also is influential in directing,
the NRP through her son. He said that it had been Mrs.
MADOLE 's idea originally for the establishment of* the
captioned organization, and she is wholeheartedly behind
it and her son's activities in it. He further alleged that
she is the only person who would be able to control JAMES
MADOLE sufficiently to persuade him to discontinue the NRP

Individual name
T-l indicated on August 1, 1955, that an unknown

had recently contacted FREDERICK WEISS
. ,1 f . .

^
— ' —

'-yj
| |

V W t * V V

from California on ap least three' occasions.
that this£

.He indicated
. | had originally written a letter to JAMES

MADOLE using the alias o£JfeLT,Is with a fictitious addressT
The informant said that I I was presently in New York cltv
and indicated to WEISS that he desired to help build up the
NRP. He indicated that both MADOLE and WEISS wore highly
suspicious of this individual 1 s .activities in 'behalf„of the
NRP. This informant further indicated that Mr. Ii. TS/fBIRIJM,

had recejitJ.v_given MADOLE &5Q.00 for

b6
b7C

Sr .

,

Trenton, New Jersey,
prInting^n-arM-cle-
BulTeS^-'

' " ~

T-l indicated on August 10, 1955, that LOUlSfesTACCIO,
who has been in the Party for several years, had been ousted r\/,Ut
by MADOLE in July Anasmuch as. MADOLE believed him to be a *-—

’

temper of ,_tIxe^aommunist Party. , However, in August of *1955
MJ5TACCI0 was allowed to„co_ine_bao,k-^s^a-memb.er--oX--the-Partv
and at present is one of__t.h.e^.mo.sii»aatjLv.e~members..

- 3 -
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T-l also- indicated on August 1, 1955* that
FREDERICK WEISS had turned an article over to MADOLE, which
was to he printed in the National Renaissance Bulletin.
WEISS had indicated that this article came froinjifefeHEFFER'S
which is an alias of SANFORDwRIFFITH, an investigator for
the Anti-Defamation-Lea^ue^ Jhl/j,

On August 11, 1955, Mr. WEST HOOKER, 1 Overlook
Terrace, Larchmont, New York, advised the New York Office
that he believed FREDERICK WEISS to he an agent for the
Anti-Defamation League. He stated that he believes that
WEISS works with SANFORD GRIFFITH in building up nationalist
groups and make them appear a threat to the internal security
of the United States. He said he believes these individuals
attribute anti-'Semitic statements to these groups in order to
obtain money for the support of the work of the Anti-Defamation
League. Re added that WEISS had admitted to him that he had
had MADOLE place the- statement" abolition of parliamentary
government" in the program of the NRP

,

C. STATED AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE NRP.

T-2, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, on August 24, 1955* furnished a copy of the August
issue of the National Renaissance Bulletin, the official
publication of the captioned organization, which contained
the following statement on its masthead: "official organ
of the National Renaissance Party devoted to a restoration
of the American Republic, the preservation of American
sovereignty and the establishment o'f an American regime
based on the principles of racial nationalism and social
justice"

.

T-l stated on October 3* 1955* that the objectives
of the NRP are expressed by MADOLE in his speeches at the
Party meetings. He said that at a meeting on September 9*
1955* MADOLE stated that both the Republican and Democratic
Parties are traitorous and that president EISENHOWER is a
"jew stooge" and a traitor. At a meeting on September 30,
1955* MADOLE stated that EISENHOWER is a traitor to both the
United States and Germany because he turned Berlin over to
the Communists. He also stated that the Jewish race is a
cancer in the world which must be removed if civilisation
is to be saved, T-l added that the tenor of all MADOLE’

s

speeches is anti-Semitic.

- 4 -
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D. ACTION TAKEN TO IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAM OP THE NRP.

1. Meetings '

TtI Indicated on September 21, 1955* that the. Party
has held no public street meetings during the past three
months as it previously has held during the Summer months
of other years,

T-l stated on September 12, 1955, that the NRP
held a public meeting on September 9, 1955, at the Avion
Studios, 220 West 43rd street. New York City, which was
attended by about 15 people. He said that this meeting was
very unsuccessful because, of the poor attendance, although
about 750 postcards had been sent out announcing that a
meeting would be held. This postcard announcement did not
bear the name of the subject organization, but was signed
with the title American Nationalist Coalition, which is the
title used by the subject organization in the past for
announcing its meetings. The informant added that literature
was available at this meeting which had been obtained by
MADOLE from the Egyptian united Nations Delegation.

T-l indicated on October 3, 1955, that a meeting
of the subject organization was held on September 30, 1955,
at Avion studios, which was attended by 14 people. He stated
that this meeting had also been advertised by postcard
announcements bearing the name American Nationalist Coalition,

2. Publications

' T-2, who has furnished reliable information in the
past, advised on July 13, 1955,, that the subject organization
had ordered 300 copies of the National Renaissance Bulletin
dated June, 1955, from the Mary Ellen Clancy Agency, 250
Park Avenue, New York City. This bulletin was composed
of one article written by JAMES H. MADOLE entitled "Supreme
Court Tyrants Promote Racial Mbngrelization" . He further
stated that FREDERICK WEISS had ordered 500 copies of an
article entitled "How West Hooker Smears Honest Patriots".

- 5 -
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T-2 indicated on August 2, 1955; that JAMES
MADOEE had ordered 300 copies of the National Renaissance Bulletin
issue July, 1955 from the Clancy Agency. This Bulletin
contained one article entitled "God’s Segregation of Family,
Church, Believer, Nation, Languages and Races", By H.L,
BIRUM, Sr

.

T-2 advised on August 24, 1955; that MADOEE had
ordered 300 copies of the August, 1955 National Renaissance
Bulletin from the Clancy Agency. This Bulletin contained a
single article entitled' "A Reply To Nationalist Critics of
the National Renaissance Party", By JAMES H. MADOEE.

T-l indicated on August 10, 1955, that an article
entitled "Americans Must Restore White Supremacy and Racial
Pride" was printed By LOUIS M‘CSTACCIO and distriButed By
memBers of the captioned organization.

3. Other NRP Groups In The United states And Association
Of The NRP With other Nationalist Groups. ___

T-l indicated on October 3, 1955, that he had
no information indicating that there were any other NRP
groups active outside of New York City, or that the Party was
attempting to affiliate with any other nationalist group.

- P* -
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INFORMANTS

IDENTITY OF
INFORMANT

U1=lL
„

T-2

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

DATE OF FILE NO.
ACTIVITY WHERE
AND/OR INFORMA-
DESCRIPTION DATE AGENT TO WHOM TION
OF INFORMATION RECEIVED FURNISHED LOCATED

General 10/3/55
9/21/55
8/10/55

SA Instant
information
regarding the

1
report

NRP

.

NRP meeting* m'M sa| b6
*' / *'

/ 1
b7C
b7D

Re H.L. 8/1/55 . SA 105-6112-
BIRUM 1 316

Re members 8/1/55
8/8/55

saI
|

of NRP 1 1

8/10/55

Re June 7/13/55 SA | 105-6112-
Bulletin 303’

be
b7C
b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE .PAGE

- 7 -
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ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE CONT'D

INFORMANTS CONT'D

IDENTITY OF
INFORMANT

DATE OF
ACTIVITY
AND/OR
DESCRIPTION
OF INFORMATION

DATE
RECEIVED

AGENT TO WHOM
FURNISHED

FILE NO.
WHERE
INFORMA-
TION
LOCATED

T-2 cont'd Re July 8/2/55 SA 105-6112-
Bulletin

1 310

Re August 8/24/55 sa| 105-6112-
Bulletin 322

b6
b7C

LEADS

NEWARK

At Trenton, New Jersey

* Will identify H.L. BJRUM> Sr., Trenton, New
Jersey, and attempt to ascertain his activities in connection
with the NRP, which lead was set out in New York letter dated
8/15/55.

NEW YORK

At New York, New York

Will continue to follow the activities of the
captioned organization through established confidential sources
and submit quarterly reports.

REFERENCE: New York report of SA dated 7/14/55.

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

be
b7C

- 8 -
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Office Memorandum •

ro :

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-83296)

FROM

0
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

^ SAC, MARK (105-21#!.)

\S s-
SUBJECT: /j

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS - X

DATE:
October 31 , 1955'

yr.T. INFORMATION CONTAIN®

hersinis^i- 71^ --

pkt&M

\\0.

£

Reference is .made to New York letter* to the Bureau,

8/15/55.

The following Investigation was conducted at
Trenton, New Jersey, by SA I ~l in an effort to

identify H. L. BIRTJM, SR. and to ascertain his activities
in connection with captioned organization*

?W

be
b7C

The 1^5i^e^i: the Trenton, N. J.., City
Directory lists ^RRER-T^Tii^SiRIJM.^SR.. and .his

BIRUM, as resi“dents at 924 Melrose Avenue., Tr
wife , ELLA-iL-

Trenton, N. J.

The records of' the Trenton Credit Associ ation>
53i Atlantic Avenue, Trenton,- N. j. ,. as checked 9/l/55>
reflect a report dated '9/11/47 f°** HERBERT L. BIRTJM, 'SR.,

924 Melrose. Avenue, Trenton, N. J. , as the owner of the:

BIRTJM WRE&IH COMPANY^ 5t° Centre Street,' Irentoh, N. J.

This company was, engaged in making babes and backs for
artificial wreaths ahd the products iiere sold to wholesale
florists in New, York, New York, and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
He had, reportedly been a resident of Tre.riton, N. J., for
several years and formerly resided at J11 South Olden Avenue,
Trenton, N. J. According to this report j he enjoyed a good
reputation in the community and the report failed to reflect
any information bearing on his, loyalty to the U. S. or his _

activities in organizations other than his business*

The records of the N. J. State Motor Vehicle Bureau,
West Hanover Street, Trenton, as checked on 9/6/55 and 10/l0/55>
failed to reflect a current drivers, license or- automobile
registration for BIRTJM.

The records of the Trenton Police Department, checked
IO/13/55 , failed to reflect any, information concerning BIRTJM.

S/^IL WCOEDED - 37m/nJm
INDEXED -8/

CC: 1-New York (105-6112) (Encl-1) (REG MAID)K |w , ,jS5

-Is"''

c
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LETTER TO DIRECTOR, FBI
NK 105-2i#; . 10/31/55

The records of the State House of Selective' Service,
Records., National Guard Armory, Trenton, N. J. ,

;

checked
on 10/10/55, failed to reflect a record for BIRUM.

* On 10/21/55r
a neighbor of BIRUM, was interviewed and he advised that
he is acquainted with BIRUM only as a neighbor-hut knows
that he-is presently a retired business man* He stated that
BIRUM is a very elderly person and, to his knowledge, spends
most of his time at. home,* He stated that in conversations
which he has had with him he has. never noted that he has
slanted views in regard to political matters and that from
his association he knows that he. enjoys a ^

good reputation
in the neighborhood*

t

| |, whose identity should be kept
confidential., advised that they have, known the subject for
several years as a neighbor and that he is presently retired
and spends most of his time At home:* They advised that he
is approximately 80 years of; age and. is not active in any
organizatipns, to their knowledge* They advised that from
what they know, of him- they have no reason to believe that
he has .any definite views in regard to political matters
and. they consider, him to be a goo£ neighbor.

They furnished the, interviewing. Agent with a copy
of the February, 1955, edition|of the. "Women’s Voice". They
advised that this paper was. given, to them, by one of the persons-
in the neighborhood, inasmuch as. it was believed they, the

I f might, hav^ari inters syfe. ,in an article written
originally by II*, L.J^CRUM.—SR/ A. review of this paper
reflects an articTerwr^ten by the subject on, the topic of
'government coinage, copyrighted* in. January, 1955, by
H. L. BIRUM, SR. , "Trenton, N. J. A- review of this article
reflects that it 3s a rambling, incoherent compilation of
statements which apparently a.ttaok financial policies, of

' the federal government and it is very slanted in favor of
ahti-Semitism.

2 -

be
b7C

be
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D



LETTER- TO DIRECTOR, FBI
NK 10S-241A 10/31/55

The
| ladvlsed that they had no knowledge of

the subjects writings or the fact that he had furnished
any material to captioned, organization or to the "Women’s
Voice". They stated that, among persons in the neighborhood
they never heard of any such activity on the part of BIRUM.
They further stated that BIRUM spends most of his time at
home and that it is their personal opinion that in view of
his advanced age and his inactivity he probably spends
most of his time writing. They .have no knowledge of any
financial contribution made by him on behalf of any
organization. They do not believe that he is the sort of
persoii. who would engage in subversive activities.

;

The writer observed BIRUM working in the vicinity
of his home .and. it is .noted-

. that
;
BIRUM gives the appearance

of a very elderly man who is. unable physically to be active,
and who is most likely confined to his home most of the time.

P 1
^ho newspaper furnished, to the writer by the

|

is- being furnished to the New, York Office inasmuch
as it may be identical to the antible. writ ten by H. L. BIRUM,
SR. which appeared, in. the July, 1955, issue of the National

'

Renaissance Bulletin. RUC.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

- 3 -
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r r STANDARD PORJ4 no. 64 i

0 .< Al
• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT \

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-53296)

SAG, NEW YORK (105-6112)

Qationab renaissance party
IS-X

PATE: 11/29/55

Enclosed herewith are 2 copies of the September 1955
issue of the '“national Renaissance Bulletin” whi cb were furnished
td the NYO by

| at the| [

I- -She indicated that JAMES
/MAD0LS,_ leader of subject, .organization,- had ordered 300 copies
of this issue;

• f
/

"

Also Enclosed are 2 copies of the October 1955 issue
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PROFESSIONAL TOLERANCE MERCHANTS FOMENT CIVIL WAR IN DIXIE

James Ho Madole

Professional agitators, seeking to line their pockets with Jewish gold, are

deliberately inciting the vast Negro population of the South to launch a campaign of

rapine and murder against the White population of Dixie® We have seen the horrible

results of the Communist inspired Kau4iau rebellion in the British colony of Kenya

as well as the blood drenched reign of terror in French Morocco and Algeria* In the

recent massacre of French women and children in Algeria by semi-savage tribesmen, all

french women were disemboweled and horribly mutilated® The "NEW YORK DAILY NEWS”

relates how one French woman tried to cover the body of her infant son by shielding

the boy with her own body. Both her arms and .legs were hacked from her still living

body, after which the child was slain before her very eyes® These fiendish atroci-

ties were committed by what cur clerical apostles of brotherly love term "our colored

brothers in Christ 11
® The blood-baths in Kenya Colony, French Morocco and Algeria

would pale into insignificance compared to the slaughter which would follow a Com-

munist-directed Negro rebellion in the South®

Jewry’s leading mouthpiece in New York City, the ’’NEW YORK POST”, published by

the Jewess, Dorothy Schiff, grand-daughter of Jacob Schiff, one of America’s leading

Jewish bankers who helped finance the Red Revolution in Russia in 1917, has been

leading the fight to break down all forms of racial segregation throughout America®

The editor of this leftist, Jewish rag is the Jew, James Wechsler, a self-confessed

former member of the Young Communist League* The following invitation to mass-murder

was printed on the “NEW YORK POST” editorial page of October 2, 1955 in the form of

a letter to the editor:

”I’m a West Indian and my blood boils every time I hear of lynchings of fellow

Karroos in the South* Have these people never heard of Haiti and how they solve their

problems? I say, he that seeks to save his life shall lose it® It is the teaching

of the Bible* One must fight fire with fire® The Southern Negro will continue to be

lynched until he picks up the sword and uses it® By the living and Almighty God,

their children will benefit, and they will gain stature and respect as human beings

which they don’t have now.” Josephine Downey

Thus the leading leftist, Jewish paper in New York with a daily circulation of

nearly 400,000 sponsors an appeal to outright murder in the form of a ’’letter to the

editor”® what passions and lusts will thus be aroused in the minds and hearts of its

cons of thousands of Negro and Puerto Rican readers? What does “Josephine Downey”

moan when sh^ refers to “Haiti and how they solve their problems”? Haiti is the only

self- :overned Negro republic in the world today® This little nation is composed of

roughly cne-half of the Caribbean island of Santo Domingo, the other half being com-

posed of the Dominican Republic, a White nation led by President Trujillo® Haiti’s

population is made up of the descendants of Negro slaves who rebelled against French

rale end won their independence. Their first ruler was a human monster by name of

Toussaint who built a gigantic fortress and palace known as "THE CITADEL”® He forced



his hapless subjects into slave labor, causing them to drag the massive building

stones from the seashore to his jungle fortress* Each night, to satisfy his sadistic

impulses, he would have his gaudily uniformed guards hurl helpless victims from the

towering battlements of "THE CITADEL". How do Haitians solve their problems? We

quote from "HAITI, THE BLACK REPUBLIC”, by Sir Spencer St. John, former British

.

Consulate General in Haiti:

"The Haitians won their independence from the French shortly after the American

colonists secured their freedom from England. The Negro within a short time had re-

turned to his native Congo rites, snake worship, voodooism and cannibalism. Human

flesh is often sold and sometimes served as food. For their cannibal rites, small

children are stolen, sometimes poisoned and also given by their parents. A priest

said to a Haitian mother, "How could you eat the flesh of your own child?" She

answered cooly, "And who had a better right?" Perhaps this practice will explain why

Haiti has had such a small increase in population. Their rulers are despotic, their

courts are nothing but a mockery of justice. Their police are brutal, anyone arrested

by them is often beaten to death before he gets to jail. Their jails are so filthy

we would not put wild animals in them."

Thus we have an example of "how things are done in Haiti" or any place else

where non-Caucasian people are allowed "the blessings of freedom and Jewish demo-

cracy". Does America want to experience the horrors of a Red-dominated colored re-

bellion? What would be the fate of millions of White women and children in cities

like New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles and Jacksonville where large segments of

our colored populace reside? Remember what happened to French and Ehglish women and

children in the African colonies? Do not be misled into believing that your family

in America would be shown any more mercy than were the hapless victims of jungle

savagery and passions in Kenya, Algeria and Morocco.

In the forefront of the battle to break down the traditional custom of racial

segregation in America we find an organization called the National Association For

the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). The president of this notorious group of

agitators is not a Negro but a JEW, ARTHUR SPINGARN, who masterminds a number of Negro

agitators foremost of whom is ROY WILKINS, newly appointed executive-secretary of

NAACP. Spingam and his Negro puppets, financed by Jewish cash, have launched a

gigantic propaganda drive to convince Negroes that they are being abused, exploited

and discriminated against by America's White population. Spingam neglects to point

out that America's Negro population has the highest standard of living of any colored

population in the world. He also forgets that the slum tenements, hock shops and

brothels of New York's Harlem are owned by his fellow Jews. Therefore it can be said

with historical accuracy that wherever social and economic inequities for our colored

populace exist, they have been maintained to the profit of the same Jews who for ages

past have been the apostles, agitators, and leading banner bearers of tolerance,

brotherhood, and racial equality. Therefore Arthur Spingam, like every other Jewish

agitator from Saint Paul to Karl Marx, preaches the doctrine of racial mongrelization

to the Gentiles; the same doctrine which destroyed the empires of India, Rome and

Egypt is now being propagated in America for the same purpose...namely, to destroy

the last vestiges of racial and national pride in our White population -and thus
•

pave

the way for our conquest by the RED JEWS OF THE KREMLIN.

Many naive or willfully ignorant Americans believe that the NAACP merely seeks

to better the economic and social opportunities for our Negro citizens. Their eyes

may be opened by the statement of Albert A. Kennedy, South Carolina State counselor

for the NAACP made to the "NEW YORK POST" on September 1, 1955, We quote that paper:

-Intermarriage will be a natural consequence of integration, sayd an official
of the NAACP. Albert A. Kennedy, state counselor for the NAACP, says that "onc'e the
two races are integrated intermarriage is the natural consequence."..."Intermingling
can't be regulated by the state and if the state tries to regulate it you will find

'
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the sane thing in every particular... in the dark, behind closed

biles. There were no mulattos brought from Africa and there arje

with your regulations.” He added the NAACP i!wants integration

life...transportation and employment”.

The NAACP thus makes quite clear that its final objective is racial mongreli-

zation. In defense of White civilization large numbers of locajL business men,

bankers, doctors, and professional people have banded together

to protect and uphold the tradition of racial segregation. This organization is known

the- TOTE CITIZENS COUNCIL11
. The NAACP promptly sought to

doors and in automo-

many of them now

in all forms of public

in Southern communities

have the federal

government outlaw this bulwark of Southern defense and, following the age-old Jewish

technique, they used the Jewish Press to heap torrents of abuse

tions against this heroic organization. We quote the "NEW YORK

:, In a petition, the NAACP said the Mississippi White City

created an atmosphere of violence that has led to the murder of

dreds of threats, a drastic reduction in Negro voting and count:

intimidation. This clearly calls for prompt and effective actioi

government, .Every moment of delay compounds the national shame

We now quote a speech entitled "A CHRISTIAN VIEW ON SEGI

Gillespie D.D., President Emeritus of Belhaven College in Missii

was printed by the White Citizens Council of Mississippi,

'The problem of race relations is not new. It is as old as civilization.

Whenever in the history of the race two peoples of significantly different character-

istics have come in contact with each other, or have sought to occupy the same area,

a problem of race relations has inevitably developed. The closer the contact, and

the more nearly the numerical strength of the two groups has approached equality, the

more difficult and acute the problem has become."

and criminal accusa-

POST”:

zens Council has

three Negroes, hun-

.ess instances of

in by the federal

RATION", by Rev. G.T.

sippi, This speech

much

••’The problem of racial relations throughout the world tocji

accentuated by the rapid development of modem means of communi

tation, which have brought all the peoples of the world into

ever before. The problem has also been complicated by the world'

Nam's doctrine of Internationalism and the Classless Society,

vigorous propaganda of Soviet Communism to bring about a world

breakdown of all national and racial distinctions and to effect

nation of all races. The Anglo-Saxon and English-speaking

opposed and resisted the mixture of their racial stock with that)

especially where the physical and cultural characteristics were

and wherever they have gone, around the world, they have consis

maintained a pattern of segregation which uniformly provided an

against the process of amalgamation, and which has preserved the|

the ihglish-speaking peoples of the world.

people

ay has become greatly

.cation and transpor-

doser contact than

wide spread of Karl

combined with the

revolution and the

the complete araalga-

have steadfastly

of other peoples,

widely dissimilar,

jtently instituted and

effective check

racial integrity of

The race problem in America arises inherently out of the [concentration of large

masses of the Negro race in areas predominantly Anglo-Saxon in racial type and in

culture, and where the principle of racial segregation has been generally upheld by

legal, social and moral sanctions. Comparatively little of the opposition to the

principle of segregation has come spontaneously from the pure-blood Negroes, or from

the masses of the Negro population; more strenuous opposition has come from the

Negroes of mixed blood, who have migrated from the South to Northern cities ,

1

and who

bitterly resent the tensions and discrimination to which they fiid themselves and
.

their families subjected in their efforts to secure recognition In Northern communi-

ties. It is not without significance however, that a very considerable part of the

violent agitation against segregation stems from sources outside the Negro race, and

outside of America, and coincides with the worldwide movement fo:' racial amalgamation

which has its fountainhead in Moscow."
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’Here* therefore , is the crux of this whole problem of racial relations,

whether we face it in America or in the world at large*- It is essentially a choice

between the Anglo-Saxon ideal of racial integrity maintained by a consistent appli-

cation of the principle of segregation, and the Communist goal of amalgamation, im-

plemented by the wiping out of all distinctions and the fostering of the most inti-

mate contact between the races in all the relations of life* Many well-meaning civil

and religious leaders who now denounce the principle of segregation, and endorse the

policy of integration in schools, churches and other areas of life, seem to ignore,

or deliberately refuse to recognize that the question of racial intermarriage is

inevitably involved * ** At present the rank and file of the Negro race are not parti-
cularly interested in intermarriage with the White race, and if left to themselves
would probably never seek it; however, the self-appointed leaders of the anti-segre-
gation movement are not only fully aware of the inherent and logical implication of

their demand for the repudiation of the principle of segregation, but make bold to
declare that the goal which they seek in America is "A social democracy which either
begins \id.th marriage, or necessarily includes marriage in its ideals and principles*”

;7It is an elementary principle of livestock breeding that improvement of type
comes only through the careful selection of breeding stock, and the rigid separation
of animals of dissimilar or undesirable characteristics* * *The same principle applies
with equal force to the process of human development * It is a noteworthy fact that
down through the centuries the most conspicuous advances in human progress have been
made by those people, who by reason of circumstances or by deliberate preference have
been isolated to a great extent from other nations and races over long periods of
time, and thus have been left free to develop their own peculiar genius and distinc-
tive characteristics and culture* The Greeks, by reason of geographical situation
and other circumstances , enjoyed for centuries comparative isolation from other
peoples of the world, whom they designated as barbarians* By reason of this separa-
tion they preserved with remarkable success the purity of their racial stock for
hundreds of years, and succeeded in developing a physical vigor and vitality, an in-
tellectual acuteness, an artistic perfection, and a political idealism which made
Hellenic culture the pattern and inspiration of all Western civilization*”

:?In modern times the most conspicuous example of the truth of this principle
is found in the remarkable record of the British people* Insulated in many ways from
the other peoples of Europe and of the world in their island home, the British have
developed a vigorous racial stock and a virile and homogenous culture, and have per-
sistently refused to integrate their bloodstream or their cultural Heritage with those
of alien or widely different racial types*”

The speech by Rev* G*T* Gillespie D*D*, quoted in part- above*, was made before
the SYNODof MISSISSIPPI of the PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH on November 4, 1954* Aside from
the notorious agitators of the Roosevelt, Truman and Eisenhower gangs in Washingt^s
whose sole purpose in life consists of competing with each other for Jewish gold and
votes, nearly every American Statesman of stature has believed in racial Segregation*
We now quote a few:

1* THOMAS JEFFERSON—
From his autobiography, printed in 1821 (Volume I, page 48) ; "Nothing is more

certainly written in the book of fate than that these people are to be free; nor is it
less certain that the two races,, equally free, cannot live in the same government*
Nature, habit, opinion, have drawn indelible lines of distinction between them* It is
still in our power to direct the process of emancipation and deportation peaceably,”

2. ABRAHAM LINCOLN—
From a speech by Lincoln at Charleston, Illinois, Sept* 18, 1858: "I will say

then s that I am not now, nor ever have been, in favor of bringing about in any way the
social and political equality of the white and black races* *othat I am not now, nor
ever have been, in favor of malting voters or jurors of Negroes, nor of qualifying them
to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people; and I will say, in addition to
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HUGE JEWISH RALLY CALLS FOR ECONOMIC

STRANGULATION OF MISSISSIPPI

James Ho Madole

The same Jewish inspired "Hate Campaign®* formerly waged against such targets

as the National Socialist regime of Adolf Hitler in Germany, the Peron government in

Argentina, the Apartheid policies enforcing racial segregation in South Africa and

the Nasser regime in Egypt, has now been directed in all its naked fury at the

soverign American state of Mississippi* The American press, radio and television,

responding to the demands of their Jewish advertisers and, in the case of TV and

radio, to the demands of the actual Jewish owners of the broadcasting systems and

news-distributing agencies, are calling for FEDERAL INTERVENTION IN THE INTERNAL

AFFAIRS OF A SOVEREIGN AMERICAN STATE* The same unholy gang of Jewish radicals,

kicked out of Germany by Hitler in 1933, are now using the fortunes which they have

accumulated on American soil to high-pressure American workers, industrialists and

politicians into endorsing their newest campaign which calls for AN ECONOMIC BOYCOTT

OF ALL GOODS MADE IN MISSISSIPPI*

This latest and most vicious effort of Jewish radicals to destroy the proud

tradition of racial segregation in the South was set off by the alleged murder of

Emmett Louis Till, a 14-year-old Negro boy who already had a record for trouble-

making in his native city of Chicago* The Till boy was a product of "progressive

education" in the Chicago school system and hence believed firmly in the Marxist

doctrine of racial equality and his right to freely molest or insult young White
,

.

women on the streets of Chicago* After all, what harm could come to an enterprising

young Negro if he makes indecent suggestions to a pretty White girl on the thorough-

fares of a city dominated by Jakie Arvey, Chicago^ political boss and bosom compan-

ion of professional Jew-lover, Adlai Stevenson? The terrible race riots in Cicero,

Illinois and at the Trumbull Park housing development in Chicago have been the result

of forcing Negro families into formerly White neighborhoods by legislative decree,

and in Cicero, Illinois by the use of naked steel against White residents by the

Illinois State Militia* This dastardly act was ordered by Governor Adlai Stevenson

of Illinois, the very same political prostitute who hopes to obtain Southern support

for his presidential aspirations on the Democratic ticket*

We are indebted to NRP member, Edward Marra of Chicago, for some press clipp-

ings of recent date showing conditions in the Windy City where the White population is

being steadily deprived of its civil and political rights by a Jew-dominated City

Administration and ever increasing hordes of Communist-minded Negroes brought up from

the South by promises of higher pay at union wages and police protection for their acts

of sexual degeneracy* Since the subject of nationwide publicity, Etamett Louis Till, .

grew up on the streets of this city, it is of comparative value to study these clipp-

ings: The first is entitled, "MOTHER, 29, REPORTS RAPE AND ROBBERY BY 2 MEN"!



"A 29-year-old mother reported to police

Loop Tuesday night by two Negroes; whol,raped and’?wbbed her
.

*®W-.tili© ?i>sn.^

pulled her Into an auto at Quincy and Wells Sti^k$^a8.;8Ka;.laft.:

cashier, held her captive more than four hours, theh drove her! to a south side; build-,'

ing, where both attacked her."

A second press clipping is entitled, "SHADES 'SllWSS'' Wife. 'AfWO^

HOURS - HUNT SEX DEGENERATE IN 6TH CRIME OF TXPE"S 7 ' 1

-
:

!,A sex degenerate entered a nurses* home at 4939 Greenwood Avenup :'early yester-

day and forced a 20-year-old nurse to submit toai3treatment. firtwohours. Based on,

his description and conversation, Capt. Joseph Graney said it >as the sixth’ such of?.,

fense committed by the man, a Negro about 32, in recent weeks. In the other cases,

Graney said, the man entered homes where women were alone and forced attentions on

them. The intruder wore a handkerchief mask when he entered the nurses* home about

2:30 A.M. ... He went to the nurse’s room on the second floor. -snd, pulled her out of .

bed, The young woman told police the man carried a flashlight arid a revolver. He

forced her to disrobe, then forced attentions on her
1

. She was too frightened, to,

scream and some 20 other nurses in the hone were unaware of the crime until the man
'

fled and the victim awakened other nurses."

The third Chicago clipping reports the brutal beating of a 72-year-old White

man, Edward Crego, 5455 South Harper Avenue, Chicago, 111. by a, 35-year-old Negro cop,

Melvin Hill, 5739 South Prairie Ave., Chicago, 111. The victim, Mr. Crego, was in a

coma and reported in serious condition at County Hospital. The assault took place in

the vicinity of the Trumbull Park housing development where racial tension has been.at

white heat for months. Over 260 policemen patrol the area daily as a result of Jewish,

pressure to force Negroes into the same apartments with Whites. How much protection-

the White man receives is clearly demonstrated by the fact that a Negro cop,' who ad-

mittedly had been drinking with a girl friend, was able to brutally assault, if. not

kill, an elderly White man on the public street.- ,

:
'*

Thus we find that the traditional American ’’Bill Of Righis" and the U. S. Con-

stitution are being used as twin nooses with which to strangle ;he White man: and .

Western civilization on the North American continent. A combinition of Jewish finance

and Black votes control nearly every major industrial city in America and thus exert

a corresponding control over our Federal legislators in Washington. A parliamentary

democracy or Constitutional Republic guarantees the vote to all citizens "regardless

of race, color, or creed". Therefore, once the Negro;and Puerto Rican :become a, major-

ity rather than a minority, and pool their votes with that of the Jews, the doom of

White Civilization is sealed. Immediately the Wheelman' Spsep.'
;

liis /and.-.forfeits
•

protection for his home and family. Only by abandoning democracy and adopting a more

totalitarian way of life under a racial nationalist form of government can America

hope to survive as a Wnite Nation. For any mealy-mouthed consemtive with water

rather than blood in his veins, the above suggestion may be viewed with extreme

horror. We should, however, like to ask political realists one

you, in the wildest stretch of your imagination, conceive of our :

in Washington passing a legislative decree whereby RACIAL SEGREGATION WOULD BE RE-

STORED THROUGHOUT THE LAND? Neither Democrat nor Republican would touch such a bill

with a ten foot pole because THE JEWISH PRESS AND THE. NEGRO V0T$ WOULD CRUCIFY BOTH

H-M AND HIS FAMILY. That is the "blessing" of democracy.

We quote the great German philosopher, Friedrich Nietzschja, as to his recorded

views on democracy and its attendant evils:

pimple question. Can,

Federal legislators

"Democracy means drift; it means permission given to each

to do just what it pleases; it means the lapse of coherence and

enthronement of liberty and chaos. It means the worship of medi

part of an organism

interdependence, the

ipcrity, ana the hatred



of excellence. It means the impossibility of great men — how could great men submit

to the indignities and indecencies of an election? What chance would they have?

What is hated by the people, as a wolf by the dogs, is the, free spirit, the enemy of

all fetters, the man who is not a "regular party-member". How can a nation become

great when its greatest men lie unused, discouraged, perhaps unknown? Such a society

loses character, imitation is horizontal instead of vertical -- not the superior man

but the majority man becomes the ideal and model; everybody comes to resemble every-

body else; even the sexes approximate -- the men become women and the women become

men." (Perhaps the startling increase of sexual perversion, in the form of homo-

sexuality and lesbianism, which has plagued America during the last ten years can be

explained by "democratic tolerance" for every form of vice, corruption and subversion).

"With feminism comes socialism and anarchism; all of them are of the litter of

democracy; if equal political power is just, why not equal economic power? Why should

there be leaders anywhere? Nature abhors equality, it loves differentiation of indi-

viduals and classes and species. Socialism is anti-biological; the process of evolu-

tion involves the utilization of the inferior species, race, class, or individual by

the superior; all life is exploitation, and subsists ultimately on other life; big

fishes catch little fishes and eat them, and that is the whole story."

The apostles of parliamentary democracy, having seduced both the Northern and

Western segments of our country with their poisonous creed of "Liberty, Equality and

Fraternity", now gather their strength for the crushing of the South. Their two Fifth

Columns already operating on Southern territory are the Clergy and the Jewish-domin-

ated, organized labor movement. Some sections of the Clergy have remained loyal to

the White man’s traditions but beware of any clergyman who belongs to the so-called

Ecumenical Movement championed by Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam and The National and World

Council of Churches. Boycott the church of any minister belonging to this vast inter-

nationalist clique, whose publications are sent to 35,000,000 Protestants, or you will

be helping to drive a nail into the coffin of the White Race. Boycott the church of

any Catholic priest who preaches the false doctrine of racial integration. Check up

on your clerics, take time out to read your child’s school texts; then form citizens

committees and boycott these racial traitors out of your community. Stop waiting for

someone else TO DO YOUR WORK. If your child’s textbooks preach the doctrine of racial

equality or Marxist economic doctrines, start a community drive to have them banned.

We have explained the background of the Negro boy, Burnett Louis Till, of

Chicago. He was sent, by his parents, to visit his relatives in a small Mississippi

community. In order to show off before a gang of Southern Negroes in front of the

general store, he deliberately made indecent remarks and lewd suggestions to a young
White woman who was passing by. The far more well behaved Southern Negroes had

cautioned young Till against such actions but he wanted to show his brethren what he
could get away with "up North" in Yiddish Chicago. The vile remarks were reported to
the White girl’s husband and young Till was warned to get out of town. A few days
later a body, badly beaten, face unrecognizable and weighed down with a chain, was
dragged from a nearby river. Young Till had disappeared and after

-

a tentative recog-
nition of the corpse by Mrs. Till, two White men, including the husband of the woman
publicly insulted. by young Till, were brought to trial and charged with murder. A
verdict of not guilty was reached by the jurors and considerable doubt was expressed
as to whether the body fished from the river was 'actually that of the Till boy,

'

w an events the Communists and their clerical apostles of world government,
racial equality and "brotherly love" began to beat the war drums throughout the world.
Huge meetings were held all over the country and Burnett Till’s mother was always used
as the biggest fund raising card. The biggest such rally was held in New York’s gar-
meno center, Jewry’s leading stronghold on the East Coast. The surrounding area was
packed with a blood-mad crowd of howling Jews, Negroes and Puerto Ricans and a White

on^bv
1

^0

!^
76

ft

66" 3

?

f ® in the Cr0Wd> whose fury and We sa^gery was matphed

r,f +v,v 3 ,

We qU0te the orSan of leftist paper, "LABOR ACTION", official organ
of the Young Socialist League, for a resume of this rally;
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"In the largest street demonstration that the city has seen in many years
^

a

: •

;.y of 20,CCC workers in the garment district protested the Till murder in

:lrd and the lynch-law justice that freed his slayers It was called by the

(National Association For the Advancement Of Colored People, masterminded by

Arthur Spingarn), District 65 of the CIO retail union, and the Jewish Labor

lee- reflecting unity on the issue between Negro and White labor. Cooperating

ho Liberal Party (masterminded by the Jew, Adolf Eerie) and the Ladies Garment

s (run by the Jew, David Dubinsky) »*«>«

"Hirh point of the rally was the speech by Powell (Adam Clayton Powell, Negro

stmun from New York ? s Harlem district and leading proponent of racial integra-

* Yight off the bat, Powell launched into what the audience wanted to hear —

1 0 ,>:id a delegation to the White House to urge a special session of Congress

on Yvil-rights legislation,

2» delegation to J* Linar Hoover and Brownell, to urge use of the FBI to

invest irate in Mississippi and to find the missing witnesses* (He called

for a special FBI team of non-foississippians since Negroes are afraid to

oive Information to agents with a Southern drawl)*

Y National boycott of goods made in Mississippi*

NAAC? fund for an "underground railroad'* to bring out Negroes who can

give testimony on Southern crimes, (District 65 thereupon pledged $1000

to this fund).

Nonrressicnal resolution to ban seating of any representative or senator

from Lississipni in the new session of Congress*

. . Dm 1 oca* ion to the GO? National Committee to urge a civil-rights plank

ir. its platform*

Y If both parties don’t "do anything 51 then this is the time to start ^

a

new political party* (This received the loudest applause of anything

said an the rally)

Y Larch on Washington vfnen new session begins in January*

Y Tell Brooklyn Congressman Cellar (chairman of the Judiciary Committee)

- ha: an anti-lynching bill has to be on top of his committee^ agenda,

Tto above brief account of the Itaott Til.l Rally and the suggestions of Con-

or.
' GV'il demonstrate to the initiated the fine hand of Jewish intrigue* How

mmi.'ano reading this article recall the flood of Jewish refugees which poured

: 1. country soon after Hitler came to power in Germany in 1933? Remember the

: re'cs r; bocks, magasine articles, radio speeches and tear-jerking renditions

nosh persecution which were deluged upon the American public by these appar-

v:Y: 1-fed, overly plump and prosperous Jewish 55refugees from tyranny1*? Examine

u :: Powell's program and imagine how prosperity would beam upon the legions of

k ghost -'•writers who would be called upon to prepare a new series -of horror tales,

Yv lived or eye-witnessed by hordes of semi-literate Southern Negroes* The

an win would become, in the eyes of the American public, the Hitler Germany

:: There is lilt ie uoubt that this is the scheme which Powell and his Jewish

s have in mind,

cu:ly
j
the idea of instituting economic boycotts was also used by the Jews

.i Germany as early as August 6, 1933® The threat to boycott the industrial

Fississipui reminds us of how World Jewry laid the fundamental groundwork

,'ar II* Is it possible that World Jewry, in order to soften up American re-

1

a future assault by the Red Jews of the Kremlin, is striving to stir up

. hatred between the North and South to the point of inciting a new WAR

. STATES? To study the similarity between the boycotts declared against

1933 and liississippi in 1955 we quote the March
.

16
, 1942 issue of Father

magazine, "SOCIAL JUSTICE":
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’’Soon nine years will have elapsed since a world-wide "sacred war" was de-

clared on Germany, not by the United States, not by Great Britain, not by France, r.ot

by any nation but by the race of Jews. Startling as that statement is, it is sub-

stantiated by a public address made over station WABC, outlet of the Columbia Broad-

casting System, by Mr. Samuel Untermeyer, an American Jew. Was Mr. Untermeyer speak-

ing as an individual, as an American citizen, as a crackpot? Absolutely, no. He

was speaking as a member of "our race". He was speaking as the executive official of

the World Jewish Economic Federation."

"What was the occasion of his speech? Having returned from Amsterdam, Holland,

where he presided over the International Jewish Boycott Conference -- at which con-

ference he was elected president of the World Jewish Economic Federation formed to

combat the Hitlerite oppression of Jews -- Mr. Samuel Untermeyer spoke most officially,

most representatively, most authoritatively. In announcing the factuality of the

"sacred war", he definitely referred to "race", not religion. He went so far as to

say that those Jews who did not join with him were "traitors to their race"...

"Thus at Amsterdam, Holland, at the meeting above referred to at which

Mr. SAMUEL UNTERMEYER was elected president of the World Jewish Economic Federation,

a "sacred war" was declared against Germany to destroy Germany’s very existence.

Jews all over the world were ordered not to buy from Germany, not to patronize German

merchants, not to deal with firms which sold German goods, not to ship on German

boats. Mr. UNTERMEYER, speaking officially for all Jews in the world on "What we are

proposing and what we have already gone far toward doing," said that his organization

would "undermine the HITLER regime and bring the German peop3.e to their senses by

destroying their export trade on which their very existence depends." All this to

rescue 600,000 Jews resident in the Third German Reich."

The above article clearly demonstrates the deadly parallel between Jewish

tactics which were ultimately responsible for America’s involvement in World War II

and their present tactics aimed at creating animosity, distrust and hatred between the

North and South. White men must unite or twenty years hence America will have become

a satellite of Asia instead of a bastion of Western Civilization and culture.

A CALL TO ACTION FOR AMERICAN PATRIOTS

Because of your response to our appeals for financial ammunition we were able

to make 3 printings of our September issue on "PROFESSIONAL TOLERANCE MERCHANTS

FOMENT CIVIL WAR IN DIXIE". Many new people read our literature for the first time.

We ask you to read this issue carefully and then send whatever contribution

you can afford TO AID IN PRINTING AND MAILING THOUSANDS OF EXTRA COPIES. Your fin-

ancial help is the ammunition which we fire at the enemy. DON’T DELAY, SEND YOUR

HELP TODAY.

Both September and October issues of the "NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN" are

available in bulk. The rates are as follows:

10 copies -- $1.00 100 copies — $12.00

50 copies — $7,00 500 copies -- $60.00

1000 copies — $110

Please rush your contribution or order extra copies today from:

National Renaissance Party

10 W. 90th Street

New York 24, N.Y.
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Reference is made to your memorandum dated

December 12, 1955, in which you requested information
concerning the availability and willingness to testify

of Confidential Informant T-4. mentioned in the report

of Special Aaent l ~~l dated August 26,

1953, at New York, New York, concerning the captioned

organisation * You also requested that the Department

be furnished with the current addresses and telephone

numbers of three, individuals and that arrangements

be made for an interview by a representative of the

Apartment with Confidential Informant T-l mentioned
fh the report of Special Age nt f |

dated March 25,

1955, at New York, New York .

^ Confidential Informant T-4 is l

|
|i The identity

of'.this individual was furnished you in the report

ofL&pecial Agent I I dated March 25, 1955 . Me

ishilling to testify concerning the captioned
organisation but only at a closed hearing •

jis you were advised in my memorandum dated

March 1, 1955, Confidential Informant T-l has advised

he does not desire to testify f however, he would be

willing to give a signed statement to a representative

of the Department * This informant is being contacted

to determine his willingness to meet with a representative.

of the Department • In the event he is agreeable to an

interview a date for same will be arranged gpd*
t
yo^ (; i *» y*

will be notified. u v ‘

The addresses dnd ieiephone - numbers requested-

by you are being obtained and will be furni'&lied\ '$oU *
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2cc SAQ, New York (w/EndlQsure) (See note page 2) / Y A
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Latter to .Assistant Attorney General
William, F, Tompkins -

ATTENTION SACS NEW YORK AND NEWARK:

There is being- furnished New York one copy_
of the referenced memorandum from the Nep'artment,
New York is instructed to ascertain’and furnish the-

Bureau the current a ddrebs-es and telephone numbers
of |

and Harold Keith Thompson,
New York Should also contact

\for the purpose
of ascertaining if he is willing to be interviewed by
a representative of the department. In the event
he is willing to be so interviewed .arrangements should
be made for same find the. Bureau aduised as to the date
pr dates agreeable with this source

•

The Newark Office is instructed tq.

the current address and telephone number of
turn ish

3
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;
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I I advised SAS JOSEPH V. BAKER and
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| | and that
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* *

*
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I .
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•files.
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Official organ of the NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY, devoted ,to a restoration of the

American Republic, the preservation of American sovereignty, and the establishment, of

an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social justice.

Published in New York, N. Y. November, 1955

§2.00 per 12 issues Yol. 6, No. II

A WAR IS ON. IN AMERICA — A RACIAL REVOLUTION

. INVOLVING OUR WHOLE SOCIAL STRUCTURE

Hugh G. Grant

(The following text is an address by the. Hon. Hugh G. Grant, former United States

Minister to Albania and Thailand, delivered before the International Legal' Fraternity,

Phi Delta Phi, of the University of Georgia, .Athens, Georgia. Mr. Grant was also an

official in the U.S. State Department. At present Mr. Grant is serving as president

of the States* Rights Council Of Georgia,^ Inc. We consider, it an honor to present the

text of his most .timely speech to our followers at this time).

”A war is on in America, a Racial Revolution, involving our whole social
structure! The goal of the revolutionists, spearheaded by the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), is the levelling off of American s'ociety

into a common mold, eliminating all racial distinctions, both physical and mental,,

through coercion of human behaviour by force of law. The plan contemplates the
destruction of our American Constitutional Republic, with its unique and successful
system of the separation of governmental powers. This system was designed to maintain
a strong, sovereign nation and at "the same time protect the rights of the people of

the States of the Union, sovereign in their own governmental spheres.”

”This American Constitutional Republic (not a democracy) wad established and
developed by white Anglo-Saxon people. While all of this loose talk about so-called
^racial equality, democratic ideals .and the brotherhood, of man” is being bandied about
so freely, let us not lose sight of this historical fact. White men settled the
American Colonies, wrote the Declaration of Independence, fought and won the American
Revolution, framed the Constitution and expanded the American Republic across the
continent into a great nation. These achievements were possible because of a racial
heritage developed through thousands of years of struggle and sacrifice. During all
this time the forebears of the Negroes, who are now trying to force their way into our
white institutions, schools, playgrounds, churches, etc. were primitive savages in the.

dark jungles of Africa. Some one hundred and fifty million of these people are still
living in the same primitive state. The Negro race has never made the slightest con-
tribution to civilization. What the Negro in America has accomplished (and he has
done well) has been achieved under the white man*s tutelage and through the system of
segregation. If these Negroes are let alone by the radical leaders of the NAACP (many
of whom are frustrated half-breeds) and their misguided white sponsors, they will
continue to make progress.”

^

”This Racial Revolution in America had its beginning in the terrible War Between
the States and in the tragic aftermath, the Reconstruction Era. Not satisfied with
the decisive military victory the radical Republican political leaders of the North
plotted to destroy the white civilization of the South. This was to be accomplished
through the 14th Amendment to the Constitution which, as the records will show, was
placed in the Constitution through military coercion, fraud, and corruption. It is
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significant that this 3J+th Amendment is the only legal basis cited by the Supreme
Court in its decision of May 17th, 1954 declaring segregation in the public schools
of the States unconstitutional.'*

"The diabolical Reconstruction plot against the South failed. The patriotic
white people of the South organized themselves in vigorous opposition,, forced the
carpetbaggers and the Negroes out of their State legislatures and with the help of a
Supreme Court, which was faithful to its obligation to uphold the Constitution, re-
gained control of their State and local affairs. For sixty years there was peace and
harmony between the races."

••The second phase of this Racial Revolution began with the great Negro migration
to the Northern industrial centers in the late twenties and the early thirties. Under
the scheming white political bosses of the North and the NAACP, these migrating Negroes
began to gain political power through simple manhood suffrage. The big labor bosses
of the CIO began to admit them to membership. Result — Roosevelt's New Deal Party
captured the Negro bloc vote in 1936 and at the same time the President and Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt stacked the Supreme Court with New Deal politicians. President

. Truman followed along with his so-called "Civil Rights Program". His attempt to force
the nefarious Federal FEPC through the Congress failed through a Senate filibuster led
by Southerners."

"Meanwhile the so-called Civil Rights Codes, which in effect constitutes dis-
crimination against the white man, were pushed through 19 Northern State legislatures

.

FEPC laws have been adopted in 8 Northern States and racial integration is being forced
into both public and private housing projects. Segregation has also been abolished in
interstate transportation .and ah' attempt is now being made to strike down State .arid,

‘

local laws requiring segregation in intrastate transportation facilities. Mixing .the
races in the parks, playgrounds, and the swimming pqols was ordered recently in an
"eleven-word edict" of the Supreme Court. One of the’most far-reaching moves to, force
the integration of the races throughout the Nation has been brought about through the
Armed Services. Mr. Truman started this program and President Eisenhower has completed
it, although before he became a candidate for President, General Eisenhower told the
Senate Armed Services Committee that he favored segregation of the races in the Armed
Services. President Eisenhower, by executive order, has also put FEPC into forty
billion dollars worth of Defense Contracts."

"The climax in the assault of the Racial Revolutionists came on May 17, 1954 when
the Supreme Court declared segregation in the public schools unconstitutional. The
Court followed the advice of Mr. Eisenhower's Attorney General, Herbert Brownell, who
previously had virtually nominated Governor Earl Warren for the Chief Justiceship,
Kerens most unusual collaboration between the Executive and the Judicial Departments

, of the Federal Government, a violation of the principle of separation of powers. The
Supreme Court decision was based largely on dubious psychological and sociological
concepts advanced by a Swedish Socialist, Gunnar Myrdal, and a group of so-called
social scientists 1

*, some of whom were tainted with Communist affiliations # n

•'The framers of. our Constitution would surely turn over in their graves if they
could know that the nine black-robed Justices of the Supreme Court, which was esta-
blished to interpret the Constitution, were seeking to control and regulate the State-
supported public schools through judicial edicts. The Supreme Court action is fan-
tastic,. a clear and unequivocal violation of the Bill of Rights of the Constitution.
It is centralized tyranny and dictatorship, in the same category with Nazism, Fascism
and Communism! The American people, South, North, East and West, are fully justified
in defying this unconstitutional action through every lawful means."

•

principal conspirator in this Racial Revolution is the NAACP, a minority
°Ff5

1

?
lza^on

Ylth .

only 250,000 members out of a total Negro population of fifteen
million. It is highly organized at the top and heavily financed for its nation-wide



propaganda activities . Powerfully supported by the "Supreme Court and the present

Republican Administration, it is also aided by influential white groups and indivi-

duals. Some of .these white sponsors of the NAACP program, including the selfrstyled
"liberals", such as Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, are the logical successors to the fanati-

cal Abolitionists, who fanned the flames of hate which erupted into the War Between

the States in 1861. Other sponsors, including certain big national magazines, such

as "LIFE", ''TIME!', and "THE SATURDAY EVENING POST" as well as sections of the National

Press, Radio, TV and the movies have commercial "axes to grind". Among the most in-

fluential sponsors are certain big tax-free Foundations, such as Ford, which is

putting large sums of money into the coffers of the Southern Regional Council, dedi-

cated to the plan to force racial integration in the South. Among the national organ-

izations sponsoring the NAACP program are the Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai

B'rith, the American Jewish Committee, "the Urban League and the Federal Council of.

Churches of Christ in America, said to represent 25 Protestant denominations. Behind

the scenes, aiding and abetting the drive for complete racial integration in America,

are the International Communists, Communist-Front organizations and their fellow-
travellers, who would bring about the destruction of the American Republic through
their technique "to divide and conquer" from within."

"The "DAILY WORKER" of New York in its issue of Saturday, May 26, 1928 published
the following statement:

"The Communist Party considers it as its historic duty to unite all workers
regardless of their color against the common enemy, against the master class. The

Negro race must understand that capitalism means racial oppression and Communism means
social and racial equality."

. i *

"The "Demands" which followed the above statement in the "DAILY WORKER" reads -

very much like the list of objectives which the NAACP adopted in its convention at

Atlantic City last June. Among these objectives were the elimination of segregation
in both public and private housing, in the schools, in all public accommodations,
transportation and recreation facilities, in hospital and health services. A "target
date" for the realization of these objectives was set for January 1, 1963 » which marks
the 100th anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation."

"The best Defense is Offense. The white people in the communities and counties
of the States should organize now to protect their Constitutional rights. The move-
ment should be nation-wide, in the North, East and West, as well as the South, es-
pecially since, there is no limit to wliicli the Supreme Court and the Executive Depart-
ment of the government can go in curbing the rights of individual citizens, in the
light of the recent invasion of those rights . The battle should be carried to the
floors of the Congress whose powers have been usurped by the Supreme Court. Senator
Eastland of Mississippi, has a resolution now pending in the Senate Judiciary Committee
calling for an investigation of the Courtis decision outlawing public school segrega-
tion for alleged Communist influence. IMPEACHMENT OF THE SUPREME COURT MAY BE THE
ANSWER.

LEADING WORLD SCIENTISTS REPUDIATE UNESCO REPORT ON RACE
James H. Madole

The teeming horde of Jewish pseudo-intellectuals who have dominated American
educational institutions for the last 22 years have very effectively brainwashed the
majority of American students and produced an unprecedented wave of juvenile delin-
quency, dope-addiction among minors, homosexuality, lesbianism and sexual experimenta-
tion among minors. American cultural and scientific achievements are being systemati-
cally revised to meet the specifications of the NEW RELIGION of RACIAL EQUALITY and
WORLD BROTHERHOOD. Negro and Jewish jazz music has been elevated to the level of
Brahms, Wagner, Schubert and Bach. Cubism and the hideous monstrosities of Modem Art,
most of which junk was compiled by Jewish homosexuals and resembles only a madman's
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delirium, is now elevated to the level of Da Vinci, Titian and Rembrandt* Our news-

stands are filled to overflowing with pornographic filth dumped on the market by

foul-mouthed kikes and literary perverts. Small wonder that our prisons and insane

asylums can no longer hold or deal with the flood of (juvenile offenders. This is a
true picture of America in 1955*

Though our "kept press" discreetly buries their words in a blanket of total

silence, nonetheless, many of the world 9 s greatest scientific minds continue to serve

the goddess of TRUTH rather than sell their minds and souls into slavery in return
for Jewish gold. In the period June 4th to 9th, 1951> UNESCO, a subsidiary of the

United Nations, called on 12 of their pseudo-scientific stooges to draw up a statement

entitled, "Statement On The Nature Of Race And Race Differences". This statement was

supposed to represent the ultimate in scientific perfection and to silence forever all

"bigots, hate-mongers and poor misguided American patriots". The "Statement" was

issued with great balleyhoo and the Jewish Press throughout the world roared- f.orth

hosannahs of praise. Little was said about the criticisms given out by leading world
scientists concerning key portions of the "Statement".. We quote essential parts of

the UNESCO document together with the criticisms.

"As there is no reliable evidence that disadvantageous affects are produced
thereby, no biological justification exists for prohibiting intermarriage between
persons of different races."

Answer of Professor Hans Weinert-Director of the Anthropology Institute,
University of Kiel, Germany:

* ’L

*
11

,lWhether there is any "biological" justification for considering races to .differ

in value does not alter the fact that human beings themselves attach different values
to their races. Consequently, half-castes always try to van recognition as members of
a "higher" race, but this the latter race generally denies them. In defense of pro-
hibiting marriage between persons of different races, I should like to ask which of
the gentlemen who signed the Statement would be prepared to marry his daughter to an
Australian aboriginal, for example."

To prove conclusively that there are biological differences between the races,
providing anyone but a Jew is so stupid as to pretend he cannot tell the difference
between Negroes, Asiatics, and Caucasians at a glance, we quote from the November,
1955 issue of "SCIENCE DIGEST", Page 51> entitled, "Racial Differences Detected
Chemically":

"Significant chemical differences between the Chinese and the European have been
detected in urine samples studied by University of Michigan investigators. The
Chinese were found to excrete significantly greater quantities of amino acids than the
Caucasoids. The finding adds to the body of knowledge growing up around analyses of
fluids and blood in classifying racial and family types. The chemical structures of
the urine has been added as another clue to what man really is and what made him that
way, report H. Eldon Sutton and Philip J. Clark of the medical school. The two scien-
tists conclude the world is divided into huge racial chemical factories whose products
may resemble one another but which, after careful analysis, are found to be truly
UNIQUE."

Professor Weinert of Kiel University also asks the signers of the UNESCO State-
ment: "If it is true that all races have the same innate capacity for intellectual
development, then why is it that so far only the members of the white race have built
up any scientific knowledge?"

The UNESCO REFORT then states:
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“The scientific material available to us at present does not justify the con-
clusion that inherited genetic differences are a major factor in producing the differ-
ences between the cultures and cultural achievements of different peoples or groups*
It does indicate, on the contrary, that a major factor in explaining such differences
is the cultural experience which each group has undergone,"

-This statement was challenged by Professor F* Lenz, Institut fur Menschliche
Erblehre, University of Gottingen, Germany as follows

:

"Contrary to what is stated in this paragraph, it seems to me that there is very
strong evidence to show that genetic differences are a "major factor" in producing
differences between cultural groups. It is true that the "history of cultural ex-
perience", that is to say the acquisition and transmission of cultural values, is of
great importance from the point of view of tradition; but does it explain the decline
and’ fall of civilizations such as the- Greek civilization? The most obvious explan-
ation of such a decline is the lack of selection, that is to say the inadequate propa-
gation of hereditary traits which make possible the creation and preservation of
cultural values. As a result of lack of selection, a people can, within a relatively
small number of generations, degenerate so far that it is culturally much inferior to
another people which it formerly excelled in that respect. In my opinion, the West
is now moving in that direction."

To test the validity of Professor Lenz’s theory we need only remember the
destruction of Egyptian civilization by the inroads o$ Negro blood and cross-breeding
with the dark-skinned Hyksos conquerors from the Sudan, the dreadful poverty and
wretchedness of India brought about by the interbreeding of the original white-skinned'
Dravidian conquerors with their dark-skinned slaves and the ultimate destruction <of
the mighty Roman Bnpire brought about by Roman acceptance of the "democratic ideals."
of Jewish slaves and savants which resulted in "equal rights" and "racial interbreed-
ing" between the Roman master race and their conquered slaves. Power, Pride, Aristo-
cratic Virtues and a fierce sense of racial exclusiveness are the keys to empire;
Democracy, interbreeding with inferior races and the worship of humility and 'weakness
are the gateway to national and racial oblivion. America’s rapidly approaching doom
may be seen in the declining standard of leadership. Take a look at the decrepid,
stammering Eisenhower or the pseudo-intellectual, comedian of the air-waves, Adlai
Stevenson not to mention the former haberdasher, Harry S. Truman. Do these garrulous,
if not ridiculous, creatures look like potential leaders for the most powerful nation
on earth?

.

Even their publicity agents and Jew-bosses have a hard time propping up
these political scarecrows . Their very presence on the political scene is a devastat-
ing insult to the American intelligence.

AN URGENT MESSAGE TO OUR READERS

We sincerely believe that this issue contains vital facts which should be spread
across the world and to the four corners of our nation. /IF EVERY PERSON RECEIVING THIS
BULLETIN WILL PLACE WHATEVER HE CAN SPARE, AS A FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION, IN THE MAIL AT
ONCE.WE CAN PRINT THOUSANDS MORE OF THIS ISSUE. Read it through, judge for yourself,
then tact. Don’t delay. Subscriptions cost TWO DOLLARS per year,

^September, October, and November issues of the "NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN"
are available in bulk quantities. The rates are as follows:

10 copies — §1.00 100 copies — §12.00
50 copies — §7.00 500 copies — §60.00

1000 copies — §110

Please help distribute this issue. PLEASE, WITHOUT DELAY, RUSH A CONTRIBUTION TO:

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
10 West 90th Street
New York 24, N.Y.
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DIRECTOR, RBI (62-83296)

SAC, NEW YORK (105-6112)
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I GOVERNMENT

DATE: 12/28/55

7
ReNYlet, 11/29/55.

Enclosed herewith are* two copies" of the November,
.1955 issue of theArNational Renaissance Bulletin. 11 which""'^
was furnished to the NYO -oh 12/19/55 by

The above are. TpeingforWarded to the Bureau
for its information in connection with the* investigation
of the subject organization.
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rATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - X, / «
FBI File 62-83296 «**

'
^ r *

1
* 'i

Reference is made to your memorandum dated
December 12. 1955* and my reply -thereto dated December 16,
1955.

Confidential Informant TrI mentioned in the report
of Special Agent I

~| dated March 25 , 1955,
at New York, New York.* concerning the captioned organization,
was contacted and indicated he is willing to meet with
a representative of the Department on any weekday subsequent
to January 9 . 1956. In connection with the proposed
interview this, informant specifically requested that

be
b7C

Special Agent [ he present during the interview.

The current address of Harold Keith Thompson, Jr*

,

is 4-33 East 82nd Street, New York City, Apartment ,1-B*.

He has no residence telephone. His* business address
is in care of Cooper Press, 7 Dutch Street, New. York Qity,
telephone HE 3-3739*

'

The .Current address Of
. teiepnone F

—

1

In your memorandum you requested the current
address arid telephone number of I

was arrested by thel Ion
December 30. 1955* on a .narcotics charge., on January 3*
1956. he entered a guilty, plea £ :-K toL charges of conspiracy
and trafficking in Tnari.luana andJwas Sentenced to two years
in prison at|

b7D

b6
b7
b7

Vi 4

It is requested, that ^this Bureau be advised
wheri'.'lrqpresentfttiyes of the Department desire to interview
Confidential Informant T«1 so that arrangements may be

•this, interview. It is also requested that when
Lid'erari^hation has been made as to what witnesses

the Department desires ±0 .utilize ii\ connection with the
ceptiOn^d'''6Fg'a^ilt^tioh xbbJi>$his Bureau be furnished
the nameSpf those individuals;!

0*)
AJCfle FP6

181956
'

tu ftSilCE
- T?*V*U\

MAILED 5

—

JAN 1 a ja*r
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Office Memorandumm 6
^Cx

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR; FBI (62-83296;)

SAC; 'NEW YORK (105-6112)
O ..

NATIONAL_RENAISSANCE_EARTY--
"INTERNAL SECURITY - X

DATE:^ I/3/56.

Rebulet to Justice Department dated 12/16/55.

Iwas contacted on 12/21/55 and indicated
he was willing to meet with a representative of the Justice
Department on any weekday subsequent to i/9/56. He specifically
requested that SA
this interview..

of the NYO be present during

b6
b7C
b7D

The files of the NYO contain no derogatory information
seegardirig; this source, but. it ip noted that, the diary of | |

] had notations aK follows :
—

-

5/1/52

5/20/52

10/16/52

flT.T. iNFOBVA'PTnw CONTAINS*

[HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

gAlE _B

b 6

b7C

cJ

]
notebook^under pxpftnspg for» "nhgra-h-iirm Lev’ 1

Jfor $6.00-.reflects payments on 6/18/48 (?) to one
In an expense sheet dated May 1949, was 'a notation' "Balance I I

$339.00" . It is poirited out that this information was obtained
as a result of an investigation of intelligence activities of -

persons sympathetic to the Israeli Government which persons are
believed to have bben headed by

[ was
interviewed by agents of the NYO in 1954 and advised that he was
acquainted with l l and recalled that

\ in about 1948 "was interested in investigating certain
Arab groups and individuals.. He advised that he had no knowledge
of^

,

l investigations and might have been approached by

b 6

b7C

either for information, on persons or groups
but could not recall the exact particulars of any of these con-
tacts. He stated he knew

[

hot lmow of any activities in whichl
recall receiving any money from them!

]as a friend of
engaged .or did he

but did /
3 **

bureau (62-83296) RM
-Newark (105-1278) RM

tl-New York (105-6112)

EAB:EG

1 (
4 ).

flEccccra-sz
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Letter^ to, Director
NY 105^6112

All derogatory information regarding
the NY. files has previously been furaished-vfo _Newark . }

The current address of HAROLD KEITH^RHOMPSON -

9 JR. i4
433JEastL82ndJS.t . . r NYC ; Apt. l^B. He has p.o residence (y
telephone. His business address is ^c/o Cooper .Press; 7 Dutch
St*, 'NYC* telephone BE 3,-3739. -

The current- address of
^

is unknown.
NY is. conducting extensive investigation to locate this,
individual as he is the subject of an SM-C case entitled
1 I

was .
u

. Bufile
| ! The latest

information concerning I I is that ;he is presently in
Montreal* .Canada.

„

* -

1
*

* - -
*

-r

derogatory" information regarding THOMPSON and I

is being obtained from the NYO files and will be furnished to
the Bureau in the near future ;

, .
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BSt NATIONAL RSNAISJANCR PASTY
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s° B0

«f Americans names such as Easi. Fascist, the^eman-Auerican Bund and others which are similar, faded from
?n°7a2t

nCC
T*!lJ!

Urrent events »**& the defeat of the Axis posters
* aX/* L%ttle has been heard concerning such activity except
l
n nJLorsl °f reviews <*J>out such subjects as nhop it used to

5f*,v <
e spotlight during recent years has been primarily confined

«il^t^eV
^t

ti{>n(1
{

Cof'^nis.t threat and how this menace*can be
'

.combatted. The emphasis placed upon this battle, however, has

Enit^sTt*
^ 'th™ of ^e°-fascisn ohieh stiU exists in the

“ V-

/x, % Xn combatting the Communiljit^prob%cm in this country ^- v

*^<t<!ddy the smeereidefeeders of
,
pur American wajTtrf^life ark'oT&d..

\ &l*?™nted with; $leptJ$<? thp^ &c$iviVieb,>’N

\

=} SI and Christian Front i» Tori City.

s
-Federal Bateau of Investigation is Charged with

(investigating matters involving the internal security of the Vnitcdvtates. Naturally great emphasis is placed upon the Communist
Party and its activities*. but this does not mean that the threatposed by these other organ isdjriohs is overlooked by the FBI

.

p.l

of these groups is the National -Benais,sance Party*waich leas originated, in 1949 by Janes E. Madole as a pro-German.
r&nti'nSemittc group which ifadqle claims to have formed by joining&together members of the Seman-Anerican Bund, Citizens ProtectiverdiOn *7.'i (* _ rind flhy'i o-i-.s rrn JVrtn* -t »» If A... V.-l. /-IJ-Z

*

£2 99

, *
fo eajjftaslsre the aims and objectives of this movement onef

g aiO?
nee<i enly refer td the ‘National Renaissance Bulletin. -the official” iaon' ,,hly publication of this Party.. These hove been set out u&it

jgtf
*f

Tolson „

Boardman
Nichols *
Belmont -

Harbo r
Mohr

Parsons *

Rosen ««.

Tamm
Sizoo

1.

2.

3.

These have been, set out ast

To establish a white Christian America.

To promote the ideas of Ameri ca^Jfir&t-ond-n'acial
nationalism.

*

The Suppression of Connunisn and Ziopisrz. (62-83396-30.l)

~—

—

- a. ' . '
:

Tei«,R*ri^Sis has nob been published in recent nonihs due to a lacb; of funds,
* • *- c-V ^

'

Holloman

Gandy
FJKtmnh
(7)

64JAN 10 1956
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Bulletin* l- 2> °/\*»* National Ren'aieaahoeouxiettn. the lead paragraph carried • tftff following? '

^ttonaf Sehataadnc* Bulletin
/A*' &V * .

group of important: dehtl'eaeh
^2® ; ^ersumy* ft: is their wt'ah to

ifffffir 'ffi
ggo^g- and ^sciat A*

mrom^.Jeuth, Aaer.fcu,and; Africalotth:* vital and

"

frjK&urop*iP(^
- . .. rf + v during ah: .ih^erv\ew'witl%^f^f^iJr^

rT
jfefirtS* aiMar-tb i

fefts: i^trtir. far; for theruntty) of a3£ AruaH'peopTeaand ihh+ *>-•':*+ — 1

- 4^atio».a^^^<ca^ (68-83269-54)
j

fantarta i»> w/ifcA ° /

£4ei?p^
'

,_, / ./ .

*
•

,

£?? /

Was; sW aioi,^ ft* ^a^potnded.Iftia.
whenever he;Ms- had. thr-chance* TKead u*k£ini«

a$A&i io
'J

IS

# .
. . -. #?£$?* repeated‘ thif' theory., .in the 8j>rtn&»*

*

hV^t 'ty&WSth'kP. F® d, ahjetdhed' picturd of
r
'jbbordered, b^patpof^ &&£&!& W '

:*mJ

world.?- freer Bzh%1®;%!ty {62*$329$-39) '* ’1

t..
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tHi- attbmpti by, Uddoler tpr conduct meetings, has. pot
always? been^as. euacsssful dst~h$' might, hdvg, .ioojiibed? On bopai

~cipcaefyiohQ, hia- outdoor.’ gathe P.inpb Wo# ^eurid up' in nearr riats^

rkqutridg ppliaei d/f.i’c$rs tp, putdowh, t,h§ disturbances pie
"tidttonal RsnaUsanae 4illdH^/0^Md4pnSi1g^ 1958* indladed
an antidl’d pd?nitngiQdt<: the pafty*d difficulty Jn eb£ainin% in-

toop&qeiiflgilp^ ihr.edtsning, f$jn£tidpt, $$ move, apopepation
vsd&n Jtp.r^hppntng^. dgtfdle teed in parti

^Attempts; hpve-‘ beeii^ds'. td: boydoit out. .f®d

in fbpkpille# the* term#
secdtbU d^dewi Tof& QWpp dionePs. e£ ndettti&Mll $
hdvd refused t.a r&ntetHi^tdine- Mfflandf Renaissance

>

>*T1
J

'"I ' utfci it'll,: i;, ^ irl.tf.xr ;v-v-

e&pdubed dtystfe'ej%dbPhe¥ 'thl^tes; Tbr,%dtl$e:‘
ihritput: ihd dp&Pdgi hhd. suimb:nimonthis *>

* Jojt $*afc
ojf? iJig'diwg-ihfy f&£u$gs$,pi>tie$pk thoeppwho areVfighftr*
ihg, '£or»'3pii]m&&iU- beivded tfie^Ape.rjaaijs jdedpXd- apt;"
the, <F4rmdhj.8e,idfc*;

~ '

"

offdtidfcnfii-ar.* the? owpers bjt ffie:

Rheinrqtd, ctifei'dpd'pb^'^^^wMddth}.sppbdtii. wig#
shall pay;

,
theyprice* ^lbssfthey yield ig.^oup"

’

de^Sh'd#;*'%e$fAnffigy :$ti,:e01& spring^ the fdifpndl
pepqi'dsdHce/ 4sj^g$ dreddd
bqih e8$hbZibftmehtgr‘ procTdi&ing, 'WeSfcdUmer&fc*
bettayete^eiP; im, dp^dd;pgbpipi!t:‘ Sitidevdinefiy? '

\

V

, .
IS-. adttt$6U; to; thd FilZd ,being interested; i# polfp.iee,

Pjytypt&Xee*. bhd:eegipttfesti>pjf. tK^Uatiotidl RenaiSsadde, ^dr-tyt!
thisi group -Host alsoicdme tfih'the- diteptid^of'the, GoWsitteei on
UhrAne rJopngdiioit feej o^ iHe. WkSL 4fekd* bpRepresbhtdttMpi. in
d preZimindry repontdnttided •gNeorjasetst and ffaie^WoupeyP
ddtpdjjadenper. jtf# 19543

**'-•* -’'**--- *- -• •-• * - * *' . -

history, regarding
tiei dllegeidll '

to,' maintain i

ed oht tfia1r.
'ntfddbijr ie .&$ i^eStaoQpinyop.tdd ijp a^'hdndfiti bp young?

fanatics! weartng> dark? cape, and irouser^ahdi brasadrdd bn iohioh.a'
1 ighining: bolt replaced the[*sw.st4kbi\ TH& olijid' gUardf tapes' dn
oath, opunponditionqi obedience; to; the, \K8Pj leaders * .ioftpait it1

allegedly serves, as- Honor .guard as, well as protediori “The guard'
admittedly beid seoret meetings %n*.Me&&6rX\atti/ on Thursddti
f* dntnasydUrino' 19S3runder^theiddM^ codmatid of \

be
.

blC

J
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The true, character of the party ie set forth in
another pafi of the Mouse Committee Report which states $

"Mddole.'s group offers its fascist program as the *antidote*
to communism* The falsity Of its ant i~Communist role is
immediately exposed Iby. the mtP*&. insistence that a. Communist %s
synonymous pith fJep, t The NBP mot only violates our con-
stitutional principles by making this minority its target/ it
also frequently supports the position of the very Communists
it allegedly, opposes

,

n

According to the report of the
;
Bouse Committee § the

NBP attempted to enter national politics in the summer of 1953
when it announced plans to> run a candidate for Congress from
the Yorkville, Nep York, districts but nothing further developed.
The would-be candidate vxts > B* Keith Thompson, Jr* * who. was
identified in the National Renaissance Bulletin as a former
registered agent for Bag* Gen * Otto Berner fs Socialist Reich
Party—a ned-Nazi group in West Germany now banned by the
German Government*

There has been an attempt by the party to expand its
organization in other sections of the pountry, but or the modt
part its progress has been confiyied tp the New York preh* (see
Exhibit vgttj ... ^

Wnat success the party will have in the future can only
be surmised, but on the basis of its principles and beliefs alone
it merits close attention by all pho are sincere in their attempts
to protect the form of government they have been privileged to
enjoy Under our Constitution,

i\
- 4
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Office Memo^ndum • united. .staV^s government

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (62-83296.)

SAC, NEWARK (105-1278)

C>
SUBJECT: NATIONAL RENAISSANCE JBAR1Y

INTERNAL SECURITY - X.

* *

DATE: 1^1/56

Re Newark letter to Bureau dated 12/28/55.

e followihj
and THOMPSON:

Pursuant* to referenced letter the following
information is set out concerning

|

b7D

b7D

]has advised' that, he had been incarcerated
at the following institutions: / •

'

ALIi
IHFOBWATTONCOMTAIRS)

ffl,

b7D

Federal Bureau of Investigation Identification
Division records reflect that I

Bureau (62-83296) (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - New York (105-6112) (Info) (REGISTERED MAIL)
3 - N§wark?f»105-1278)

1 -fl00-k0556)

b7D

b7D

RCR/blt
(6'/ - "V

f } i

RECORDED

$tl
* *^3

® JAN 13 1958

68IAN 5571956
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On 7/1w5>1| t Federal Bureau of Investigation, Few*
York, advised Federal Bureau of Investigation. Newark , that

|
the Newark

Office of the. Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Informant .advised Federal Bureau of Investigation,
NewaYork, on i|/28/55>, that a leader in- Rome, Italy, of the
Movimento Socialie Italiano (MSI), alleged Italian Fascist

that
in the United States.

[ Informant advised
la member of the MSI who was traveling

- 2 -
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NK 105-1278

Edison Township, New Jersey, Police Department,
advised Federal Bureau of Investigation, Nnwa -pk. on 6/PO/55
that informant had furnished information that I

Informant advised Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Newark, on 9/1/55, that|

THOMPSON

The "Daily Worker^* issue of 5/26/53, page 2, reflects
that one KEITH THOMPSON was a speaker at a New York Fascist
rally held under the auspices of the NATIONAL RENAISSANCE

|

pdvised that on his first meeting with
THOMPSON he learned of THOMPSON’S homosexual tendencies.

Reference is made to report made by SA,',BRYAN F.
JINNETT, Jr., entitled, "VOTERS ALLIANCE FOR AMERICANS OF
GERMAN ANCESTRY," dated 12/30/53, at Newark, in which T-l
advised on 12/15/53, that HAROLD K. THOMPSON, Jr. is a
homosexual.

Trl subsequently was described by New York as
unreliable and a known homosexual in the New York City
area.

b7D

b7D

b7D

This case Is being marked closed in the Newark Office*
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'Office Memorandum
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'

TO DIRECTOR, 'FBI ( 62-*83296

from : SAC, NEW YORK (105-61.12$
1

=

O‘ >TA

TATES GOVERNMENT

DATE:

Jr SUBJECT:

:

A
v

/

V

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS - X

3&7j*kv

ReBulet to Justice Department, dated 12/16/55,
and NY letter , dated 1/4/56,

The following derogatory Information regarding
JRADpM_j^I$fi^QM?SOX,, JR. , was obtained from” the files f^iV
Of -the. NYO » ^ " Referral/Consult 1 £: wl'"

On 3/1/54, GEORGE W. HUMPHREY, Warden, United
States Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, furnished
the contents of a letter which THOMPSON wrote to ALGER
HISS, indicating, that, although he; was not personally
acquainted with HISS, he believed him to be- innocent and
that- he- had' been ’’railroaded'!-,

* v ’ On 5/23/53 , THOMPSON admitted to Agents of the
NYO. that he had directed a letter to President TRUMAN,
dated 12/^9/52V^eque sting clemency for the ROSENBERGS.

‘^\|n

Bureau (62-83296)
I-NY ( 105-612^1- . ; ,* h L ,

1-NY ( 105-6112) _
EAB:mlw 1* * am'*
(4)'

* ' ’

'HOMPSON admitted to Agents, .of the -

1H&

.16 JA!« 12 \m

p P'l

45 $ JriI *4 ^

gags****

00



NY 105-6112

NYO that; he*.was a. homosexual. THOMPSON further admitted
that about ftarch, 1952, he had; begun corresponding with
hoctor DORIll, president of the Socialist. Reich party %n
Germany aM||became a registered foreign agent for that
Party- in jply, 1952. THOMPSON also admitted that he had ‘

made speeches at various meetings: of the Voters Alliance
for Americans of German Ancestry and the lNRp. 'He stated
he .spoke at these meetings at the request of his as s Or-

elate s in the Neo-Nazi activities, inasmuch as. he had
1 attained considerable notoriety, and his appearance with

these groups* tended to aid them in obtaining publicity.,
t

* * '
- „

‘

’ THOMPSON directed ,a letter tb the- NYO, dated
, l6/l7/54» in Which he stated, "j have oftbn -expressed
misgivings about the extent .to which the FBI collaborated
with disreputable Jewish pressure groups y,“ and he stated
to Agents of* the NYO on 10/18/54, that he had .serious
doubts about the integrity of the FBI and the Justice
Department, because of what he alleged to be complicity
in per jury by the Justice Department with SANFohD^GRIFFITH,
a witness in the second; GS0RGS3 SYLVSSTBR^ilEEGK trial
for violation of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of
1946* * f ,

On 2/11/55, THOMPSON furnished the NYO a copy of
, a press release Written by, him which concerned the House

Un-American. Activities Report on Nepr-Faacist groups,.
This release criticised the committee, becau.se no public

* - hearings were held pr.ipr 'to the release of this, report,
and he also, cited, .numerous errors which ]he believed were - -

v contained therein* -
.

'

“Expose 1* Newspaper, during the fall pf 1954*
carried a scries of four , articles, written by THOMPSON,

5- regarding his. experiences in National socialist under the
title ,

ul am, an American Fascist)*

.
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Letter- to. Director
NY io5-6li2

1

pro-Taft .©lection, campaign, literature, distributed, under
the name American Voters ljnlon, 216 East 86th Street,
NYC, of Which THOMPSON was listed as president* This
literature contained .such phrases as, ’’Fumigate the ike
roaches’*, ’’Must- we. haye a political harlot in the- White
House f'S and "Ike 's recOrdis one of national calamities'1

.

1 on 7/15/5-3, said that THOMPSON had
5eeh a speaker at many of the NRP meetings since February

fat 1953., and on one occasion, had been, introduced by .TAMES
IPODB as a -national, NRP candidate for Congress from the

’

YOrkville Section, informant further stated that THOMPSON
had been active in the past year in jseveral pfprQerraan
Neo-Nazi organizations:, including the American Committee
fpr the Advancement of Western culture;. He- stated that
THOMPSON has been closely associated with EDWARD,~ “ *' ]and he described ali of these^FLECKENSTEIN tod
individuals as homosexuals*

[
"[indicated pn 4/29/53 » that THOMPSON

to organize the American Committee fop the

v*T \^~

was anxio.us
Advancement of Western culture and: that FEEDER1GKyWEIS

S

y was helping THOMPSON in this endeavor* This informant
L has described WEISS aspro-German, anti-Semitic individual,

l\
active in N©o-Nazi activitiea in the NYC area<

Informant further advised that a conference was
held on 4/18. and 19/53 » at the farm of FREDERICK WSTFS,
in, which it wa,s decided by WEISS, THOMPSON, MADOLE and.
FLEO.KENSTEIN, that MADOLEEs mailing Hat of the NRE' should,
be used for the AQAWC* The ACAWC was to be. formed: as a
camouflage for a Fascist-Nazi organization, to keep the
FBI off their heads.

pn 11/1/54, indicated that anti-
ADENAUER,- anti-Semitic pamphlets, distributed by members
of the NRP at .the Waldorf Astoria Hotel > NYC.*, Oh 10/30/54*
were printed by THOMPSON at his printing shop ,, Cooper J

press, 7 Dutch Street, NYQ. He also indicated that
THOMPSON recently had placed an advertisement fLoi’

b6
'

b7C
'

b7D

b7D

b7D

- _r

*
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"Der Weg", a Fascist periodical published in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, in. d local magazine entitled
’•One 1

'
, which is alleged to be generally devoted to

homosexuals. - •

I hindicated on 6/2/55, that a pamphlet
entitled •'Russia", which was distributed by the NRP and,
was highly complimentary to the Russian system, had been
written by FREDERICK WEISS and printed by THOMPSON.

I

~
ladvised on il/lO/55,- that THOMPSON

collaborated with FREDERICK WEISS in .writing a pamphlet
entitled ‘‘Russia, part Two’1

, copyright date November,
1955, which was critical of the Western wdrld' and
praised the soviet Government and its accomplishments..

THOMPSON indicated in a letter to the Bureau,
dated 9/30/5t-, that he had been appointed Amorican
Correspondent accredited to- the United Rations for "Der
Weg".,

.dvised the NYO on 1/3/56, that
had pleaded guilty to a narcotics

charge in | t on l/3/36 , and was sentenced
to two years in prisoh^ Ji Jnasniuch as

| |
will be

unavailable to call a-s~aMiitne ss by tEe
-
Department for

Its hearing on the NRP, the wvn will not submit derogur
tory information regarding, UA.CB,

tr

tr





Thank you very ouch for sending we another copy of Kto Kovo, because I
had sent on oy copy to tiro J. A. Allis, 200 Inwood ave, Upper Montclair NJ,
he is Chairman of Fairchild Aircraft, I beliefce that it is time for us to
send our material to the directors of the bit steel companies, munitions
co..,paries, and aircraft companies. They are realists] and it is possible that
»'e way bring the;./ to their senses in time to help us (arm against the Jewish
Conasnsus, I had used that term in a letter to Mrs/llis, and he wrote back
asking what it meant, so 1 sent him your book 0 Now I aw wailing to hear from
him, If we can convert him, it may mean the opening sedge- in the sinister 1
fabric whicn the Jews have woven to iceep ti*e wool ever the eyes of the dumb
Gei/tiles. ‘i

I was suite interested to see that the Jewish party line, that Soviet
Russia eoulc be swallowed up by the older culture 4 greeter population of
China, has largely been abuhdoned in recent months, perhaps because of the
circulation of you. vital booko O ly the other day I was reading ' Henry
Js ^royat's amazing biograp.iy of Dostoevsky, called Firebrand, issued in

.
1*5^6. It contains tne most amazing suuring up of ^ostoevsxy- 1 have ever

j

seen, and is a tremendously inspiring worn. He cuotes D, as writing,
The ftest is dying because of Catholicism - and for no other reason,, I am

I

typi“u up the \Uotos from D.Journals in enrich he denoinces the Jews. At one

!
tiwe all of his possessions were seized for debt by

. tie Jew Gintersiein,

;

although th-s is net the reason i'o.r ius despising them. He was against than

j

because of what the. wcuid do to Russia if they «v..r obtained power, and
i ne wrote down Ins fears, whicn were so trat.ice.ly realized later. These
,

cuotes <jujr appear lit the next issue of lVo.„ens Voice.

!

Otherwise, I aw terrifi.cilly busy, I have sent ou; s ue very dynamic
1

m-terial which is causing .a great stir in Germany and England and way smash

i

*AT0 or else wiil have to withdraw our colored occupation;, troops in those]
i ecu.. tries, Aberg 4 many others 'arc |ivii.& it the widest pcssicle circulation,
1

calling it more i...;ortant tha*, .the ’Rabbi's speehc. It is a recruiting poster .

;

which I sa- in Chicago^ sno^ng a black in U.S.Army un-form 4 a blue-eyed
• blonde girl lolling mv head upon nis shoulder as she loons rapturously up at .

1

hi ... The text is as/followsj
i

' YOUnG n'LGRO A-.EIilC/KSI,
'

.

^ Are you hunt by race prejudice at ho, e? Do whit-- girls ignore your
friendly gl. ncei? Join the United States Army and reiuest overseas assign-

ments in the howdand^of our allies. Your pay will be at feast five times

CflTD
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sent t it to Abevj; by : i'r t ;:o.:Uf 'r.c6,rf.mr.i: hire dy is riis^t#

feita Englisn cc Gcrsan govtrM^nts, ft fay "biicot; r bi,; into;:y ticyrlj:
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This lift just the sort of crn:.aue fbif/foiv'>‘V.y' foY elite
;

.yecy-l-e,

spend >.li of .ij tiov end enupi iu. i ’have, envii^./yerj interesting; yl|

wiuob A; hoyo <*, ii.^ut,urv.ic uui'iijfj Jan 'dry i: .oi’r . _..i io"'t c. i-oo the eci.jsh
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64' 0 <u S . O'
Office JSAfimofdndufyi • united states government

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR* FBI (62-83296) DATE: 1/25/56

SAC* NEW YORK (105-6112)

61
SUBJECT: " NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

INTERNAL SECURITY - X
b7D

furnished to the NYO on 1/20/56 a copy of
a letter date.® 1/2/56, allegedly received by FREDERICK WEISS- A
from EUSTACE^tULLINSj 126, MadisonPlace. Staunton.. Virginia.' U J

This letter indicates* that "MULLINS has reproduced
a racist, United States Army recruiting poster which he claims
to have sent to Germany through EINAtffflBERG. notorious anti-
Semit.e^in^Sweden , in hopes of forcing1

' colored occupatTon^troops
from Germany ‘ and England., In this letter MULLINS urges WEISS
to distribute this material to his sources* abroad.

The informant indicat^%ha^WEISS is a leading .

m^be£_ofLsub^ec,t organization and that MULLINS, a Tormer^
member of/the has recently been writing articles for
}lWoman ’ s Voice"', Aft anti-Semitic Chicago newspaper.

' LMMmjL wL
/ Two copies of the above retter^are furnished to

the Bureau for- information and any dissemination deemed
appropriate.

ENCLO. ATTAHIPD

2rBureau (62-83296) (Enct
1-New York (105-6112)

fj ' wlia*1os-cora*®®

BBS®1*/),

a
MDEXED.

EAB:EG
(3)

'

r
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* Fa '^ 2 JAN 26 1956
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SAC, New York (lOS-6112)

Director, FBI. (62-83296) ^ &
" Recorded - 47

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

cq - Mr. WilliJ

February 1, 195>6

Reurlet January 2£, 19£6, with which you
furnished the Bureau, two Photostats of a latter dated

'

January 2, 19£6, furnished your office by]

\

A

Page two of this letter cannot be easily read.
Priof to the dissemination of this material to other
agencies* it is desired that you furnish the Bureau
clearer Photostats of page two of this letter. These
pages, should be furnished the Bureau promptly inasmuch *

as dissemination is being delayed.
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FEDERAL OF INVESTIGATION *
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NEW YORK
REPORT MADE AT

NEW YORK

DATE WHEN
, MADE

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE

1/24/56) 12^3lfl$
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CHARACTER OF CASE ^
> ^

[INTERNAL SECURITY - X

‘
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SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:
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fi-V
ITati’onal Renaissance Earty T^i») ,

continues 'to '

maintain headquarters sit 10 West 90th Strj -NYC, in the
apartment of JAMES H. MADOLB, its national leader. No
public meetings of the party have been held sinc.e September,
19 £>£, but small private gatherings are held at the abov.6'

address -weekly. 'JAMES K. MADOLE and FREDERICK WEISS
appear to be the only active members' of the- Party., Inform-
ation re H. L. BIRDM,Senior, set out. NRP has published
the National Renaissance Bulletins for September, October
and November, 195>£> which arc anti-semitic , anti-Negro in
nature. No indication that the NRP has any organizations,
outside NYQ or has attempted to affiliate with any other
nationalist groups t -

- **k
DETAILS:

43 ' •

•All information set out in this report which
was furnished by T-l,. who has furnished

reliable information in the past, was obtained' by .him-

from, a source, which he declined to identify, but whom he
termed reliable/end a member of the captioned organizations
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A. GENERAL ACTIVITY OP THE_,NATIONAL
RDMA TSS/ NCE_P/'RTY TNRPT /

T-l indicated on December 30, 1922> thatytne
NRP continues to maintain headquarters at 10 West 9fith

Street, New York City in the apartment of JAMES IL^rMADOLE,

its nsrti^nal—lnaden.. He stated, that no public meetings
of the Party have been held since Soptcraber, 1922* and ^-ilL

that small private gatherings are held^ weekly at MADOLE's
y i

apartment. He added that these gatherings are usually
held every_ Thursday night and attended by no more than
eight or ton individuals. He stated that the principal
function of the NRP at present is the printing and
distribution of the “National Renaissance Bulletin" on
a monthly basis.

B. INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED WITH THE NRP

T-?l indicated on December 30, 1925 > that
the only individuals at present who appear- to be active
member.* of the NRP aro JAMES H. MADOLE and FREDERICK
WEISS*.

He stated that M/DOLE continues to prepare
the bulletins distributed by the Party and' conducts tho
weekly gatherings hold, at his a^rtnj<nit for the members,

that
FREPERICKmfEISS furnishos small amounts of money to MADOLii

periodically to carry on the work of tho NRP. He addod
th8t WEISS has written a now pamphlet entitled "Russia Parr^
2" which is a condemnation of the Western world and is
high in its praise of Russia.

T-l addod on November 10> 1922* that the above
pamphlet which is subtitled, ,{Who Kills Whom" carrys a
copyright dsAad November, 1922, by FREDERICK C. F. WEISS
and H. KEITHMlOMPSON, T-l indicated .that 3,200 copies

N JJZ—
- 2 -
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of those pamphlets had boon printed by TKOMI'SON at his

fathor*s orintihg office, Cooper Press, 7 Dutch Street,
N0w York City. He said that ’/SISS and THOMPSON had
corroborated in its preparation and this is the socond
part of a four part book which MEISS expects to publish
after all four parts have boon written. He said this
present article is a further criticism of the Nostern
world and gives praise to the Soviet Government and its

accomplishments. Ho, stated that the entire tenor of
the article is in admiration of tbo prowess of tho Soviets.

/ t Tronton, Now Jersey

The following investigation at Trenton, Nov;

Jersey, was conducted by S/, | I
in an effort

to identify H. L. DIRUM, Senior, and to asccrtainhis^
activities in connection with the captj^jjpd organization.

Tho^^S^tlition ofJ;he^r^^o^Swnro

r

s ey
City Directory .lists [HERBERT iJgrelRlM . Senior end his
wifo, DLL/' Q^BIRUM has rosidonebat SRlCEeniaas LuLfi.

T£on^,_Ns£jbiias.y

The records of the, Trenton Credit /.ssocietion,

531 /tlentic Avenue, Trenton, New Jersey, as chocked on
September 1, 1955* reflects a report dated September 11,

1947, for HERBERT L. BIRUM, Senior, 924 Melrose /venue,
Trenton, Nov; Jersey as the owner of tho Birum Mrcsth
Company, 570 Centre Stroot, Trenton, Now Jersey. This
company was engaged in making vases and backs for artificial
wreaths and the products wore sold to wholesale florists
in Nov; York end Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Ho had report-
edly been a resident of Trenton, Nov; Jersey, for several
years and formerly resided at 711 South Olden Avenue,
Trenton, Now Jorspy. According to this roport he enjoyed
a good roputation in the community and the roport failed to

reflect any information bearing on his loyalty to the United
States or his activities in organizations othor than his
business.

/#
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The records of the How Jersey State Motor
Vehicle Bureau, West Hanover Street, Trenton, as checked
on September 6, 1955 end October 10, 1955* failed to
rofloct a current drivers license or automobile regist-
ration for BIRUM.

The records of the Trenton .Police Department
chocked on October 13, 1955# failed to reflect any
information concerning BIRUM.

The records of the State Houso of Selective
Service records, National .Guard Armory, Trenton, Now
Jersey, chocked on October 10, 1955# failed to rofloct
a rocord for BIRUM.

_Qn_ Octobor 21, 1955# [

|,
a noighbor of BIRUM, indicated that he

is acquainted with BIRUM only as a noighbor and knows
that ho is presently a retired businessman. He stated
that BIRUM is a very oldorly person and to his knowledge
spends most of his timo at homo. Ho. stated that in
conversations which ho had had with BIRUM, he has never
noted that BIRUM slanted views in regard to political
matters and that from his association he knows that BIRUM
enjoys a good reputation in the neighborhood.

T-2 and Tr-3# who are in a position to furnish
reliable information^ advised that they have known, tho
subject for several years as a noighbor and that he is
presently retired and spends most of his time at home.
They advised that he is approximately 80 years of ago and
not activo in any organizations to their knowledge. They
advised that from what they knew about him they had no
reason to believe that ho had any definite views in ro-
gard to political matters and they considered him to bo
a good neighbor.

They furnishod a copy of the February, 1955
edition of “Moments Voice", which reflected an article

- l|. -
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written by ’ •BI'IUJ.M *• on tho topic of government coinage.
/ review of this article reflects that it is a rambling,
incoherent compilation of statements which apparently
attack financial policies of the Federal Government and
is very slanted in favor of anti-semi t ism. T-2 and T-3
advised that they had no knowledge of the subject's
writings or tho fact that ho had furnished any material
to tho subject organization or to the “Women's Voice".
They stated that among persons in tho neighborhood they
had never heard of any such activity on the party of
BIRUM,

They further stated that BIRUM spends most
of his time at homo and that it is their personal
opinion that in view of his advanced age and inactivity
that ho probably spends most of his time writing. Thoy
stated they have no knowledge of my financial contributions
made by him on behalf of any organization and thoy do
not believe that he is tho sort of person who would' engage
in subversive activities.

C. ST/ TED AIMS /UP OBJECTIVES OF THIS EP

The Novombor, 195>£> "National Renaissance
Bulletin" carried the following statement on its masthead:

"Official Organ of the National Renaissance
Party, devoted to a restoration of the American Republic,
the. preservation of American sovoroignity , and the establish-
ment of an /morican Regime basoH on the principals of
racial nationalism and social justice".

D. / CTI01T T/'ON TO IMPLEMENT TUB PROGRAM
OF THE NR?

1. Mootings

T-l indicated on October 11, 19£5 , that
JAMES MADOLE was discouraged because of the poor attendance
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at his public meetings and -ho decided to discontinue
holding these meetings at /vIon Studios because of the
cost involved* He srid thr.t M'DOLE will new hold
mootings at his apartment at 10 \fest 90th Stroot, on
Thursday evenings,

T-l indicated on December 30 > 1955>> that
no public mootings of the HP? had boon hold since
September, 19^5, but that regular weekly .meetings had
been hold at M/JD0L3»S apartment at 10 West 90th Stroot,
for the past throe months. Ho added that M/DOLE did
not sondout postcard announcements of these meetings
as ho did for his public meetings and consequently no

“

more than eight or ten people over attend.

g. , Publications

T-l;, who has furnished rolirble information
in the past, indicated on October 7» 19S>5>* that
M'DOLE had ordered 300 copies of the September, 195£ issue
of the "National Renaissance Bulletin" to bo printed at

the Mary Ellen Clancy /goncy, 2£0 Park /venue. New York
City, This publication consisted of one article by li'DOLE

entitled "Professional Tolerance Merchants Pomcnt Civil
’far in Dixie",

T-l indicated on October 11, 1955? that the
most recent NRP Bulletin dat^-d September, 195>5>* contains
enti-semitic and anti-Negro material in lino with the
platform of tho NR?. Ho added that I'PDOLE had stated
that ho had received more than ,)200 from his last three
issues of tho "National Renaissance bulletin" which dealt *

viith segregation, He_ indicated thavt previous issues had.

roturned only -910 or y>15> which indicated that the people
really wantod material on segregation.

T-l added on Novombor 10, 19£5> that 1,200
copies of the September bulletin had been printed and

- 6 -
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MTDOLE was receiving about {%% a ivook return from the
mailing of this bulletin.

T-fy indicated on November llj., 1955* that
M^DOLE had ordered J4.OO copies of tho October, 1955>*

"National Renaissance .Bulletin' 1 from the Clancy .’gency.

T-l indicated on November ll}., 1955 > that tho
October "National Renaissance Bulletin" consisted of an
article entitled "Huge Jewish Rally Cells For Economic
Strangulation of Mississippi", by J.'MJS H. M/ DOLE, Ho
said the article concerned tho Emmett Till Case in
Mississippi and was e.nti-somitic and e.nti-Nogro in nature.
The informant added that M-'DOLE bad stated that tho
bulletins and literature of tho NRR would continue to concern
the- issue of segregation and. the negro problems in tho
South inasmuch as that subject is presently very
controversial and produce a bettor financial record a.t

this time.

T-Ij. indicated on December 19, 1955# that
M/DOLE had ordered. 500 copies of tho November, 1955
"National Renaissance Bulletin" from tho Clancy /gcncy.
This bulletin contained an article entitled "Leading
World Scientist Repudiate URLSCO Roport on Race", by
J/MJSS H. INDOLE, and an article ontitlcd "/ War is on
in America - / Racial Revolution Involving Cur Whole
Social Structure", by HUGH GhMw/NT. The article indicated
that GR/NT, a former United ^gfcatos Minister to /Ibania
and Thailand had delivered this piece before the Inter-
national Legal Fraternity, Vhi Delta Thi, of the Univorsity
of Georgia, ‘ 'thons, Georgia.

3 . Other NKP Groups In the United
States and 'ssocietion of tho
7lH^~with ether Nationalist Groups

No information ha.3 been received during tho
period of this roport which would indicate that the NR?
has any organization outside Nc^; York City or that any
attempts have been made to associate with, other nationalist
groups

.

- P* -
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INFORMANTS

Bate of I ctivity
Idontity of And/or Description
of Source of Information

Dato
Received

/.gont to
whom

Furnished

File Number
where
Located

JE=] Re General
]
activities

12/30/55
•

Instant
Report

Info ro MADOLE
end V/EISS

10/26/55 II 105-6112-
341

Info ro VDSISS n/io/55 II 105-6112-
345

Info ro meetings 10/11/55 It 105-6112-339

Info rd. Octobor
Bullo tin

n/io/55
n/ilj/55

It 105-6112-
346

•

T-2
,_I£=3

Ro BIRUM 10/21/55 105 -6ll2r
342

(By request)

T-Il Ro Soptombor
1 Bulletin

10/7/55 105-6112 -

3^.3

Jo 6

blC
b7D

b6 ^
b7C
b7D „

b6
b 7 C

b7D

Ro Octobor
Bullo tin

11/14/55 " 105-6112-

Re November 12/19/55 11 Instant
Bulletin. Report

J DMINISTR/ TIVS TLGE

I

i

$
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Careful consideration has boon given to each .

source concealed and T symbols wore utilized in tho report
only in those instances whore tho identities of tho sources
must bo concealed.

LIT PS

ra YORK

/.t How York, Hew York

Will continue to follow tho activity of tho

captioned organization through established sources and
submit quarterly reports.

mSFERI3NC3

W£ report of
] 10/27/55, M*.

b6
b7C

/DMIHISTR/.TIVS r;GH (CONT'D)
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Eustace Mullins 126 Madison Place! Staunton Va "Jei 2 1956

CONS

FREEDOM

JUSTICE
i Dear Mr .Weiss;

! Thana you very much for sending me another copy of Kto Kovo, because Z

had sent on ay copy to Mr, J.A.Allis, 200 Inwood ave, Upjper Montclair NJ,

he is Chairman of Fairciild Aircraft, I beliebe that it Is tine for us“ to

send our material to the directors of the big steel co;;;p unies, munitions

-

!co...panies, and aircraft companies. They are realists, and it is possible that

i»e may bring them to their senses in time, to help us arm against the
f
Jewish

Consensus. I had used that term in a letter to MrsAllis, and he wrote back

askim what it meant, so 1 sent him your book. Now I am waiting to hear from

him, if we can convert him, it may mean the opening wedgd- in the sinister

fabric whicn the Jews have woven to keep tne wool over tie eyes of the dumb

Gentiles.

,

|

I was suite interested to see that the Jewish party line, that Soviet

Russia woule be swallowed up by the older culture: & greater population of

China, has largely been abahdoned in recent months, perhaps because of the

circulation of you. vital book, O ly the other day I was reading Henry

$ Troyat’s amazii.g biograpny of Dostoevsky, called Firebrknd, issued in

1|S46. It contains tne most anasing suiting up of ‘'ostoevsky- 1 have ever

seen, and is a tremendously inspiring worn. He quotes D, as writing,

The West is dying because of Catholicism - and for no othl-r reason, I am

typi-o up the suotes from D.Journals in which he denounces the Jess. At one

time al.. of his possessions were seized for debt by the Jew Ginterslein,

aitnuUgii tins is not she reason for his despising them. Hr was against thsm

because oi what the, wtu_u go to Russia ii tne^ ev.r cbtai.cG power, and'

ne wrote aown ms fears, whicn were so tragically realized later. These

cuotes mu, appear in the next issue of Bonens Voice.
I

he very dynamic

England anti may smash
;

pm troops in those

(.side circulation,

recruiting poster

& a blue-eyed

Otherwise, I am terrifically busy, I have sent out s

ndw material which is causing a great stir in Germany end

liAjlC or else will hav c to withdraw our colored occupati

coy., tries. Aberg & many others are givin& it the widest pc

jailing it more i. 4
or taut than .the Rabbi's speehc. It is a

whicn I st« in Chic.-.goy sno^-ng a black in O.S.Aruy un.for:

blcu.dc girl lolling no- head upon nis snoulaer as she loons rapturously up at

hi:.. The text is as/followss

' YOUNG i;lgrc a-.skicai-;si
1

iAre you hunt by race- prejudice at ho. e? Do whdU girls ignore your

; friendly gl. nces? Join tne United States Army and request overseas assign-

:.,ents in the ha. eland

d

lies. Your pap will be ai. east five times
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Office Memorandum • united states government

c

to s DIRECTOR} FBI (62-83296)

SAC} NEW YORK (105-6112)

O
SUBJECT: NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Rebolet 2/l/56.

DATE :
2/6/56

AliJfW’FBATlOS CONIAIBfl

airs®
Enclosed herewith are two additional copies of a ^

i I.. a*

top*

}photostat of a letter dated 1/2/56 furnished by

It is noted that page 2 of this letter is not clear,

However, this is the best reproduction which could be made

inasmuch as the original photostat from which it was made is
a — m. * t •! A

b7D

also not clear.

this letter is not available.

] has advised that the original of
b7D

,:.ii '

hA:lK

’’
‘ ,*?

A
1 <

.^Bureau
(
62-83296 )

(Enc.2) ;W M
l-New York (IO5

-0II2
)

EABtEG

(3)

f

<r

£

(AiBM
ftJ 9 tW
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FEDERAL. BUREAU* OF INVESTIGATION
ITED STATES ;ffiPARTMENT OF JUSTlI

0-9

cc — Mr. Williams

To: COMMUNICATIONS SECTION. „ v
'

February 8> 2956

Transmit the following message tot^
}̂ w joBK URGENT

- RATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTI* INTERNAL SECURITY -$*

DEPARTMENT HAS REQUESTED ARRANGEMENTS BE MADE FOB INTERVIEW

BY DEPARTMENTAL , ATTORNEyY I
Of

I

\ 0N AFTERNOON FEBRUARY THIRTEEN, NEXT OR. ANYTIME
,

FEBRUARY FOURTEEN, NEXT*. WHILE IN NEW YORK DEPARTMENTAL

ATTORNEY ALSO BESIDES TO INTERVIEW HAROLD KEITH. THOMPSON AND

NEW YORK INSTRUCTED TO ADVISE IF INTERVIEW WITH

\ CAN TAKE PLACE ON INDICATED DATES,

NEW YORK AND NEWARK SHOULD MAKE AVAILABLE TO DEPARTMENTAL

ATTORNEY INFORMANT REPORTS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS RELATIVE TO

CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION-*

Bufile 62-83296

ALL-INFORMATION CONTAINED
1HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.

2cc - Newark

gobies Destroyed

, NO'TEOON YELLOW: I I is a
| |

Tokon-_-f |

- He has advised that he does not disire
EfelZZ^P testify but would be willing -to give a

r
statement to the

Biimont_

—

D.epa riment

.

Thompson and I I have never been informants for
jtobo '"~'~Bureau . Thompson' has not been contacted,. regarding his willingness
p«sonsC~~to be interviewed bv Department. I laduised willing- to testif y.

RECORDED .21 AJt ~

\Cl is FEB 10 1956

Si »

Harbor
Mohr^
Parsons

RoScn

'Tamm
Sizoo^*

-| U*Department memorandum
’ J ^£^^-56, betm»mWn!b ed by separate comnunijation .

' GI&ICAT10HS ^CTli A, I V/
'

m£. f
.%

6* " SENT- V&L . . .

' *
- M Per .

'• /

8 196^
c



CO N F E NS I A L
cc - Mr* Williams

Assistant Attorney General
William F* Tompkins.

Director, FB1T

February Mi 1956

BECQR0ED-2Q

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTI !

INTERNAL SECURITY - X
FBI File 62-63296 - , - !

‘

Reference is made to your memorandum dated
February' 7, 1956, in which you, requested that ~ arrange-,
ments be made for- an interview with Confidential informant
T-l menti on ed .in the report Of Special Agent I \

dated March 25, 1955, at New .York, New York,
concerning the captioned organisation on either the
afternoon of February 13, 1956, .or .on February 14, 1956

»

In your memorandum you also, advised that interviews .are
desired with Nar.dld Keith Thompson, \ land

Tolson - -
. _

Boardman_
Nichols^.

’

_ Belmont
Hirhft V!

Mohr

Parsons __
Rosen __

Tamm
Sizoo „

Tinterrowd *
Tele, Room

.

-Holloman

kGandy

The New York Office of this Bureau has been
instructed to make arrangements for an interview with
Confidential Informant T-l • You will be advised concerning
the availability of the informant on the dates indicated
in your memorandum*

Concerning* Thompson and I ~loa you were
advised in the report of Special Agent \~ ylated March 25,
1955, neither of these two individuals wane contacted to
determ ine Uhi-sF willingness to testify in ihiss master »,

I hdd3advi3ed he is willing to testify at a - closed
hearing only*

; „^ V
DECEASSiriEDBY_

NOTE ON YELLOW:
r.’.tm'M

1

Teletype sent to. New York and Newark 2-*8-56„ reaa rd ii
interviews desired bu Department . r-7 i*

\wKd has advised he
.aoes not desire to testify but . is willing to give a - statement
to- the Department* Thompson and\ Ihave rLeneft'&fttti,

ffnts of this Bureau

*

CFWFj>r.htky

' ,Aee$1 °1S56

|§S$V<h7 / iw
r

I A L



- ***

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST*;*

D.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

(noons ski

FEB 8^8T,

TEIJEFYPE ALLTORW^HONCONTAXHED

herein is unclassified

to FROM NEW YORK 7-25 PM

51 RECTOR URGENT

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY, IS-X, BUFILE SIXTYTWO DASH EIGHT
^

THREE TWO NINE SIX, REBUTEL FEBRUARY EIGHT INSTANT,
' t*

|
ADVISED HE WILL BE AVAILABLE ON AFTEliNOOi'

FEBRUARY THIRTEEN NEXT FOR INTERVIEW BY DEPARTMENTAL ATTORNEY,
4 i

NYO WILL MAKE AVAILABLE TO DEPARTMENTAL ATTORNEY ALL REPORTS
« 4*4 r

»

AND DOCUMENTS REGARDING CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION, UACB, NYO AGENT

WILL BE PRESENT DURING INTERVIEW OF

AT HIS REQUEST,

KELLY

PLS HOLD

Ah
/wrv t *!

pcM n^OKDED-W

13 fLB 13)85
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0
CC

- , t

Mr.. *WiIliads

6 9 H ~ASJ
Assistant Attorney General
William F .. Tompkins

Director, FBI

February 10,

£Efi.QRDED-2g
NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL .SECURITY - J =

FBI File. 62-93896

Reference is made to your memorandum dated
February 7, 1956, and ity reply thereto dated February 9,
1956. ;

1956

Confidential Informant T-l mentioned in the
report of Special Agent \

~|dated March ,25',

1955, at New York, New York, concerning thescaptioned
organisation has advised he will be .available on the
afternoon of February 13, 1956, for interview by 'a

:

representative of the Department • T-l has requested'
that an. Agent of the New York Office be present during -

this interview. I’

be
b7C H

DSCMSSIFIEDBY,

OH

NOTE ON YELLOW:

7-T Vo 1

• Ji.e has. advised he does not

b7D

’ "vov.jy uuo a e iDT,j.juing> no give a statement to
the Department concerning captioned organisation • This
source is assigned a symbol number due to the frequency ofcontacts with him^and the volume of information he furnishes.

tyA-fiu&L
.ulM£2i*Lt/,0fa

Wflvh,. A

be
hie

Tolson^.
Boardman

;

Nichols L.
Belmont

Jkrbo

Wohr_
Parsons
Rnsgn l
Tamm

,

Sizoo

Victcrrowd^SLJ
Tele. RoomZZl
Holloman - _

Gandy — -

fEBlS

'* 7
« i-

I r »- -
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COPY

Eustac^Kullins 126 Madison Place Staunton . Va.

.

^ nms^larOTiONAi^pJOiiY
/gJfortolllKg

-

Freedom Justice

January 2, 1950.

Order I

Dear Mr. Weiss;

Thank you very much for sending me^snother copy of Kto Kovo,
because I had sent on my copy to Mr. J. AJ^fillis, 200 Inwood Ave.,

r

Upper Montclair, NJ

,

he is Chairman o'f’^F^^child. itircraft. „I "believe
tT^t^i't~*ii^irime for us to send our material to the “directors \of the
big steel companies, munitions companies, and air.craft companies.
They are realists, and it is possible that we may bring them- to their
senses in time to help us arm against the Jewish Consensus. - I had

,

used that term in a letter to Mr. Allis, and he wrote back ^asking what
it meant, so I sent him your book. Now I am waiting to. hear from
him. If we can convert him, it may mean the opening wedge-fir 1

Lite—

—

sinister fabric which the Jews have woven to keep the wool over the
eyes of the dumb Gentiles*.

,1 was quite interested to see that the Jewish party line,
that Soviet Russia would be‘ swallowed up by the older culture & .

greater population of China, has largely been abandoned in recent months

j

perhaps because of the circulation of your vital ;booke Only the other
day I was reading Henry Troyat*s amazing biography of Dostoevsky,
called Firebrand, issued in 19^6. It contains the most amazing
summing up of Dostoevsky I have ever seen, and is a tremendously
inspiring work. He quotes D. as writing, The West is dying because
of Catholicism - and for no other reason. I am typing up the quotes
from D. Journals in which he denounces the Jews. At one time all of
his possessions were seized for debt by the Jew Ginterstein, although this
is not .the reason for his despising them. He was against them
because of what they would do to Russia if they ever obtained power,
and he wrote down his fears, which were so tragically realized later.
These quotes may appear in the. next issue of ^'Womens Voice.

"

Otherwise, I am terrifically busy, I have sent out some
very dynamic new material which is* causing a great stir in Germany
and England and may smash NATO or else we will have to withdraw our
colored occupational troops in those countries. Aber'g & many others
are giving it the widest possible circulation, calling it more
important than the Rabbi *s speech. It is a recruiting-poster which
I saw in Chicago in a Negro poolhall, showing a black in U.S. Army
uniform & a blue-eyed blonde girl lolling her head upon his
shoulder as she, Hooks rapturously up at him. The text is as follows:

Obit IfitfORtfATTOH. CONTAINED. V
"THE SOWS AMERICAN PARTI"

enccoscee

C 0 P X 6,2, ZSC



YOUNG NEGRO AMERICANS.*

Are you hurt by race prejudice at home? Do white girls

ignore your friendly glances? Join the United States Army and

request overseas assignments in the homelands of our allies.

Your pay will be at least five times, that of the home troops you

will be training with. You will find girls unprejudiced against

the color of your skin and willing to accompany you. Negro

Americans, the white girls of Germany, England j
and other nations

are eagerly awaiting your healthy smiles.* JOIN THE UNITED STATES

ARMY TODAY.* •

I sent this to Aberg by air a, month ago
,
and it already

is raising hob with English & German governments, ahd may become

a big international issue. Of course, I hope it will force our
Jewish policy makers to deal on a fairer tasis with our allies and

force them to stop bartering the white girls of- friendly nations to

our blacks as an inducement to military service. If you wish
to send it to anyone in Germany ^please do so by all means. This

is just the sDrt of crusade for fair play fpr white people which I

spend all of my time and energy in. I have another very
interesting plan which i hope to inaugurate during January & which
will force the Jewish Consensus to the wall. Please don’t be
hesitant about, .sending this abroad, I stand behind it 100$ &
anyway Aberg is pushing it hard. If you know anybody in South
Africa who.would be interested, or want to send it to Der Weg,
please do so.

v

"With all^goo'dwill
,
Mst regards to

Mrs.jUf€iss & Kei||h>^
,W e j £>3 ,

(S) E. MUllios

P. S. May be in NY in about a week.

- 2 -
COPY
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-Av, w

defter ip Mr• Dennis 4* tlinn
Director
Office: ofSecuriiy
Department, of State

See director
Central, intelligence Agency
2430. E Street, iST., F.,

Washington,, p. C.

j

SBJ jCOU^SEES SERVICE,

ti

,
’ Attention:; Deputy Directory, Plans

2cc a 4ss.ie.taBt Chief of Staffs Intelligence (v/^hJLcsure)
Department of the. Army ‘ lf\ . \
£he Pentagon. \

Washington 25, D • {?* \ ,

'
'

' \.f
* '

. Attention: Chief, Security Division \

-See - Direcidr of ilaval Intelligence
,

' (p/Ei&.osure)
Department ,of the Navy ’ U Y '

„

2Vie Pentagon, l \
Washingtdn 25, Dm, :P*

11
, ,

2cc - Birector o/ Special investigation^ DY :C0URLE% SERVICE
The inspector .Central i •

;
’ (W/EnMosare)

Department of the Air Perga t\
. Duild.ihg Tempo £ \

Ath and Adams Drive, 3* W»
Washington, R'. .

POTS ON YELLOW: '

;
-

The New Tor# Office furnished a photostat of the
letter from. MUllins. to Weiss-; however, the Photostat was not
cleat and could hardly be reddf. therefore, copies were made *

. and .are being disseminated* Copies of reports on National
Renaissance Party have, been furnished to. State, CIA, Gy2,
ONI, OSI, Department and Legate previously

T
'i

O

j

f

K

\

* - *
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Mr. Williams

Assistant Attorney General
William F. Tempkins

Director* FBI

February .24, 1956

*)
,
NATIONAL HENAIl :'ALCE v’ARTX

lolltizmkhU wWCJIUTY - X
FBI File 62-D3296

RECORDED - 94 <*-* ' ££ — / u £ JJ
Reference is made to your memorandum

dated February 17 > 1956, concerning the captioned
organisation.

The flow York Office of this Bureau is
being instructed to make efforts to obtain the
information requested by you. This information
will bo furnished you promptly upon receipt
thereof by this Bureau*

2cc - New York (W/j

ATTENTION SAC, NEW'YO:

There Is being furnished you herewith
one copy of referenced memorandum from the Department.

You are instructed to make .every effort
possible to obtain the information requested by the
Department and furnish it promptly to the Bureau.

Poison

Boardman

,

tichols ^

CFW:feb :sad £r
( 6 ) :

tr

jbo

„

htertowd j

lei Room *ZJ
I. ^ Hi It* = 1

MAILED &

FEB 2 4 1956

CO/m~FBI
--

s r. 'Qrf!
M i «-? 1 - - -

Sjf /

V.

IT

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIHET
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAHSq?-

/

Vf

j
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• NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETD!,?

*/& •i’”

'

ran, : ^ *
>;

-

^.V-vW*- VN-
’,v

w: v v^>
t T. ^ ,r

y<i W -".,

. Official-, organ of the NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTf’dwo^
lean Republic, the preservation bf> American^ 8W»i«ie^<|ndiMe«^^

,

American regime' based on '.the principles of faci4''natibnhliOT
f

'an(l’ s6ciSl'
?1

justiceV
' '

American regime'Abased on-,the principles of racial'natibn’alisra
f

'ahd- sociSl ‘justiceV V

;

Published: in New fork, N.Y., • !.
*

<\ - j-'Jama^ry, -.1956''“.
_

^2
.

"00 'per 12’ issues V'<
-'.

,

*
• J ,

«
‘

i.
1

[

' ’

, •
j ’v-y" >^ryv» l‘.y '£ !^:f .rr‘.V?4 f V e

.

L

-‘V ; r '-'7 :

’:
’

'

•; : JEWISH LABOR CZARS, CALL FOR fflLITARY, j-';

:

'./ n.\ ;,
,.’i /••/.- -'•••'

’ James H,

,*!. During, January the Jewish, Press throughoutithelwori^trai • V
”,v ’/ •

f artill&ry barrages on the proud American states ^of^Georgia,' yi:*^^a4nd;’Mississippi^ '. ^

;

! whose traditional’ policy of 'racial hallowed foundation /
• >

stones {>f the .American Republic.' The alien ‘

*:
Jewish Press •’

.

-
.

'

conveniently’ forget -that .George Washington, iThcmas/J^ Hamilton', V
|

as well- as every; other -major; patriot .whose the ’Constitution -of .{ /'

’the United States,' -was either a slave-holder bc1l&te-^|ffeiiac: it/;> .TKei^Bill of,
•

'

Rights" made no mention of Negroes but; tefOT^js^^-'^-ESi^ih'ahd French, bond-
'

:

1

slaves or indentured servants who were* shipiW'^^^^^c^iiOT debtors prisons
-

;

'

iln the Old World, TheseWhite bond-servant^ had/WeysalM English -// r];

/and French administrators of the colonies.
-

«nd4he leaders of the /
American Revolution put an end to this barbaric -practice there- is]absolutely no ,• indi-. -

Nation that ' any of the aristocratic founders! of thb'Ameri'can Republic considered the. ?

••Jiegrb as- an^hihg more than a piece of] property.yit'-was,- consicered
1

an/obligation of
' {

;the White Race .to clothe, feed and house thelrjSiavesVarid^a^jy ^-te^ifen -T^o/.viqlateds.;-

I.this pattern or practiced] sadistic treatment} toward his 'a|ryl«rt

y

‘cized, -if ’hot; physically punished; by. Society.. ,>F^oof iba

•

s>,fwnders
:

r were C\)
1

,

•believers in-racial segregation, in -accordance
'34l< pi

.

-

the’ stronger, more intelligent race must completely domiiiate li s’inferiors-;"!iS”^

nished bythe fact that despite the, maintenance'' of.’ plantations bgs.

c

t

Washington and Jefferson no agitation in regard^tobhe
:
:status.ic f

,
the], Ndgro''aros’e*:ih .? „ : L’

;.America until the mid-1800's. It should also be pointed'’ out .th at'jth’e totitude

!Jewish agitators who today scream for the integration'tof-absoluiely hbnj?assimilabief
,

“.V- ’,

.fv

Iracial, minorities. with out culturally-creative :;Wbite-^ fail? |o practice frtiht ]they^.
;

>

ipreach ^Palestine, where they, treat their fklowlS^tebV’.thb A^ibsV^ttf
1

tartwa^cj^

u

.cruelty. These same .Jewish
1

‘agitators also of .l^steay
;
** - -1“

‘

when they seek to portray American- ari^toeva' ‘imet j^^dLipiarlli^Eib'' Henlltoo;''
•'

"v:V
.aid Jefferson' as proponents' of Jewish credos like’f'yracial - equa 1ityry-*the .unity -of , the,;’.V

i

’workers against management and world government”,
1

’' Allcf these '.jMisohous.-slogaM can,,

be traced back to the, perverted Marxist phU9«^-iito^‘^tti{e‘- .jfevw)*; 51
, »

;

ridden- mists 'rising from the evil,' murky' depths of thV‘STOmplSi.''^the ^eiAsK:nd.iScl;;'
- T \

.

slowly crept forth like a world-consuming plag^W’fr6m
:

;the: o'dious'hinterlandg^ ;
•-'

Polish and Russian ghettoes.
‘

-v '
j,

W; r,v c. '•
s

'

i
’

,

The Marxist .credo'
1

of the Jew has always ' sought; tb ^rness;, tto;,i^iitant jpcwprjof i
organizedlabor as:a battering ram against the .-'power;-^ Lohar’statei^ ;&wisra

: { f.V
seeks to tear a nation asunder by creating c^Jwarf^^ttain'^
national states. , Once the great mass of oigisited-clabor

J

jm- be

.the media .of our labor. union leadership, that the,

,

5

J©Wf' isA‘(their
1-1

jriy^frie^.^and
1

;

-

tor against "the exploitation of,- the prtletarlat^by,jthel,Capital: ist rulihg;,'ciass'-j jthby ,

>' ’

:

;
become 'a herd of blood-miaddened. beasts intent tt|oh ^irat^iing

’

'JFqiilihX ^
T**

\

byer the funeral' pyre ’of Western Civilizatioii.
'
.'Sidney.'HilHahC the ^mbi, $<''

„

.organizer of the CIO; came’ originally from C^a^^'JBa8%^.«^ear^ '•

4
•revolutionary .activities of the Jewish Socialist -.Bund, ./This, Bwfl'.Q^gant^^n' ww*theLt',v;/'/

forerunner of -the Communist^ Party 'of Soviet



assassination'; of many C’zarist officials'. 1 It?^s'M%-Gemri Jewish; labor;b?arsi'; -Kurt,
4

Eisner and, Rosa Luxemburg* who led ihe' Bsjd w^jj.In J9W* bTljew.:&^;
traitors proclaimed thegrea,t German Mmitipns\5tiikej4n l9^

'

Wilhelm' ,to. surrender Mi throne.-,.

the treason of Jewish labor
1

czars' sriio
1

masa-^>f' (tennaiv 'Mpricers >epsfshook _ y?

troops to overthrow the established! goveimehti^ a;M\4tej^^e;idt^iia?:,
v

capitol in Munich. The Jewish intenectiial^'arid;^labor .l^adei • ms
claimed the first Red Premier. The; Red ^eto^’ws '/sfer U3,; .befl tiiariks-.to the^io^aity.

of the German Army which' marked on Muni'chi andkmad* ei»rt
;
w«^.

;

rf.
<^.-ii^aai6u3 Ncnraih^

her traitors"- '•
’’

<:
'v -

,

-'’
1

'

'

1

' •'''•
‘

’ ’

-

'
'

'

:8v,whichiorced Kaiser,

War I '4as:

f
;brdught‘ about. by-

Roosevelt's Hew Deal Regime helped Soviet' Russiato dent;

Fascist Italy thus opening continental Europe; froro:the;Elbe

for the invasion of an Asiatic horde unparalleiedrsince: the

Ghenghis Khan's Golden Horde was carried' to the gates of Vie

Eisenhower, then called a general of. the.ai^V'ga^j^^-i^M^

Berlin, and part of Vienna to the Mongolian 'fiorile ^onl^lMsd.

Kremlin. Refugees fleeing westward; for pi’otectiori 'from'* the

tic savages were forced back into the waiting-' arms- of Stalir

soldiers obeying the order of the creature who.
;

has"since been

post of President of the United States;' the power of Roosev

hower is based primarily on 'the- Jewish-dominatei; American’ Lab

tical candidate, under the necessities imposed'by- durcorrupi:

tary form of government, is forced to craw! on his, belly- to

Puerto Rican mongrel who has- behind him' the power' of Jewry*!

which was formed by the recent merger of
;

jthe^CIO and.AFL, 1

in this oversized colossus which actually! represents; arieneiijy

fenses.

Let; us-, see now this J'ew-deainajleri 'c^of^is^a^e^'. fits;

"American government"' in Washington
1.

' V)ha,t are -,the natifre'-oi'

would these'; demands benefit most, -the Uniitcd .States orboviqt

headline in "THE MILITANT", .official organ of- the. Socialist

Trotskyite organization, reads , as- follows!

RANDOLPH" The article was written by the Jew, Carl Goodman.

"SENDU, s. arm

"A. Philip Randolph, a vice-president of the AFL-CIO,

International Brotherhood of Sleeping Car' Porters,, yesterdajfd'

Eisenhower call out federal
1

troops "to liberate the Negro

can send our Army to Korea for the -.protection of, Korean's 6,

a luncheon
,
of the Urban League in New fork, ’"the time’ has'

must send some armed forces 'to protect American citizens in :

in

Cd!

:
"Randolph was

Michael J. Quill.

seconded in hi s' demand

"If Federal troops can

by -Transport i'orkq

be-used against' 1

said Quill, "they certainly can.be used to implement decisions of the Supreme Court."

In 1941, Randolph and K'alter Write- (then president of the\NAApP) headed i movement

for march' on 'Washington ofl0,000 Negroes' jto compel'-passage cf fair employment leg-

islation, in war industries, It was; reported- that 100,000 we

,roy Nazi;
:

Gerinany'iandf
.

'•

River toVthe AdrihtibSea
'

yak-tailed standard of,
- •

nna. The ’simpering

to;abandon
;

Prague,-.

by‘ the Red'Jews in .the '
•;

[pursuing horde of syphili-

•
s' Red beasts by American

-

elevated to. the exalted <

elt, .Truman, and Eisen-

or Movement. Every poli-

and.'decadent parliawen- ;

[every African Negro and
,

12,000,000 man LABOR ARMY

bite .Gentiles’ have no say

army in America's de-

demand's. on -the’ so-called.-/

these demands? lihom
...
(

-

Russia? A glaring :
-

'

Workers Party, a

TO SOUTH," SAYS PHILIP
;

' he. quote in part:

and president of the'

eraunded that President

the South." "If we

(|00 miles away-,'" he
1

told
‘

[me when the President;,

the .South.

"

rs Union President-'

Ibor during strikes,".

re prepared to march,

by-its leaders, '. th[reat of the action

Currently, Dr. T.

Although the demonstration was called- off

forced President Roosevelt to enact ! the FEPC .executive order!.

R. M. Howard of the- all-'Negro town of Mound -.Bayou,' Mississippi, is campaigning for-

a march on the nation's capital to compel, federal action against the racists, .In-,

a telegram to Attorney General Brownell oh Nov'. ?5th,’ Dr* Howard said, "I am asking

one million red-blooded Americans to march on iiashington
1

in

that you and the Administration have turried'-to;-,the violence

Negroes."
!

u

protest to the deaf ear

in Mississippi against

*

, ^

1

“1

l-’’

y 1
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Thus.we find the 'trimnfaus pwer iWwntl;«^»»ting
‘

,openly, .and blatantly. with the notorious;.Jevdsh^‘ 4hd^flegrc> -agJ’tat^rs, 'in-'_A'rt!mr Sping-

.

;

arn.'8 HAACP., A former sleeping-car porter, the Negro ,r A . Phi li p; Randolph-, can order

-the President of;the- United States to send A^ri&Ji 4rpofte1^inWde' $he-*»wreign

! American state of Mississippi- and his demands wi‘ll,'be\,hee^ .behind this

'• Kegro' upstart stands 12,000,000 'slave iwbtes '/of./jbh^^hMH-^A^ZiaTOr^Mov - V=ha£- is
. ,

; the final intention of the' Jewish. clique pf |Duta%kysli‘.Holi'anaers ,
1 ,

Dave- Becks' . and
,

•
.

i 'the odious, mongrel gang which has inherited SMAy Hill—

,• „ man's CIO and' .Sammy .Gomper's AFL? VJhat ‘ has' a
r
iv/ays^beeni;the;-pu florid

, ,

.}
'

Jewry! s pose as. the saviour of . the lr(tert8ti?^!j^cii;
'

•'T^ei r* pdban.Vfor •' :’-; j

American ijabor is quite plain as we- shall
s

articl^;'
v
.- •; .?

I "Bureaucracy and the.' Socialist devolution"
J

jenr^ '.SfiWi^s's^jn^'JMiSty'-
'

!Y?
'"

23i 1956 edition pf "THE MILITANT": :
| ?

."The -attempts of reactionary historian4^'$^C

. orders to Jpreach against the evil consequ&ncfcsj^ to's^,;'

.no lack of historians who 'Sought to-

the fact that' the generation following 1789^ Sx
political hardships than the pre»revoluti

^

; not prevent the French devolution from

.
the outmoded system ;of Feudalism v/ith theftjTeh^prd^ressi-yp+^)ysi^V rdJ^ otv'^'S

v

‘

t

'

-"The slanderers of the Russian AevolaWt^ *'^S^

-

- ’ ades of. propaganda, in 1949, 600 Mlliok .lauti^^kyy
j ;

took the .road of October, 1917' and .swe^'^'lln^ ->iW^irtdJrs,'. ’caipl'iali sts '‘ami h
'' imperialist agents out,of •their'COuhtry.'"V;Vf .': \ ,

'

. /

: ' "And,will it prove, possible; to stap)the.socialist revolution .in America by cap-
j

italist lies about the Russian devolutionil'One.wbuld have -to be. totally ignorant of;

the nature- of revolution in-general aha of.‘ the coming American, revolution in particul

lar, to entertain such a .belief! Coul'd.thV'capitalists (stop. the. seal -revolution of
'

the CIO in the" Thirties 1

. by: antiVuhibn' prdjaganda? •. pr-by'.antj^union-'viblence^and -ter-
ror? . . -,. The- coming American revolution cannob be stopped any more than the birth';:;,

of the C10-coUld';be. stepped. . The nezta.revoiutionary steps of - the. American working,
j

"

. class . vdli arise--just'
1

as the. CIO. dill-^ut-
:bf^^iwnJnecessity^of.’ the,. class strugr

,
gle. And once the, victory of the American workers;!' revolution, has been- achieve^ J

1 '

then the. conditions that’- in the past have.-giveh r^ ^bureaucratic degeneration’ of

workers' organizationswill be eradicated’.’"!-:' .j"-
A-

Thus .we find Jewry's instrument .fbjr :theVdestmction qf;tfte! American economy,'

'the
:

CI0, obenly -identified with lefti solans tb.;foment the''bloody .horror of A . RED

REVOLUTlOlt, -TYPICAL' OF- RU SSlA'S- 1NF4*0JQS
;

d^!0GT?63Edi :A5AES1CA .
.' We cannot. blam|a

,'the 12, 000,,000 American wori&ro. elp(^l9^^'^7'^^u^;'|r^.'of,

. Bprld Jewry 1 S CIO-

AFL.Octopus. - These unfortunates, (lured byl.the , .promise , of .better -pay and improved
’

living conditions for their *famili ‘Wty>s^ilsvtq .rapacious,

Jewish labor czars. / The average &-,pdivioi/,dni
:

kj;..

good provider for his wife and child^^'^ fjie,;jta^
.

has. been subjected to
;

a merciless &eacK^5Bv;pfr il«8 ’convinced

many workers' that the solidarityiofthe internat^

ahead- of purely ^ri«^.inferesWv'a“ i

^'"',
‘

'the breakdown of racial segregation'
... ..

in the Middle East.
1

Should any/ o£''t&8,^<^Qj^^pp>j&rainw'8ted/.s3^v98 'In-^jhhe 'Cljj-V?

AFL war-machine question their Jeii’ishyjitiefe
**'““** 1 *v" *“J V*J ’.> -^ i*aai v'i

VrX ° !,Aj
,e

~'t ;*<: v

V" ‘v --'->

• '?\i f jssi'-f . ;,v- p; :

’
,

11 V
,<r '

V-»

‘

Vi
l.*' I ^

^

’'Vv-. .i; I
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: of the free and the hose of the gravbv" :

To further emphasize, the peril ^4ich Jerish and leftist c<ntroI, of orga^zed^
;

•

labor is bringing to Amerite we qudte- an .article entl^ Over Ole

1

Mississippi^- Oust" Eastlandi'xfrwi^ ‘

,tihsi;-i?iiEi 'iifO /pAi
:

LX:sWE!<S^t '* ® * :-A956 J.
f -v.-g;;

'"Emil’ Kazey, secrets ry-treasurer of^ Workers, .said today that ;

Senator James 0 . Eastland (O.-Wss.): shouid::te ^ ,
;

should be placed under a federal trusteeshipv' .Addressing the > Jai rd" Wfnhi^
;

Michigan

' fair Practices ana Civil- Rights Congress, ifazey?^ .. 4 :*

'

- i

' "Mzey called Eastland aii!!hbiiibsiMn.

.wW-c' o
:

Trof sfciii'n'o,’-'tn +,Hp : Tnfc&WiftRTfiRinTSte&npTH^lto'Mdo^

IIII

Congress. , As long aS
^

'the-'-parli cb^stt^/As^sIhx^
^

;

;

every major issue is maintained our pdlitiei.ans tvill be forced to obey the dictates.

'of each and- every political ii^i'eieon^ib'vli^s^’re^g
-.

:

jery of votes at election time.
: HitleryFrahco^issolini "and Herohknew thatdenioc-

"

racy was invariably, aii .
. 1 ngtruibexkt'.J ri.‘ ythe^Haiidl :af^the.F.;inte.'cns jX®^vv'tWey

that "freedom an.; democracy" meant only freedom for the Jew to exploit and terrorize

bis host people hence their fi rst ,’."'.'.4..?

parti es and., insti tutions" iv.bich; Kad-ibscoMe.dbplditi'C&Xjiloroth^is’j shanefui, .

.

prosti tution- of the peoples interests;.' For the same reason thb ;Jewi sh Press had to
’
g|g

rally the resources of. the- eriti pb' vori'd: ,&/”;iesirby '-/Adolfl Hi tie c
. G^.rnany just : .44

as they nov: are .marshaUiag-»Qrld’-dpi^b^^'^^^e;^fi.cEb']^^"2^Mn8Gy^ .
..

.FOUNDATION ?0d A rZCCliJ CIVIL .iAR iV^^Cav '^tiat el&e do ycRi think the Hed ;Jey--s :

in the Kremiin are v/si ting. for? • V '.vb 4?$;
''

:
'"Ai'"'

'

:
' •’-

' •>-'• - «

"The' American Veterans Committee; .tbi3^^r^&.i;^Sttaiv' . ;Vji4 .

i a ted against .ail articles . in6nu£^cl^r^^<>.r^gro^ai*^lp

;

:

' the growing anti -Negro, iavdesinesb.in that state. Kickey Lc|^ * ,;V-h4

chai TMllj G'lSO .UP'0 "* ^Dr: ° ‘’A -Viro iwpfifci nm - +.h'pi: ftktflblishffleilt^

political refugee..

'

that in some- way. the people #ie
;

i%n
1

!»+Wi 'inlrH;' i-Rv r*i vi 1 'T '^orr. tnenfVi © MIP
^ 1 J “*

,: u6lW»vO ui.,^uwivvw '**'7 “B yj vm, ,'T 1 “
,

t "

T

plod to work' ;o^^shank^4Ea

lork 'subway"' system . -t Goa ble st]^
;

,^61^ ey i,’’ ^ ’gv;;;

.

Hi t.+.0B fo

Hi
«<;£ if?

,.:;.J>.

M
!®8

m

t>-

?v:
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evacuation from the State. of Mi ssi ssi ppi|
j
the Jrdoca'tioh of all ;i linori.ti es who are

s

,,: ;
r

virtually prisoners' in -Uiat totalitarian stat^.-*_‘;xilMs' soi^'
appeals of Saamiy Untermeyer when- he pet ,^'w>i[ld^(ie;faclli^p8 fof^^sidlng ‘‘Geriii^'

^

kikes to American shores in’ 1933. 1 These same {"poiiti cal refugee . si Md. TietlW of
;

‘

*- .V;

Nazi perMcution" now own our press, radio, dnep^tei^J#, inti ,«bst;«?v?;^
pensive shops on Madison and Park Avenues- in ^ew' York^ every- maj >r yepartaenVstcire ^ :

4,V'a

in the United States,.’ andj .
for’ good measure, ;thej-American govern dent.)

''

2. - "Radio Free Mississippi s' Wei. ought -to set|up';|’'&mmittee to^ strengthen tte voice -5^);;,;

of freedom so that it; may. penetrate’ behind the )k^iia /.(^rlkln, ^in- iibitf wjf: the' ; / 44vi.
people of Mississippi may discbve.r what[the ojfvl'lil^ed ^'liepplje 'of ‘ ^Be'ri S - v;*.f

' _

ican be sure .that -'a- horde of professional Jewish’,agitator

such a project, these "tolerance merchants'-' wjjuid invent' a -whole ['brigade .of tiew;
;
.y-; {^-,^fe-;

atrocity stories to feed the bninm$beii American 'cfiqies o^tfudai: • . 'i&W sow ’tin*-.
•'

they would advise every Black -rapist irij the Sputh .to,flee to security in New York;

’

City. The rapist could- make afortune up North ty -telling: of the'
,

'sufferings.-he en-' .

dured fleeing from -lynch mobs. -Many stupid, Nev; Yorkers
;

imbued'>ith ’religi^
'will swallow this Jewish literary and verbal [trash as long as tl ei’fteen-ajp daughter!v it:

isn't yanked into a dark alleyway, and mhss-ralped by panting, luitful, Negroes and ^V:
Puerto Ricans.)

: V •„
• * '

I
•' \ •• ,4 : - ‘

r
1
’ *$J

In summing up we discover that Communist and Jewish forces both .within and with- ;
:

out the borders of the United States, are mobilized to foment a new’ Civil War' be-
.

tween the North and South.
,
By flooding the North and i/est with atrocity stories-

concerning alleged atrocities against, Southern Negroes, tthe Jew rare.'repeating the C.X
very tactics used on, a world-wide scale agaiist -Adolf Hitler.

!
(fter. World; War 'll .

•

.Soviet Russia controlled the Balkans, Poland^ Czechoslovakia an 1 Eastern 'Germany.

.

1

,
-

With the aid of Red sympathizers in the State Department' and ths Pentagonj Russia

gained control of 6(X),000,000 Chinese;! With| the aid of’ the French Jew, Premier
, 4

Mendes-France, Ho-Chi-Wnh's Red guerillas seized Northern, Indo-China. What remains .

-

as the bastion of Western Civilization? Only America and World Jewry is now prepar-.

ing to tear our nation asunder by Civil War .unless we abandon, : emocracy and accom-

plish in America what Hitler attempted' in Europe. There is no middle road. America

must AWAKEN OR PERISH. !

-
‘

'

A SPECIAL NOTICE TO OUR READERS.

Because we hope to continually expand the circulation of our monthly Bulletin we re-

mind you that the number of people reached with each vital issue depends entirely

upon your monthly contributions. Subscriptions cost two dollars per 12 issues. Fpr .

[everyone sending in a,minimum of42,00 this' month' we offer to'iend ONE’ COPY 6f EACH' :

OF THE FOLLOWING NEW BOOKLETS BY RETURN MAIL:
’*

:,i
'

,

;
V

'

1. "A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE" - a new pamphlet by the information Dept.' of the Egyptian

Government illustrating the pathetic plight of Arab refugees in the. Gaza Strip. ' ;

;

2. "GOALS OF THE EGYPTIAN REVOLUTION" - an 37 page, illustrated booklet' depicting

the aims of Premier Nasser's pro-Nationalist Egyptian Govt.

. 3. "THE PHILOSOPHY of the REVOLUTION!' - a [73 page booklet by Premier Nasser, himself,

concerning his rise from Army officer; on the Israeli fighting front to Premier of

the Egyptian nation.
. . |

’

|

’
-

,

Everyone sending in a two dollar! contribution this month will receive the above

booklets. Bulk quantities of this issue of the Bulletin cost as follows:

10 copies - - §1.00
j ;

'

- 100 copies - -412,

50 copies - - 57.00 -j,4-
j

500 copies - - $60

1000 copies - - $110 .

Rush your contribution or purchase ycur extra copies from:

;
;

-

:

! . NATIONAL OA1SSAKCE PARTY

j
10 West 00th Street

i

New Yo’k 24, New York
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Raise high the flags? Stand rank on rank

|

together,

storm Troopers marsh with eteady^uiet
tread.

Cur Comrades brave, shot down by Red Front

I

React ion,

m spirit maroh before the ranks they

i
led.

Make free the streets for brown battalia*

marohingl

Make free the streets! Storm Troopers

marsh ahead

Already millions ga te with hope upon
; our banner*

The day now dawn? f ar Freedom and far

Onoe Bore the storm appeal oalls all to

oombat*

Ve stand oreparedoOur oause w$ Bhall

defend.

Soon Hitler flag will
' er a11

i

housetops,

ftaraarvitflide will soon be at, an end,*
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11To -encourage

- and Asia as an. ant idotevt^

2 )To Enforce a atrlot pnllijp

;• -to |reflrve and advance^j^U-..

—

T-^;
,-

y, * which brought .the ^ulturaHnl'aooittll^
"'y-

-on ,to our'., shores in 1492, J-. ryJM
„t3)fo bring about a gradual (tepori'atloB:^^|!lljf'‘*lp

,M

< cannot be assimilated, with the; oulturaIl^^|6om|Mnt:J«W
-

te *a€w4^ y
-

, Laws must be passed t ofrigidly?
" ' l|

Phe' Jewish Race, which eonst ttiiUs -

*

Intellectual force behind ConriUnlsm;
f-*' - - — poiitioal aad

professional posts
•

'

‘

dominant White Race shallow

w about the wlj

Nat-fons'in order to
_

resources and man- power .

6 )The allianoe of German acje.

American technology

dominate both the AmarieT

with national pride as a sure antidote to,the in

of World Communism.
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TO ALL IQdBStS AND PCTBTMAL 11S^21S CF TES ELITE GUARD:

The uniformed Elite Guard of thej National Renaissance tarty was

founded as a semi-military formation for the purpose g

indoor and outdoor meetings of the Party, providing 411
. ,

guard fo? Party Leaders and participating in uniformed parades and

mass demonstrations. i

. „
Ycur motto is; "Loyalty, Service,- ptedienoe".

Your enemies consist of International Jewry on tl

International Finance on the Right.! Both,

forces seek to exploit the nation as a whole^fpr th<

purposes.
Aa a member of the Bijit e Guard,the 9-

the National Renaissance Party must .serve as youj^.P*

Your individualism must be replaced by
.

your duty

J

the national community. The Ary:ahil&ce 0 .

consist ing <

Nordic, Celtic, Latin* And AneWs4n^n P^PPj0®'^8

dominant oulture creating force ^
to survivo. AS Aryans be

NATION, Hxtremo individualism and .
internetlpimlis

others animated by selfish and ant

intellectual and political lifo of tho aetlgP* ^1

individualism must bo s«^fii^todJ?A^2community so must thu Arrests
*

subordinated to the needs of tho .LSXON-a* a unit.

Cur RAC2 and ou* IS.7X0N mist bo of paramount

members of the National Rcnnissanc^ Party

.

You may consider your enlistment in tho Elite

to an enlistment In a prlvato army.
|

wh®®“„®w°*'n
t^c

establishment of an American rogimo baao,a on the

R..CX/.L N..I IOHVLISH and SOGUL JUSTICS;
.

,e Loft and
.nt ernat ional
»ir own s e1 f1 sfc°

*poiht program of
ilitical Biblbo
l lid d avat ion to
if the ? Slavic*
; remain the
rn Civilization is

Dur RACE and
n enable J3W fS and
a -dominate the
st aslSxtrcmo. ,

t tho' national .

.

-

bo' ; :

;

impartano.^S^ga’lJL
•

Guard as similar
'

pose Is the ' *

prino ipics of 4

;/James ^KofeDOL^. *

_ it ional Dirc at or of the

Nst iohat. Renaissance Party
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H32OTS FROM MSIN KAMP:

(

(Iff STRUOOXE

Consequences of Jewish Egotism

i.
'

'.'i

) 3y-A50IF HITIp

Atyan Is represented ty the

M is the

The,' sight lest counterpart to the

Jew...., In hardly r.ny people in tha worl

instinct of self-preservation Welopel .more strongly them
in the so-called "chosen? Of this, the net 3 fact cf the survival

of this race may he considered the blsst proof * iiheic is the people

which in the last two thousand years has been expose^

changes of inner disposition, charao‘

What people, finally, has gone through]

And nevertheless issued from the m
mankind unchanged ?? Vfnat an infini

preserve the species speaks from those

to so slight

lght iest oat as

ely tough will

facts U

'.he' mental qualities of the jjw have been schooled in the

end this in a

..r.tolligonco is

ah instruction
:

carrot climb to the top. without

noods the four, let ion of the past,

in which it can to rcvcalc-d

is tesed erjy li small part' cn

tho exporienoo >f the time

general euliutal level provides the individual

a profusion e-f

course of it;:.ny c cnturics, T.

corta in sense ho has b.

not the r v3V-.lt- of his 'wn ;

through for cigncrsr. ?;,t tho i

n ^ r

;
for every step

and this in the coapr chons;

orlv in mon.oral cultvco, All

rx.ii ’3 cwn ;:nov: 'k-3nc. end :

that fc.s pr Cl j-j cS» ':’4 gen

man, ..It !:oi.t h is noticiry?

preliminary tecv;l '. 7Ko -;.ha t .
:

grev/s up among

last, centuries,

steps of his own.. The ley --f today, for example,

a truly vast number- of loo/mical acquisitions of tho

sc that ho takc-c for grunted and r,t longer ixys attention to much'

that a hundred yoars ago wa 3 a riddle to oven the greatest minds,

although fer following an$ und orstanding cur progress in tho fiold’

ir. question it is of decisive importance
;

to him. If a very genius

from the twonties of tho .past century should suddenly leave his grave

today, It would bo harder for him cVon intellectually to find his

vay in the present ora than for an average -boy oi fifteen today,

for he would lack all the infinite preliminary education which our

* present contemporary unconsciously, so to speak, assimilates

while growing up amidst the manifestations of cur plesent general

civilization.
]

Since the JEW— fj®r reasons whlcf will at once

1 ee erne app-r.r ent — -— -was

of Lis . ti.e ‘'car..: at ions of his iht

provided by ot tiers.
-

]

times developed through the cultural1

never in posses

telleo

m p<

tidal work
? ion of a oulture

were always

His intellect at all

world surround ng him*,.

I
-J

;

-'I

4 1

ter, etc, .as the Jewish people ???

greater upheavals then this or.efl?

rophes of

tc live and

--.I
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The reverse process never took place

Jewish People instiiaot! of self-preset*ut la
??

er then that -of other peopled,
arouse the impression that thint oil eotual gift 3 of other rac est he lacks aomnessential requirement for a oulturoS pcdplg, tho 1

V .
_
Ia thc Jowislv people tho will to self—sacrifltoyond tho individual *S; naked instinct of self-protcpparcntly groat sqnso of solidirity is based

^
hG
wr^i?

Stl
r+

t
4
tll&

J
soon in many <bthor living orxt

i
a &

Jso noteworthy that tho hord Instilmuuuel support only as long as a common-danger mckouseful or inevitable. The

"^its irai^iaue^k^?^^ disintegrates whori hun
*

.

p

f

f

1 laUGl bPf'*st s*;*Tnc sauto
. is: .t'ruo of horn

s

essc.ilrtnt in r. body*
-.s scon cs the. danger is past . 0 I

--'v
It is Similar With tho OT& „

' His flpnsh
-
°nHnfl?^^ ,it

rexists only as l04e as the exist elmakc3 It absolutely, necessary. Hov/evSico^on eno^,,is conquered;
, the danger threatening a

v'J o-o hidden,- the apparent; harmon:; of tho Jew?f aw
* "

'in?i
asaincmaking \vayv;f^/thjeir ‘bid’ .causal <

* ) t bn#
entices

a
;.$

CIQ^^: fianger forco* him to b|
P ent Ioes;<.him,.'. U these <twp grounds axU lacking, the.'Orassesu egoism c pme int o their own ? and

^03 e the unified ncoiile' tn-pr’^r: i «+- *4-*.

*h?y 'vould: Try 16 get ahead of oj

.-Jr 4 and oxt ornate ono ifinotiibieabsmae ,uf- aU sensed aelf-saorif i5*»
r

‘ ?
c

;
‘ a?Af a*. d td not : t.urn bat tie 1 r*t p^ 4.JL4 +4

Sc ^solutely wrong^tf^^
t^AcrXMc ® 111 the: jews from thea'faet-

' ;atr-uSglc, t
‘ :pr bettor expressed* the

r* t
A .vn*’- s " /- ' :? *

- -r; ,
*:c. - -

(i , V7yc '

V-W ' •

’yat ion is not
ff his intellectual
y are equal to the
lately the most
doalistio attitude,
ico does not go
sovation. Thoir
l tho very primitive
iturea in this

.pet leads tc*
» this seem
which has Just
jer abates into
ibs which try to
put scatter again

?any. idea
f

:st,4#

of sacrifice is
ice of the '

as soon as the
averted and the

Long themselves
one less The Jew is

: or a common booty
(jLhalities if the

. the twinkling of
d fighting bloodily

J fie in filth and
hate-filled
tho" absoluto

jtseXf in their
A 0̂ J-

r '

'.al^nso of'
ie.j,toe!Btiior. in
.heir follow
f?- T

^'-is^int-endod
fth^aaev/ould



Tho best we| t© knew tho J B W is*™

study the read which hjc has ‘ teken witl
other peoples in tho course of the cjonturlos* It st

this up In only one example* to arrive at tho nccc*
+. s his development has lv;*ys nd t '11 times b<

just s th t of the peoples corroded by him h:s ls<

s me, it is dvis blc in such [ox \min"t ion to <

development into definite sections wl^ich in this ohs<
simplicity 1 dosignato alphabet ioaslly® Tho first <

ancient Germany in the course of the hdvanoo of the 1

always they came as merchant s© ! In the storms <

however* they seem to have disappcar!odagain
?

and tin
the first Germanic stato formation may be viewed s

of a now nnd this time lasting Jewifi|c^tion of centr!
Europe© A development sot in which has always bee;
similar wherever tho Jews oncouft&crcld Aryan peoples

i

iin the body of
iffices to folv lov/

is cry r celi-ct ions
on the S'ncj

) boon tho '•••:;•

lividc his
') fox the s r k6 of
lows came to
Lomans* and as
>f the migrations^
i.s, tho time of
is the beginning
’.1 and Northern ,

l the same or

• The Jew hns always boon a pcoplo with definite radial r

.

oharact crist tea rad novor a religion; Only in order to^
ho early sought for a meanswhtoh could d 1st r< i ot unpleasant ;?

y -

attention fr->m his person* And what would have bean more expedient
J

and at the same time more Innocent [then the "enfces sled” concepit of-
a religious community ?t For here* ^oo B everything Ls borrowed or

^
rather svdlen© Due to his !own original special nature* tjhe Jew |

cannot possess a religious Inst Itut ionyr if for no other reason ^

boocuso ho lacks idealism inany form* and he ace belief in e

hereafter is absolutely forei^ to Ihim^And a reli gion ln#he
:

i!

V

Aryan sonso cannot be Imagined whi<4h lacks the conviction cf survival -

after doeth in some form®
;

Indeed* the Talmud Ls
c

'

book to
^

prepare a nr.n for tho her on ft -dr, but only for a practical and ^
profitable life In this world** I 1

The Jewish religious doctrine consists primerily in proscriptions ^
for keeping the blood of Jewry pure and for regulating the r

4?
, relation of Jews among themselves© But even more with tho rest of ,

x
" .T

tho world* in other words 9 with non-Jov/3® But even hero it -

is by no nouns ethical problems^hrjt ^r.'c' involved* but
.

extremely modest eponoaio oneho : Concerning tho, moral value ^
of Jcwishroligicus Instruct ion* there arc today rnd have boon at

nil tines rather exhaustive studies {(net by Jews; tho drivel v
^

of the Jews themsolvos on tho subject is* of coursa^adrpted -t o
.

its purpose) ) I

which neko this kind of ^
,

"religion scon positively monstrous according to Arym concept Iona,
a

The best ehr r-ctcri v, tion is provldv.dpby tho prciduQt

of this religious uduc; tion, th- Jew hir-sdlf. His^llf ^ is orily
;

.oo this

world , "nd his spirit is inwardly ' s alion^ bo^truo SGrtstiv nlty, >;
s

r s his nature two thousand years previous w*~ s to vtho» grenj% /
founder of the now doctrine » I

"

f -f,r .
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At ti. .cs of t ho? b it t ^ r c s C tst r 'e£

V

8 fury. egaii is t «hinj^
finally brcvfcs cuty.cn.: the plun'. ere- vn. ruin .‘ e*&s i sea>Vb

to lofon, then© elves gainst thw scourgo o^Go^i^
of a fow denturios thoy have cr.iic to kb$w >in* ,und-

'

-a5w^hSi^
that tho boro .fact of his .exist one o. la a'8 .

Now tho Jov/ begins t r ovoal his truo aualiti
flattery ho approa ehos: t ho g •vornnont s t p;ut s

and in this way aIways nc.nr\g cs to' Soourip zftfc;

his vlcyins* Even though tho
high against tho et ernal biood-sue kqr ^BjpRfc

pS?#'

myr

high against tho ,ot ernnl blood-sue kar

s

provont hin fron reappearing in a fow yoars-^Ua therpir^L^ffe

hardly rloft andj beginning tho old lifo
No persecution can Cot or hir. froii jtyranv

exploitation, tnone ©ah dr’ire him away ; ; o^iepUt: iO|i; .hsiv
'

,
.; is back "again in' a short ttoe, and Just

t

J
To prevent the very worst , at least r tb^^i^draw
the ’soil from his .usur ious hands be mahihg/:4t^lSpm:' -imposs^lh^^;:^

for‘
4
hia to acquire soil* ''

>£/ '.

o'’;.;-: :->-a .&3 tho pewer % of pr Ino os logins t a mounts'-.li^yuhhps^Sm®;

^

closer end closer to thorn* Ho hogs for ^patsOrtfr^ja^jL rP^i3T^io^QS
J
’*^^^^.'

. v "which .the. lords, always, in ^ nr*

givp^hiEi forsuitnblo payment « However much? th^» % |

r 00 overs tho money ho has spont in a fow yonrs^^r®?^i * ini or ost^d&d*
‘

'

1

compound interest, Atruo BLD0D-SUCK31 Kfeisolfit©; tho .

- body' of -the unhappy people and cannot ho pie kod off 'hht’il-*tho
’

0 »>tV thonselves again nood nonoy ‘

|

•

: . and with '-'their' own "oxafLted"l'iha|id3^te5^^^^'
, v off tho blood ho has sucked fron then and their own .pboplo* *

v
2r$£'.

r

^'

ri'"
***$$***$***#$ .

This is the first of nc.ny that y/il:. . _.
;;-V' - t

x u. j. a xa buu xxx&u ui
\

.

vv--. Ci,.I^ho National Ronaissanoo Party*
* *

"Vt ' *
. >. ,\r\; .V./

fool that tho Anerican pooplo have boon fooled ^ihtev

"^fv^.v^to kill tho one Arcy that could havo stopsOd:gt hb'-. Cqr&^ist^ -A-

Ai;fA i

- ' ~
• ;

r

='\ ^
« w* .

'/v..
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v? ^

fighting ono war by tho Now( Jowjloalors^ ar.icr lor. nust nover again

H
"‘

"Kto^ifar for „tho tTows *^
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ln:'holp.ing to-.kill Oapnjiny^prp hb&f«fg|i^-^^
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"To whet cd extent tho wholo exist enoo of this pooplh
;
||f;

;
ba :

8:

rn a continuous lie is'shosn incomparably by the Irttocols |
•OSS MEN- OF ZION so infinitely hated by the Jews.

'

'

"They are based on a forgery",the
|

frankfurter Zeltung-

screams once every week: This is tho best proof that the ?rof|koli f
authentic, What many Jews may do unconsciously is hero cohll0sly|i'A

oxpcsecU And that, is what natters, it is conplctoly indifferent'';™- k

what Jewish train these disclosures originate; the important thing

is that with positively terrifying certainty they reveal the

nature and activity of tho Jewish people and exposo their inner contexts

as well as their ultimate final aims.jTho best criticism applied to

them, however, is reality, Any one who oxamlnos tho historical

development of tho last hundred years from tho standpoint of this book

will at cncc understand the screaming of the Jewish pross, For onoo

this tcok((thc Protocols of the elders of

zion)) ((has tocomc tho common prpporty of the white people, tho

Jewish menace may be considered as broken." With the appearance cf

the first fixed settlement, the Jcjv is suddenly "at hand" He alwys

comes as a mershant and at first attaches littlo importance to the

concealment cf his nationality. He is

among ether reasons because the outward

v|$$j^jj|

still a Jew, partly perhaps

racial difference between himself

he settles

villegos and mdro and more

rog&rds comncroo as well as all

and the host people is too groat,and his linguistic knowledge still too

small, and the cohesion of the host pocple too sharp for him to daro to

try to appotr as anything else then a foreign merchant .With his dex=

terity and $ho inoxperlenoo of his host pooplo, tho retention of his

character as a Jew represents no disavantage for him, but rather, an

advantago; tho stranger is given a rricndly reception,,,

Gradually ho begins slowly to bcoorio active in economic,

lifo of tho nation ho is in, but oxclusivoly as a middleman. With a

, thousand-year-old meroantilo dcxtoritl|ho is far superior to honest

Aryans, so that in a short tUmo owmerbe threatens to become his

monopoly,,, Tho Jew now booomos a steady resident; that is,

special sections of tho oitics and

cons'tituUs r. steto within a stato. He

financial transactions as his own special privilege which ho ruthlessly

exploits.. I

,

The cup is full to overflowing when he draws the soil

into the sphere of his commercial objoots and degrades it to the.

level of a commodity to be sdld or rather traded. Ginob he himself

never cultivates tho but regards it only as a property to be

exploited on v.'hieh the peasant can well remain, through tho most

miserable extortions or. the part of his now master, tho aversion

against him gradually increases to open hatred. His blood-sucking

tyranny becomes so gseat that exoesses against him occur, people

o eg in to look at the foreigner moyo and more closely and discover-

more and more repulsive traits and characteristics in him until the

cleft tiooomes unbridgeable,.
j

If you do not have a copy of the Protocols of tho Wiso Mon of

Party will bo able to get onoZion,

for you,

the National Rcnnissanoc

urito tOo.o The National Renaissance (Party

224 Bastinin Stroot

Beacon Noiif York

United states of America,
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Assistant Attorney Genera!
William F. Tompkins

'

Director, FBI.

r
iip

Kie»i^
. • V -V

March 7j 1956

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY ,

WWlDnrn INTERNAL SECURITY X
f
,i

«H»»nrr'
• gg FBI File 62-83296 S’f

In accordance with the request made by”
Departmental. Attorney Daniel Donoghue of the Bureau* s.

New York Office during his recent trip there is'
. transmitted one

:
Photostat each.of the following:

1* "Handbook for the Elite Guard
of the National Renaissance Party* ,L

2. "Excerpts from Mein Kampf by" Adolf Hitler." '
.

"1 -

'*

*

- 3 . National Renaissance Bulletin,
Volume 7, No. 1, dated. January,

_ ,
1956.

(3) ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN®

HERBINiiS UNCLASSIFIED^

\
Tolson

Boartfman

.

Nichols ^

!

Belmont _
illrbo

M<*r/
Parsons

.

^osenL
[

famm

,

‘itfO :

—

Wnterrowd v

I

Tcle. Room
Holloman

NOTE ON YELLOW:

The- afore-mentioned were 'transmitted by
New York let 2/28/56 in captioned matter.

53AR1219SB
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TO

FROM,d
DIRECTOR, PBI (62-83296)

SAC, NEW YORK (105-6112)

.GOVERNMENT*

DATE: 2/28/56 .

w- s3
subj^cT:||J^naTIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

- * IS - X

9k. Enclosed^are tw6 Photostats each of *£lxcerpts of
Moih_Xj~~pf _an<* /Handbook of Elite Guard” 'which were requested

2^13/56
06 Deparfenent Attorney

] |
at - the NYO on

is t9 be noted that the quality of these .photostats

S «5 ***. b® s
.
t coptea available inasmuch

3was also of
as the original Photostat furnished by
poor-quality* ’ -*

Also enclosed are two Photostats of the -Rational
|^j^^^»TL9^6,->.which were furnTshed^to
on 2/20/56*

b7D

b7D

Bureau (62-83296) (Encs. 6 )(rm)
1-NY 105-6112

^ '

'•a'

AM, INFORMATION CONTAIN©
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED x/

,

DAIS <LM

-*?Ui A??m
*X*U.

IbljVSs

S23 MAR. I 1956 „
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* ^VgPARP HO- 04

'&nyffice • UNITED STf £ES GOVEEJ

TO DIRECTOR* FBI (62-83296) DATE: 3/7/56

^Uom • -SACi NEW YORK (105-6112)

- suBjECTrNATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

f '
•

f Rebulet to. Assistant Attorney General WI'T.t.tam p 4

TOMPKINS, 2/24/56.

Enclosed herewith are two photostats of typewritten
reports furnished by |~

|
on 2/29/56 concerning !

I | meetings of the captioned organization * These are all the

b7D

reports furnished by this informant, including, those reports in*
which reference is made to the Fascist nature of 'the organization
and the* use of force. and violence, and concern meetings on the
following dates: >

ftate of Meeting

-Jay 2, 1952/,
May 9, 1952 ^

f May„23i 195.2V ,

July 11, 1952x
September 19, 1952
October 10, 1952V
October 31 , 1952V*
November 7# 1952 * '

May 15, 1953V'
May 22, 1953*V
June 5 f 1953 S
July 24, 1953’VV
August 7, 1953 ^
August 28, 1953V
October' 9> 1953 ^

Number of Pages in Report

5
5
1
2
3
3
2
3.

1
1
1

j

K8h INFORMATION CONTAXHKT
*

HEREIN ISWCMSSIPJED / 1

3<>V*>v

I

1
1
1
1

advised that
I I but received this //

)

information from a source which he termed reliable but whom he Cb?D
declined to identifyT added' that he would be unwilling
to testify regarding the contents of these reports because to do
such would compromise his pfeseht position as an |

J
and^render him ineffective for other

investigations;. . ..

/2-*Bureau (62-83296) (Enc

.

M-New York (105-6112 ).^
WM« JtJJ-

+ ¥

*./&

EAB-.EG

(3) ;
• \V;

ivh
> v

Mar 191936?^

is
xlMAR: 6 1956
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’
.. Letter to Director, FBI -

NY 105-6112

The following police officers who attended meetings
of the National Renaissance Party have been interviewed with
regard to testifying regarding, statements they could recall
indicating the Party's policies on force and violence. They
were unable to recall any specific instances where violence
was advocated.:

I

1

n

.

| Bureau of Special Services
*4

J, Bureau of Special Services,

t Bureau of Special Services

Bureau of Special Services

3 23rd Squad, NYCPD

Further efforts are being made, by the NYp to comply
with the request of the Justice Department, regarding officers
of the NYCPD who would be able to- testify in this regard* and
a letter will be submitted, concerning this matter in detail in
the near* future.

ML -.The original letter dated
J requested by the Justice

f/25/5^i addressed to ^
apartment, is being for-

warded to- the FBI Laboratory under separate- cover together with
known handwriting specimens of* JAMES^IADOLEj, in an effort to,
determine if the signature on this Tetter is authehtiq. Results
of this examination together with the original letter will be
forwarded to the Bureau when received by this office .,

I ladvised on 2/28/56. that he Is unable to
locate any copies of foreign publications at this time ip which
activities of the captioned organization are publicized. The
NYO will make further efforts to obtain such publications as
requested by the Justice Department and furnish such to the Bureau
if obtained.

ho
h7C

b6
b7C

b7D
4

j
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FEDERAL BUREAUyOF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

AIRTEL /
NY, NY, 3/7/56 /

Transmit the following Teletype message tos 'BUREAU

^NATIONAL RMAISSANCJSJLARTY, IS - X

ReNY let, 1/25/56. ^

The "NY Daily News” dated 3/6/56, carried
a story indicating that EUSTACE MULLINS, 60 East Rth
Street, NYC, was suing the American Petroleum Industries
Committee for $50,000 alleging "breach of contract. MULLINS

?

alleged that he prepared more than 100 articles and speeches

on Zionist activities and spoke weekly at street meetings
of the National Renaissance Party for the committee. He
said that as a result of this work he was cited ij. times in

/ a report of the House Un-American Activities Committee on
Neo-Fascist Groups. This story also received coverage
in all other NYC newspapers.

\p
| |

indicated on 3/7/56, that MULLINS
was associated with the National Renaissance Party long

\\ before he was employed by the Petroleum Institute and has

4] maintained connection with other Fascist groups since he was
"\ dismissed from the institute.
i i

| indicated on 3/5/56, that

EUSTACE MULLINS received a letter dated 2/27/56 from S.E.D.

1} BROWN, PO Box 3638, Capetown, Editor of the "South African
Observer" indicating he had received a news item from
ABERG in Sweden about MULLINS US Army recruiting poster.

BROWN said he put this item in his Letters to the Editor
column and would publish the poster if he received it.

The contents of this news item was identical to information

contained in the enclosure to the referenced letter to the

Bureau dated 1/25/56.,

y
Mr. Belmont

3.)- Bureau (62-83296) (RM)

recorded - 7®

IJ.JQKELLZ fr-
—

E MAR 8 1958

Approvea.
I^7Speolal. Agarvt/i* urge

_M Per,



SAC, New York (105-6112) March 13, 1956

Director^ FBI (62-83296)

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
EITERNAL SECURITY - X.

-

Reurairtel March 7, 1956, containing,
information relative to suit brought by Eustace
Mullins against the American. Petroleum, Industries
Committee.

" ’ . . - .

The information in referenced airtel
does not show clearly 'the reasons for the suit
brought by Mullins. Therefore, you are instructed
to furnish the Bureau promptly complete details
concerning' this situation and should continue to
keep the Bureau advised of all developments.

NOTE ON YELLOW:

Department is actively considering holding
hearing to determine whether captioned organization
should be designated under Executive Order 10^50 .and.
therefore., any situations arising with regard to the
organization or members thereof might be of interest
to the Department. Information concerning this *suit
by Mullins will be furnished the Department upon
receipt of additional clarifying information.

ALL
TK?0RMAtl0KC0|TAITlE3

CFWigft^zu
<4) jar

r>

O R 16 1956
cfx
(0 &C



X D- i i a Williams-^ vi

Assistant Attorney* General
William F. Tompkins ~

Director, FBI

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - X.

MSrCh\L6,l956
V 1

DSCIiASSiflEDBtf.

U-

A
\

f! w,

' .*/
'+

l

vf

t Reference is made to your memorandum "dated
February 17, 1956, concerning the captioned organization
and my reply thereto dated February 2^, 1956.

Confidential Informant T-l in the report of
Special Aftent l I dated March’ 25, 1955,
at Now York, New York, concerning the. captioned organisation
furnished reports concerning the following meetings of
the captioned organization. One Photostat of each report
is being furnished you herewith.;

< '

•? 1 i'

i

^
'

J.- +• i
*

* $
-\

j

May 2, 1952
May 9, 1952
May 23, 1952
July II, 1952 .

September 19, 1952
October 10, 1952
October 31, 1952
November 7, 1952

May 15, 1953
May 22, 1953
June 5, 1953
July 2*f, 1953
August 7, 1953
August. 28, 1953
October 9, 1953

K *

f-
A jf

H
i

This informant advised he f

^
H

Tolson
Boardman „

hlichols^
Belmont —

,

I Ireceived information concerning these meetings
from a source whom he termed reliable but whom he
declined to identify.

T~ T-l added that he would be unwilling to testify
regarding the contents of these reports because to do so
would- compromise his present position and would render
him Ineffective foj^ggjjg^e assignments in his presentjjob.

,
- rl. It is requested tha^ these reports be rt

t'6r the Bureau when they are no locger-needf^li' the
Department'..

b7D

NOTE ON YELL’OW PAGE 2.

hed

Harbo«
Mohr

Parsons

,

Roseau
Taom^
SIzoo

^jntcrrowd *
Tele. Room i

Mollomac^
Gandy 6

0
o

CFWigft
(*f)

'

xm
COMM * FBI

* HU i -y

MAR‘16»i^8-

MAILED 20
|
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Better to Assistant Attorney* General
Killian F.= ffiompkins

Five members of the Hear York City Police Department
who have attended mootings of the national Renaissance Party
have been interviewed but "Were unable to recall any specific
instances where violence was advocated. Additional efforts
are being made to locate officers of the Hew York City Police.
Department who will be able to testify in this regard.

She remainder of the information requested by you
inyour referenced memorandum is being obtained and will bo
furnished youpromptly upon receipt thereof by this Bureau.

(15)

HOTEf ON YELLOW:

T-l is I [ whowas interviewed by a
representative, of the Department on 2/13/56 in connection
With the forthcoming hearing on this organization^ to
determine whether it should be designated under EO 10^50.

;o give a depos:
Jwho has declined to. testify but is willing
cion.

- 2 -
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M8WS RELEASE
gebruarg 3Q. 1956

^ffosa: ©JSgACB ERJLLINS, author and lectures <wa international

finance and polities.

lPor immediate Release

mi'sm ckarqbs oib wem with ihuback oy contract

Bustace BSullias, author, off ®0 Bast! 4th Street, Hew IfoRfc 3, H.

*Oed suit against John M. Bivins and the American Petroleum Industries

Committee, 50 West 50 Street, tfv& Work 20, hL TT. , before the Supreme Court

of Hew Work today, seeking $50 ,000 in wages and damages, The complaint

alleges that the Committee, known as the 041 lobby because it ip the only

organisation which maintains paid lobbyists ^or oil interests before prin=*

cipal' state and national legislatures, hired! Bustace Bhallias as a propa-

gandist in 1053, It is a subsidiary of the American Petroleum Institute,

of the same address, whose dirRctos-s control! vast oilfields injlhe Middle

Bast, They hoped to offset the very favorable pro-Israel press and the

Jewish bloc in Congress by presenting the Arab case through CSullims* propa-

ganda, He was eminently qualified, having been a researcher atj the 1 library

off Congress, an investigator for Senator MsCiarthy , and a lecturer on Israel

before H, 1#, Hunt *8 pacts Porum groups. Thp American Petroleum Institute

itself is a potent political power which swung several important states

behind .gisenhower in the elections off 1052.
|

Briefly, the complain^ states that Sustace Sftillins became the

leading anti -Zionist writer while working for the American Petroleum

Institute, His office was an international jclearing-house fforjanti-Zionist

writers and propaganda. He prepared more than one hundred speeches and

articles on Israel , delivering weekly talks at the street meetings of James

Hadole 1 a ultra-conservative national Renaissance Party in Workyille, as well

as Pacts Forum gatherings.
|

j

In April, 1054, after more than a year as propagandist for APS,

ESUlllns was told by John H. Bivins that Zionists were mobilising against

the OU bobby because of his work. The directors had decided that Hull ins

should continue his effective campaign without being openly connected with

APS. A verbal contract agreed to pay him $^5,000 on January ll 1056 for

his services to that date.
|

In December, 1054, Mullins was cited four times as Wei-Fascist by

the House Un-American Activities Committee for his work with APS. St® report

criticised articles he had written for such j nationalist publications as

Common Sense, and Women's Voice, on tidelands oil and Israeli Regression
against Arab women and children. The directors of API, fearing repercusdons

from powerful Zionists, refusal to see Uullins again. He continued to perform

his dut ieSpfalthftilly according to his contract throughout 1955. In May, 1955,

a nationally-syndicated series: on "hateraongers", placed in the Congressional

Record by ^^-Zionis^^^
4
tor4ives-,- attackeR Mullinses -a- '.‘-frek-lancer of

hate".
!

felng^nR57^1tM^dtrected public relations for tha Rational

Association for the Advancement of White People ,
lectured on Fiiscism before

the Department of Philosophy at Northwestern University, and helped to form

an active and powerful coalition of Christian patriotic groups. He hoped

that conservative oil men would demand that! API fulfill its contract with

him, but has found it necessaiy to file suit to inform them of the problem

and to force API to live up t( its agreement. He believes that such directors

of API as H. L. Hunt, world’s richest oil man, will renew their efforts to

halt the fanatical Zionists it Washington who are pressing for war against

the Arabs, despite the faetthst this may toRch off World War III.

Eustace Mullins is new Executive Director of the Aryan League of

America, with headquarters in Virginia, and! Director of the Realpoli tical

Institute of Chicago
,

111. HRwever, he will continue to direct his wide-

spread affairs from New York,
!

,

-0- !

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE ALL NEWS ^SERVICES

Further info- E. Mullins, 6o!e. 4th St., Nfew York City 3, or J. H . Di vins

,

!

!

LjU 6-4230



Assistant Attorney General
William F. TompkiSS^

- William^';

March 23, 1956

Director, FBI
^ ^

^CORDED - 52
^ "tv*

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTI
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

l / u *

. . - There is being furnished you herewith for your
^information one Photostat of a news release, dated February 28;

,
1956, issued by Eustace Mullins regarding legal action
taken by him against the American Petroleum Institute.

t

A confidential informant of the New York Office
of this Bureau, who has furnished reliable information in
the- past, advised that this suit appears to be nothing more
than a shakedown by Mullins to obtain a settlement from' the
*“ierican Petroleum Institute*

ALL im?0BMATlON CONTAlNBr

jcV $<>>

NOTE ON YELLOW:

Mullins is connected with the captioned organization.
Department is actively considering holding an. administrative
hearing M. order to determine whether the National Renaissance
Party should be designated -under EO 1045P.

r

i

\ ToIsod .

Boardman

,

Nichols^
Belmont

Hdrbo^*
Mohr,

*

‘ Parsons

.

Rosen =,

Tamm »

Sizoo

Winterrowd

.

Tele. Room
Holloman _
Gandy



UNITED ;STA'

DIRECTORi FBI (62-83296)

lACi NEW' YORK (105-6112X

DATE:

GOVERNMENT

3/20/56

fATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS-X "

,

"
'

• -
,

^ i ’

Rebulet 3/13/56.. ,
*

Enclosed herewith? RTS
dated 2/28/56* issued by Ey|TAT
a^^hj^^ainst the American^B^yjt^ggjni. xnsx;iT;upev ^

^•photostats of a press release.
'"‘LINS regarding his 'legal

in. Institutes

. % J . , ,
1
advised, on 3/9/56 that .MULLINS filed

his complaint against the American Petroleum institute in
• New York County on 2/28/56/ docket #2568 .' He indicated that
the. American Petroleum Institute had retained the. firm of
Wickes, Riddell, Bloomer, Jacobi and McGuire', 60 Broadwav.
NYC,Xto. handle this case. He added that this suit appears to

• be. nothing more than a shakedo^ by MpLLINS ,to phtaih a
settlement from the American Petroleum Institute., ..

> . : . The NYQ wil-l kefep the^ Bureau advised -of all
developments in this situation. * ' - '

>
' ^

reau (62-83296.) |Enc. 2) RM
* 1-New York (105-6112 )

‘

-fA'V

'
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_NATIORAL ftENAXSSAMCE KJLLET1N_

Official organ of the NATIONAL

American Republic, the preser

of an American •regime based 01

justice* .

Published in ftew York, N. Y.

«2 o00 per 12 issues

m

The espionage exposures

War II brought to light the
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and Development. Later, President Roosevelt
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He was Director of the 'treasury's Division of Monetary Research. (This
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General Clark was able to express his disappointment verbally to both Byrnes and
Marshall because they had, not seen fit to honor his recommendations and both informed
him they had never received his protests. On the other hand, they denied having
dictated the messages which ordered him to surrender control of Upper Austria and the
b&rges.

General Clark also testified phat when he took oyer the occupation of Austria there
vvere some 300,000 unfortunate destitute white Russians, Ukrainians, Balts, and
Poles stranded in the American Zone. The Russians requested permission for their
repatriation commission to talk to these people and persuade them to return to Russia
but Clark, who knew the Russians quite well by this time, refused. However , Wash-
ington overruled him and these poor people were turned over tc the Russian
inqui si tors.

During the war end post-war periods countless decisions were rcade in the State and
other important Departments which were favorable to Russia anc opposed to the in-
terests of the bnj ted States. Just who mads or promoted the deci sion in each par-
ticular case will never be known, when Congress made efforts to investigate in-
cidents -which appeared suspicious, it was learned that vital documents had disappear-
ed and it was impossible to place responsibility for anything. No one was punished
and only a few employees were removed from their jobs. But this much is clear.
Congressional investigating committees definitely established, 1. That Communist
espionage cells had been ope re.ting in every vital branch of the Government.

That the members of these cells had stolen a vast quantity of vital documents
r.nu turned them over to RussiE.n agents. 3. As previously stated, the composition
of these espionage groups was overwhelmingly Jewish, so it is reasonable to believe
that Jews were responsible for a major portion of the skulduggery.

that has this country done to the Jews to warrant such treachery? No other country
has cone as much to befriend -them as the United States. No other country has given
them so many opportunities ano so much freedom... They const! tute one— thi rd of the
population of New York City ard, in propc rt:. on to their- numbers, they own by far
the largest share of the city’s wealth, its theaters, moving picture theaters,
real estate, hotels, v/holesale and retail f: rras, manufacturing establishments, etc.

The withdrawal of British troops from Pales pine/and formation 3f the new Jewish
State of Israel was due, principally, to the efforts of President Truman, under
pressure :m Jewish politicians. Initial financing of the young state consi sted
of loans and gifts iron the Urited States. Sponsorship by the United States gave
to the infant state the prestige that enabled it to secure a seat in the United
Nations.

Yet at the very time the Uni ted States Government ’was spending millions of its tax
payers' collars to feed and clothe Jewish Di spossessed Persons in European intern-
ment camps and provide homes for other thousands -of Jewish refugees; in the United
states, Jewish traitors were systematically stealing plans and specifications of
our most secret defense 'weapons and turning them over to Russian agents.

wone ox these conspirators was a poo r , downtrodden
, underdog. Without exception,

they were well fed, well educated graduates of leading universities who held Im-
pc rtant posi tions of trust wi to the Governme nt because of the! ? special training.

It is well known that membership of the Gomn uni st. Party in New York has, for years,
r-^-n overwhelmingly Jewish, Jewish neighborhoods in various parts of the city are

of Communism and include writers, ccmposprs, dancers, artists, as well as
nv.yers, doctors and business men of considerable wealth

i
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:
but the mouthing of propagandists. ,

IMPORTANT, M! SSSAGE T0_00tl_READE RS__

The above article, 'THE JEWISH ENIGMA" is written by1 a man who is wel1

acquainted with subversive activities t-f fled agents within the A”6
^

06” government

for the last twenty yearn. Me urge. ali our members to purchase extra copies of

this issue and give it the widest possible ci rculation.



8

BuXK quantities of tnis issue »ay. be purchased at the followijg rates:

. n QO 100 copies il2
10 copies — -

50 copi es - - $7 «Q0
500 copie

1000 copies

For h3s ffilloW
-

cler^cs^who^preach the foul (ioctrine ..or^
:^acial^ ihtegration. . . „

SEND YCUS COLLAR COBTfllBUTlOiJ 'AMD RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BOOKLETS:
.

j

x.

Commi'ni stri and Christianity*,. .

. ; .

-

« u + r'f* Tiflrx 1 ’ by Rev • Carl Wlclntire

2
- toLTSnd his clerical bolsheviks Lo preach

racial integral ion.
.

^

. „ ,/g

3. "Building- the Superoh.uruhrfs. .Preserving the GMFaith" - - Mclntire

. ^

.. "The Truth about' the PeUi V*^arl^ntir. ^

Send your contribution or yk t,o uoilar .
subscription or order extra copies

of this edition from:
,

•

'

National Renaissance Party

10 West 90th Street

New York 24, N.
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Office Mempr

,

UNITED STAtO
r x

GOVERNMENT

_ -.lYrBBfflrQRx FBI (62-83296)

MUom s SACi NEWYORK (105-6112)r W
Subject:, NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

IS-X

DATE; 3/29/56

%
s

V

ReNYle.t 3/7/56.

1 Bureau of- Special Service's,
>n
/f
2/28/56« that his office had closely covered

lePijRP, during 1952 through 1954 and had had men
^ ' ''

V" . L3_ / _\LJ 7* * *1* J t -LI. J _ :

NYCPD, indicated on*
the meetings of the _ _
assigned to attend all- of the outdoor" meetings, held by this group.
He said he had ’personally attended dany of these ‘meetings and had
never recalled hearing any statement^ made which advocated force
and violence. He- said that' JAM^^MADOLE, the principal speaker
,of the NRP, very cleverly qualified any

_

references he did make
to the use of force and violence. I Iadded that the NRP
appeared to- him to, be mainly anti-Semitic in Character. He said „

that:, reports of all these meetings were filed by the officers
*

of Ms department who attended. These reports' of BSS were Re-
viewed by SA I

~1 and no statements, were located
wMch indicated that the speakers at these meetings had advocated
force and violence., • - •,

be
h7C

In addition to
I

_

I were,
interviewed and no'ne of them could recall that any statements
advocating force and violence, were made at any of the meetings

l( „

f:

0

>11

£ IX.

Ti
>

*

:<

of the NRP which .they 'had attended.

It is noted that the, report of I I dated
5/15/53 f which Was previously furnished to the Bureau, contained
information to the effect that a New' York City patrolman, SMeld
#7340, was present at an NRP -meeting on- 5/15/53 where certain-

^ overt statements were made .
-

^ [ l6th Precinct, NYCPD, was
^ interviewed on 3/5/56 and, indicated that he had held SMeld 4.

1

ho
- b7C

b7D

3

since January 1953 . He said he had never been, assigned to cover
meetings of the NRP arid had never been assigned to the 23rd,
Precinct wMch covers the area where, these jg|^tings were held. ®,

(^Bureau (62-8329.6) (Enps.2) RM
,

l-New York .(105-6112)- -
_ " ^ $

ho
b7C

•T t -•"'•airreTOai/.irrB

, V fib,

VV -» A. :- ft
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Letter to* Director
NY 105-6112,

l

on 3/19/56 “SKat
meetings of the NRP during 1953 but added that he was unable to
recall any specific instances where speakers of this group had

.

advocated the use of force and violence . These wire recoydingst
made by I l consisting of eleven hours * were tiken at
meetings on the following dates:, 8/28/53, 9/4/53, 9/11/53. .

9/18/53, 9/25/53* 10/2/53, 10/9/53, and 10/16/53* 1

indicated that these recordings Were generally of a poor
quality because of considerable interference from* street noises

.

L 23rd Squad, NYCPD, indicated,
•he had; been assigned, tp -.record certain street

he
b7C

SAs I I listened
to these recordings and no statements were located which indicated
that -the speakers at these meetings had advocated force and

- violence* The following statements, dre typical of the content

-

= of these recordings: .

bo -

b7C

9/4/53: JAMES' MADOLE stated that the State Department should
be abolished inasmuch as the English take care of

all of its work — The MRP is the only political party to take
a stand oh the racial issue — The NRP advocates* use of a semi-
military unit because that is the only thing our .enemies under-
stand -v- Hitler and Mussolini were hot the, enemies of this
country but it was those parsons Who attacked them.

9/11/53: MADOLE spoke Indicating that the NRP was against interr
marriage Of whites and negroes — The' NRP was against

the UN and wanted to get it put of the United States

.

9/18/53: MADOLE spoke regarding the NYC mayoralty election and
. added that United States politicians had sold us out

in* the Korean War and they should be removed -- Roosevelt was
the greatest traitor in the United' States -- We do not deny that
We are for the Nazi Party in Germany.

10/2/53: MADOLE spoke regarding the platform Of the NRP and
said that it is exactly as is stated in, ail National

Renaissance Bulletins -- He indicated that the present American
regime should be replaced with a group which would think of the*
rights of the majority of the -people instead of the minority groups,.



> *

r

Letter to Director'
ny 105-6112

XQ/9/53%: !|^^^-®^^S^y,^®_^ssian.jRev61ution. was financed'
by New York City ;J[eW8' With twenty million dollars —

It Is the Communists, .not the Fascists,, •wKd^'advocat^^^cla|t^
l

- .

warfare in the United States . -

^ -

10/16/53: MADOLE spoke- against the. Anti-Defamation League, '
- _

indicating that it was. not taxed and was not* registered --
.

He indicated that. iHALLEY arid WAGNERy : the leading: .candidates £or. -
;

NYC/Mayor, are bdth suppprted by the jews.,

' 1 ,10th Division, NtfCPDy b7c !

indicated on 3/13/56 that he had attended meetings of the NRP
during 1952 and 1953 as head pf the 23rd

.
Precinct, in which area

these meetings were held-. He. said that, during this- time there .

were no disturb^Ces at any of these ineetings and. no violations ’

of any kind were -reported. - He said that- generally
,
MADQLE spoke'

against the jews at these jineetii^a and related -what the Nazis ’

had. done to them but, very .cleverly avoided; advocating the same
,

things here. He, said MADOLE did advocate racial nationalism
and, social justice but skirted any actual statements advocating,

the use pf force and violence to achieve the aims of. the NRP.
He skid that " during this period numerous complaints were received
by^him from Jewish organizations in NY^,/; arid: as a result, these 7

meetings were closely CoverCdby men ifi- his command'. -However,

nothing- ever transpired which/warranted arrests being made or .

the discontinuance of these meetings. -
,

,

‘The files of the 23rd Precinct . NYCPD -Concerning -the b6
NRP were reviewed by sa I l and ho information was

;b 7c

located indicating that the NRP had ever’ advocated use of force
and violence, at its meetings..

The- NYO will continue its ,efforts po locate persons
whb might be abje to testify iii which the.

NRP did advocate the use of force and violence,.

Enclosed herewith are two photostats of the February
1956 issue of the "National Renaissance, Bulletin"., which was -

b7 D

furnished to the NYO oh 3/26/56 by 1

i

MJzJ a* se /iW */*»»«# '''
\



Assistant Attorney General
William P. Tompkins

Director, FBI

Williams
%

April 9., 1956

‘ NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

Reference Is made to my memorandum dated March 16, 1956,
in which you wore

,

advised that members of the New York City Police
Department who attended meetings of the captioned organization were
interviewed but were Unable to recall any specific instances where
violence was advocated. You wore also advised that additional
efforts were being made to locate officers who would be able to
testify in this regard.

There 'is being furnished you herewith a copy of a
memorandum from the New York Office of this Bureau dated March 29,
1956, containing the results, of interviews with members of the
New; York- City Police Department. As set forth ini this *letter the
New York. Office Ha. continuing its offorts to locate persons who
might be able to testify regarding statements made by members
of the captioned organization, advocating the use of force or
violence.

Concerning the last paragraph of the memorandum from
the New York Office you are being furnished herewith one. Photostat
of the February 1956 issue of the "National Renaissance Bulletin. M

The remainder of the information requested by you in
your memorandum dated February 17, 1956, is being obtained and
will, be furnished you promptly upon- receipt thereof by this
Bureau.

m, INFORMATION CONTAIN©

asss „

Tolson — _ ^ .

CFW :bas,

Belmont . ... Ss’Ot

Mohr J~Z5sp.83296 %
S^SJORDED

'

Tamm
Sizoo £
Vintertowd _ , *
Tele. Room „

Holloman^

Gandy

,

APS IS 1956

&
pi

\JV4
4

*

Xf +
»
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memomndum *. united stams government
-J

TO,

SUBJECT:.

^ „JDIRECTOR,^E’BI- .(&0-Q3G£>£-)~ .

ATT: FBI. LABORATORY

SACj NEW YORK (105-6112)

^NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS-X

223634

Enclosed herewith is a letter dated 4/25/54 to
|

I

signed by an unknown signature of JAMES H. MADOLE.
Also enclosed are known specimens of MADOLE 1 s signature bn an
employment form headed "Confidential" and an .application for
emplpyment

It is requested that a comparison of these specimens
be made to ascertain if the unknown signature is authentic

.

All of these' specimens should be- returned to the-
NYO immediately upon- completion of examination.

/

b6
b7C

Pv

(^3^ureau (62-83296 ) (Encs.3) RM
JL-New York (105-6112)

ALL IR70TUIATI0N COSIAIHEST "t

HKREIH ISUKCLASSIFiED
1

j* t ** /

>jjrr

EABjEG
(4)

vi£

r>jy*

. 'Cl -V.'-i



rjwor;

:WASHINRIOM~Drcf

IqlrSAC*. JTsh'-3Cork. ,

recorded - % jt -* f6*^irw

EaSfc^yrlS

Re: KATIOKAL RENAISSANCE PAKE7

IS-X

Bvatmaatiou requested by:
jjqw Jork

I^eferonce: letter
.3/9/56

rHxewiuatiou requested:' DOCVKSOQt

Specimen:

John Edgar Hoover, Director

'

YOUR FILE NO. lQ£-6ll2
FBI FILE NO. 62-83296
LAB. NO. j)-223634* BE

AI.L IHFORMATIOH
CORTAIHBJ

Q2 A letter dated V2S/54, on ^f^&^alpaeture -

' Renaissance Party, bearing the handwritten signsm
"JAMES H» MADOLE."

- linown signatures of JAKES H. MADOLfc.%

:f' [rqsuits of examination!
T

t pile to variations, which could not °
* 0
°°

the to
^
i3 °L^e

g°
V
to

1
Hhethor

i
tho

e
jAlffiS°H. HADOEE signature

"'

on
a
Q2°«os «ritt0h by JAMES H. HADOEE Hhose Known writing

is found on K2**

l JN&tote' of handwriting similarities

ofjaS^ha^I«*£ ** «*»*“*

^tSSSrSIn $» questioned signature r on 02.

02 and K2 are returned herewith. ThotograDhs are retained.

®$M(a)Fffl“REGISTEEm HAIL _,uW ,Q
MAR 29 1956 ,

/Vj/f

J0 Or / 0

r Mol#-—

«

p
Parson* ^

1 Rosen

I Tamin

I Siioo

ii .Wlctcrrowd

^4|olloi
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